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Foreword
Adapting to climate change is no longer an option. It is a
necessity. Examples can be found around the globe.
In recent years, erratic rainfall patterns in Sub-Saharan
Africa have contributed to massive food shortages of key
grains, such as maize and rice. Mongolia has faced steadily rising average temperatures for 50 years, which has
contributed to warming permafrost and melting glaciers.
Water tables have shifted as a result, threatening the pastoral livestock sector upon which half of Mongolia’s population depends. In the Caribbean Sea, rising sea levels,
combined with ongoing environmental pressures, are projected to accelerate erosion and coastal flooding in smallisland and low-lying states. Developing country governments and those communities most vulnerable to the
effects of climate change and variability will require considerable financial and technical support to achieve development goals under such circumstances.
Fortunately, adaptation efforts have evolved significantly
in recent years. Alongside growing political recognition,
a wealth of new experience in implementation has been
gained. While much remains to be learned in terms of
what constitutes successful adaptation, the time has come
to consider seriously how to most effectively use available
funding.
Monitoring and evaluation (M&E) systems have a critical role to play as stakeholders seek to ensure that their
investments are effective in building climate resilience.
How do we account for success and learn from failures as
we confront the complexities and uncertainties of climate
change adaptation? How do we know when we are reducing climate risks? To what extent are we succeeding, and
who is benefitting?

Frank Fass-Metz
Head of Unit Climate Policy and Climate Financing,
German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and
Development (BMZ)

Aimed at development practitioners and decision makers, this publication offers a roadmap for designing M&E
systems for climate change adaptation that help fulfill
core principles of aid effectiveness. It brings together the
latest thinking on adaptation and practical experiences from development cooperation, building on the work
of the World Resources Institute (WRI), as well as the
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit
(GIZ) GmbH on behalf of the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ).
It argues that M&E systems need to enable results-based
management, promote flexibility, and support iterative
learning as the world grapples with the uncertainties of
climate change impacts. Achieving these goals requires
development practitioners to carefully articulate their adaptation objectives, clarify the basis for their project design, and make transparent their assumptions regarding,
for example, climatic, social and economic factors that
may influence the project’s ability to help vulnerable people thrive in a changing climate. With this foundation,
project managers can then select indicators and build information systems that are able to track adaptation success. This publication outlines a six-step sequence to support this process.
We hope this publication will foster dialogue and be a
useful contribution toward answering the urgent challenge of making global adaptation efforts as effective as
possible.

Manish Bapna
Acting President, World Resources Institute (WRI)
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Executive Summary
Adaptation, Development, and Monitoring and Evaluation
The impacts of climate change increasingly threaten the
achievement of poverty reduction and other development objectives, including the 2015 Millennium Development Goals (MDG). Research suggests that impacts
over the course of the 21st century, if unaddressed, could
cause a 5–10 percent loss in global gross domestic product
(GDP), with poor countries’ wealth declining in excess
of 10 percent.1 Even more significant are the potential
threats to human security – reduced agricultural production, heightened water scarcity, exposure to droughts,
floods, storms, and diseases.2
As developing country governments and their international partners grow increasingly aware of these threats,
they are turning to options for adapting to climate change
in the development context. However, the national, sectoral, and project-based adaptation plans and policies now
emerging are largely in their infancy and relatively untested. Monitoring and evaluation (M&E) of such initiatives,
as they are implemented across the developing world,
will be critically important for judging their effectiveness
and making decisions on which efforts to scale up as climate impacts intensify. Industrialized countries and donor agencies channeling billions of dollars into adaptation finance, including under the auspices of the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC), will require such systems as an important
dimension to the adaptation initiatives they support.
About This Publication
This paper aims to provide adaptation and development
practitioners with a practical framework for developing
M&E systems that can track the success and failure of adaptation initiatives in the development context. It is based
upon a series of convenings, case studies, and interviews
conducted by the World Resources Institute (WRI) in
collaboration with the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH, with financial
support from the German Federal Ministry for Economic
Cooperation and Development (BMZ). In particular, the
authors reviewed M&E systems in the planning and implementation stages for several relevant GIZ and Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau Bankengruppe (Kf W or German Development Bank) natural resource management
and adaptation projects in India.

We expect adaptation M&E practice will evolve substantially in the years ahead. We offer this guidance in the
hope that capturing early lessons in adaptation can propel
future successful efforts. This paper addresses the planning, design, and early implementation stages of adaptation interventions. The key framework can also serve as a
basis for funders and their partners to develop or analyse
programmatic agendas, formulate evaluation questions, or
supplement guidance on M&E in a specific sector or thematic area.
The core principles presented in this report center around
the importance of M&E as a tool to shape successful adaptation efforts. We also recognize, however, that M&E
can serve other useful purposes. For example, it can help
identify positive synergies between efforts towards adaptation and other objectives, such as economic growth or
climate change mitigation.
The guidance presented here is limited to the scope of
our research and consultations and has not yet been substantially tested in the field. Practitioners will undoubtedly need to adjust their use of this paper to the unique
needs of specific interventions, and to existing M&E systems and management standards. Furthermore, analysis
of adaptation strategies and efforts beyond the intervention level are largely beyond the scope of this paper. Very
different methodologies may be needed to assess, for example, large-scale, countrywide adaptation strategies, or
sector-wide adaptation efforts. Finally, as practitioners,
governments, and other development cooperation partners progress in this emerging field, much remains to be
tested and learned about “what works” in adaptation and
how to measure it.
Summary of Key Findings
This report consists of four chapters designed to provide
a roadmap for adaptation and development practitioners
on how to design and implement project-level monitoring
and evaluation systems. The key content of each chapter
is summarized below.

1 Stern 2006.
2 UNDP 2008a.
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Chapter 1: The Role of M&E in Adaptation

Chapter 2: Lessons from Early Adaptation Efforts

The report first highlights the importance of M&E for
improving adaptation in a developing country context
and identifies several core concepts that characterize how
M&E for adaptation differs from M&E for other aims:

Chapter 2 explores lessons learned for M&E from early
adaptation efforts in the developing world, and identifies
an emerging set of principles for adaptation M&E. These
provide the foundation for the step-by-step approach
we then propose in Chapter 3 for establishing an M&E
system.

• No one set of adaptation indicators or single type of
M&E system will work for all adaptation interventions.
Indicators must be chosen based on the relationship between planned adaptation activities and the socio-economic, environmental and climatic context in which
they will be implemented.
• M&E systems play two critical roles in ensuring effective adaptation: they support the long-term process of
learning “what works” in adaptation and they provide a
tool for practitioners to manage their work in the context of the uncertainty surrounding climate change
impacts.
• Practitioners encounter many challenges in designing and using M&E systems for adaptation, including
achieving results in both long and short timeframes,
and dealing with the cross-sectoral nature of adaptation
interventions.
• Competing priorities for how to use M&E can create tensions that practitioners must face in order to
design effective M&E systems for adaptation. These
include whether M&E supports bottom-up or topdown decision-making, and whether M&E as a tool for
learning can be reconciled with its role in supporting
accountability.

• Adaptation in the development context can be broadly categorized by three types of efforts – communitybased adaptation, program and project-based adaptation, and national policy initiatives. These areas have
evolved separately to meet specific needs, and each requires M&E systems tailored to meet those needs.
• Broad early lessons on the use of M&E for adaptation
can be seen across the types of adaptation efforts noted
above. First, defining adaptation success requires consideration of the context in which adaptation activities
occur. Second, a diversity of inputs – including information and participants – contributes to successful adaptation M&E systems. Third, tracking assumptions is
an important component of M&E systems for adaptation, in order to contend with the uncertainties associated with climate change.
• Three principles underpin effective M&E systems for
adaptation interventions: design for learning; manage for results; and maintain flexibility in the face of
uncertainty.

Figure ES1. Building on Early Lessons in Adaptation M&E
Types of
Adaptation
Efforts

Community
Based

National
Policy
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Figure ES2. Three Dimensions of Adaptation

3. Sustained Development

Learning
M&E

M&E

M&E

1. Adaptive Capacity

Chapter 3: Steps and Options: Developing M&E Systems
The bulk of the report presents a comprehensive six-step
process to develop adaptation-relevant M&E systems for
use in developing countries. Development practitioners
can apply these steps either to develop an M&E system
for an adaptation project or program, or to identify ways
to monitor and evaluate the adaptation components of a
development intervention. The steps can also help funders
and practitioners to gauge the utility of existing M&E
systems for adaptation initiatives.
Each step raises key design and implementation questions for practitioners to address. The steps are organized
around three key dimensions of adaptation (see Figure
ES2), and example indicators for each dimension help
practitioners identify criteria for defining a given project’s
contribution to adaptation.
• Step 1 Describe the Adaptation Context – Since the
nature and quality of adaptation depends heavily on
context, it is essential for practitioners to understand
the climate and non-climate factors and populations
that will affect and be affected by the interventions they
plan. Conducting a climate vulnerability and/or climate
risk assessment early in the intervention design process
helps practitioners and their partners, for example, to
identify and reflect stakeholder-driven priorities.

2. Adaptation Actions

• Step 2 Identify the Contribution to Adaptation – Adaptation is many things to many actors and stakeholders, and attribution of any given set of activities to a
known outcome is impossible. Instead, this paper proposes a three-part framework constructed around possible contributions to the adaptation process: adaptive
capacity, adaptation actions, and sustained development in a changing climate. Funders and their partners
can use this framework to, among other things, define
high-level goals or outcomes. Practitioners can use it
to characterize types of lessons learned from the M&E
systems of various adaptation interventions.
• Step 3 Form an Adaptation Hypothesis – To test the
validity of a location-specific approach to adaptation,
practitioners can formulate an adaptation hypothesis
for each major expected outcome. For example, crop
diversification might be a strategy for a farming village
to manage increasing climate variability. The hypothesis might be that the use of a particular seed blend will
reduce crop sensitivity to extreme temperatures and
drought, thereby improving average yield and overall
average food security. The intervention results would
show whether the tested approach yielded the quality or degree of intended behavioral or environmental
changes.
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• Step 4 Create an Adaptation Theory of Change – In
light of the many uncertainties surrounding adaptation interventions, a theory of change is a helpful tool
for practitioners to illustrate the relationship between
an intervention’s components, expected results, and assumptions about factors that can enable or inhibit the
likelihood of achieving success. Practitioners can use a
theory of change to identify and correct false assumptions, integrate new information into a strategy, or pinpoint the reasons for achievements or failures.
• Step 5 Choose Indicators and Set a Baseline – Choosing appropriate indicators for adaptation requires rooting an intervention’s goals within its specific climate
change and development context. Practitioners can use
the three adaptation dimensions shown in Figure ES2
to characterize indicators by type of outcome, and devise a baseline to measure progress within each. This
step illustrates two sets of example indicators within
each adaptation dimension. In this chapter we describe
‘assets’ and ‘institutional functions’ as two types of indicators that are particularly useful in describing adaptive capacity. Under adaptation actions we highlight
activities and decisions that address particular ‘climate
hazards,’ or work to reduce ‘vulnerability drivers.’ And
we propose ‘ecosystem services’ and ‘livelihoods’ as
two useful types of indicators for demonstrating the
long-term and systematic needs of sustaining development in a changing climate.
• Step 6 Use the Adaptation M&E System – This step
guides practitioners through how to implement the
M&E system developed through the previous five steps.
Adaptation-relevant M&E systems can be used by practitioners to demonstrate the relative contribution of interventions to the adaptation process and answer evaluation questions related to, for example, performance,
efficiency and effectiveness. We highlight the differences between activity and outcome monitoring, and
discuss the importance of results-based management,
flexibility, and learning, including through regular
feedback loops and engagement with partners.
Chapter 4: Conclusions
The report concludes by highlighting ways to “learn by
doing” in the development of M&E practice for adaptation. It proposes several important areas for further development and research.
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• Think outside the project box: The challenges of M&E
for adaptation are largely shaped by factors outside the
individual project cycle. Therefore, developers of M&E
systems need to move toward measuring changes in
broader systems.
• Explore options for overcoming barriers to participation: Further work is needed to understand how technology, capacity building, and wise use of financial resources can reduce the costs associated with stakeholder
participation in M&E, improve inclusion processes,
and scale up use of participatory approaches.
• Link existing M&E systems: Stronger connections between bottom-up and top-down information and decision making could help focus scarce resources by eliminating duplicate reporting structures, sharing common
relevant information, and potentially improving accessibility and transparency. Integrated adaptation M&E
systems could also be used to link disparate sectoral or
thematic activities.
• Promote experimentation: Useful experimental approaches for adaptation from the developed world are
beginning to gain traction in the development sphere.
M&E will play an important role in helping to learn
when such approaches have value and how they can be
adjusted to specific locations.
• Face tensions and trade-offs openly: M&E of adaptation presents challenges in a world of limited resources,
where it is rarely possible to manage multiple processes
for a given place, issue, or activity. Open discussion of
tensions and trade-offs can ensure that a given system is
used appropriately, and that its results are not misunderstood, misinterpreted, or used for cross-purposes.
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1. Concepts: Introduction to Adaptation M&E for Development Practitioners
As developing country governments and their international partners grow more aware of the threat climate
change poses to development goals, particularly in the
poorest countries, they increasingly face the question of
how to best invest funding to support adaptation to climate change. M&E will play an important role in ensuring that adaptation funding is used as effectively as possible, and that lessons from early investments inform the
continual improvement of adaptation interventions.
This paper aims to help development practitioners navigate the many options at their disposal for crafting practical M&E systems for their adaptation work. While M&E
for adaptation draws substantially on methods, frameworks, and indicators frequently used in other development spheres, practitioners will also need to address several ideas, issues, and challenges of particular importance
to climate change adaptation.
Among the peculiarities of M&E for adaptation is the
broad diversity of activities and outcomes that may be
monitored or evaluated. Adaptation activities take place
across the full spectrum of “sectors” within development
– from health, to infrastructure, to gender, to youth initiatives, and more. Thus, any approach to M&E for adaptation must strike a balance between structure and flexibility. On the one hand, it must provide sufficient structure
to assist in tracking whether and how an initiative is
adaptive; on the other hand, it must provide sufficient
flexibility to be useful across the full range of adaptation
activities and contexts. This guidance attempts to strike
such a balance.
M&E for adaptation also faces a diversity of development practitioners who may engage in the M&E process.
Practitioners bring a wide variety of experience and expertise to the process of developing and using an adaptation M&E system, which necessitates a second balancing
act in this paper. While we have attempted throughout
to focus on M&E for adaptation as a whole, readers with
expertise in adaptation will most likely appreciate different parts of this paper than those steeped in M&E. Likewise, readers with a strategic or policy interest in M&E
for adaptation will likely most appreciate Chapters 1, 2,
and 4, while those responsible for designing an M&E system for a specific intervention will spend more time with
the many details in Chapter 3 and the annexes. In all cases, readers should view this guidance as a complement to
their existing expertise in particular sectors, development
issues, frameworks, and evaluation methods – not as a
stand-alone solution to their M&E needs.

We begin by framing key concepts in M&E for adaptation, including the relationship of adaptation to development in general, the importance of M&E for adaptation,
and several challenges and tensions at play in the design
of M&E systems for adaptation.
1.1 Climate Change Adaptation in the Development
Context
Adaptation to climate change refers to a process of adjusting to actual and expected climatic changes, or to the effects of climate change on social and ecological systems.
Adaptation aims to moderate harm to human well-being
associated with those changes, and to exploit potentially
beneficial opportunities.3
To understand adaptation in the development context,
practitioners must also take vulnerability into account.
Vulnerability refers to the degree to which populations
face harm from climatic changes. Many factors contribute to climate vulnerability, including environmental, socioeconomic, and institutional factors – not just the climate. For example, some people may be more vulnerable
because, as farmers or fishers, their livelihoods make them
especially sensitive to changing storm and rainfall patterns. Likewise, some people may have greater vulnerability because they lack the resources they need to protect
themselves from harm, such as a sturdy roof in a storm, a
boat during a flood, or a road for accessing markets when
drought makes local food sources unreliable. 3
Given the many different drivers of vulnerability and the
diversity of possible climatic changes, adaptation may
entail any number of different activities. For example,
a farming community may plant new crops that have a
higher heat tolerance or resistance to drought. Tour operators dependent upon reefs threatened by warming sea
waters may learn new trades to diversify their livelihood.
A coastal community may restore mangroves to protect
against more frequent storm surges, or move away from
the coast altogether if highly threatened. A government
may protect citizens by investing in drought early-warning systems, and may build its environmental observation
systems in order to monitor how climate change affects
important national resources. In each case, what constitutes adaptation depends upon the specific local context.
The above examples highlight how climate change is
entwined with a wide range of activities critical for
3 The issue of vulnerability has a rich academic literature. For additional discussion and a compilation of definitions of vulnerability,
see http://www.vulnerabilitynet.org/definitions.shtml
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development. Accordingly, governments and funders increasingly view adaptation efforts as part of the development process. However, many development activities –
such as building a road or improving slum housing – may
reduce climate vulnerability as a “co-benefit” to other
objectives. In other words, adaptation underpins success
in development as the climate changes, but development
success can also facilitate adaptation.
There are important inter-relations between adaptation
to climate change and development activities (see also
Michaelowa and Koehler 2011). The question of additionality is not only an issue within international climate
finance. There are also some very practical questions regarding project planning “What is an adaptation project
and what is not?”, “What is new or different about adaptation projects?” and “What are the impacts on the formulation of objectives and indicators as well as on monitoring of projects’ impacts?” How, then, are development
practitioners to know what really constitutes or distinguishes adaptation?
This paper argues that what constitutes adaptation depends heavily upon the specific context in which activities
take place. Ultimately, one cannot distinguish between
“adaptation activities” and “development activities” per
se; the adaptiveness of an intervention depends not upon
the activities undertaken, but rather, upon the relationship between the activities, the climate change context,
and the vulnerability of the stakeholders targeted by the
intervention. M&E for adaptation, therefore, hinges upon
a process of understanding key aspects of the context,

identifying changes needed to reduce vulnerability in that
context, and measuring progress toward realizing those
changes. Chapter 3 of this paper proposes such a process.
Understanding the context in which an adaptation intervention takes place requires practitioners to explore the
specific relationship between the development status of
the intervention’s beneficiaries and their vulnerability to
climate change. To assist in this, WRI and its partners in
2007 proposed a continuum for understanding the relationship between adaptation and development (Figure 1).
The continuum recognizes that only a few activities – the
“climate change-focused” ones on the right-hand side of
the continuum – have a purely adaptation benefit. Such
activities are often referred to as filling an “adaptation
gap,”4 in which the difference between the beneficiaries’
status and the status appropriate to a changing climate is
due solely to a failure to specifically address the effects of
climate change.
In contrast, many activities – on the left-hand side of the
continuum in Figure 3 – contribute to adaptation by addressing more general development needs, such as health,
education, livelihoods, or governance. Such measures often serve as prerequisites for building the resources and
capabilities that enable people to anticipate future needs,
respond with agility to surprises, and recover quickly
from shocks (i.e. “adaptive capacity”). These prerequisite activities are sometimes referred to as addressing an
“adaptation deficit,” in which the difference between the
4 Annex I, Box 1 provides a comprehensive table defining “adaptation
gap,” “adaptation deficit,” “adaptive capacity,” and other terms frequently used to describe adaptation in the development context.

Figure 1. Adaptation Continuum

Addressing
reasons for
vulnerability to
climate variation
and change

Building
adaptive
capacity

Development focused: Activities
to reduce poverty, including nonclimate-related factors
Adaptation Deficit

Managing
climate
variability

Confronting
climate change

Climate change focused:
Activities to address climate impacts
exlusively linked to climate change
Adaptation Gap
Source: modified from McGray et al. 2007 and World Bank 2011
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beneficiaries’ status and the status appropriate to a changing climate is due to broader unmet development needs,
and not only to a failure to address climate change.
Most initiatives will face situations that fall somewhere
in the middle of the continuum, and include elements
of both an adaptation deficit and an adaptation gap. In
other words, climate vulnerability derives from both development needs and the need to explicitly address climate change. In designing adaptation initiatives and their
M&E systems, the challenge for development practitioners is to identify the most relevant mix of activities
and indicators to address their specific mix of adaptation
challenges.
1.2 The Importance of M&E for Adaptation
Monitoring refers to an ongoing process of tracking and
reviewing activities, their results, and the surrounding
context. The aim is usually to make immediate adjustments to activities if deviations from objectives, targets,
or standards are detected. However, monitoring also generates information that can be used for in-depth evaluations of projects or programs. Because monitoring and
evaluation are often considered a single “M&E system,”
this paper treats them as such. Box 1 examines the key dimensions of an M&E system established for the Climate
Change Adaptation in Africa Program. (See Annex 1, Box
2 for detailed definitions of key terms practitioners commonly use to describe M&E.)
M&E can play an important role in any instance where
practitioners seek to document results and improve performance. However, given the uncertainty and dynamism
associated with climate change, M&E is especially important for adaptation. Specifically, M&E systems play two
critical roles in promoting successful adaptation:
They provide critical support to the long-term process of
learning “what works” in adaptation. M&E can broaden
understanding of adaptation options to improve definitions of adaptation effectiveness, and over time, to ensure that adaptation efforts deliver their intended results.
In this way, M&E plays an investigative or documentary
role in adaptation. For example, it may help practitioners
understand:
• how an adaptation intervention influences and is influenced by policies, institutions, economic shifts, and
other factors;
• what factors contribute to unplanned or “autonomous”
adaptation;

• historical coping mechanisms and evidence of resilience
to previous climate-related events;
• socially or economically acceptable levels of risk in decision making; and
• how to develop new adaptation strategies for addressing
the effects of climate change.
They provide a powerful tool to help practitioners manage
their work. For example, over the near term, practitioners
may use M&E to:
• adjust adaptation activities based on how successful
they are in achieving intended adaptation objectives;
• adjust adaptation activities to address unexpected challenges, unintended consequences, or other surprises;
• compare institutional structures, processes, and results
across various interventions in different locations; and
• prompt discussion and shared learning among participants and stakeholders in a particular adaptation
initiative.
Box 1. Climate Change Adaptation in Africa: A Snapshot of M&E in Practice
Objectives
Climate Change Adaptation in Africa (CCAA) is a
5-year program jointly supported by the International
Development Research Centre (IDRC) and the United
Kingdom’s Department for International Development
(DFID) to address an acute lack of capacity to deal
with unavoidable climate change in Africa. Through
the execution of 46 projects in 33 countries, the
program aims are to:

* strengthen the capacity of African scientists, organisations, decision makers, and others to contribute to adaptation to climate change;

* support adaptation by rural and urban people,

particularly the most vulnerable, through action
research;

* generate a better shared understanding of the findings of scientists and research institutes on climate variability and change; and

* inform policy processes with high-quality, sciencebased knowledge.5

5

CCAA 2011.
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Monitoring
The CCAA program puts a strong emphasis on M&E not
only for accountability purposes, but also because it
promotes learning that is critical to the success of
adaptation. The program therefore seeks to instill an
evaluative culture among researchers. 6 M&E is carried
out in three tiers: at the program level, at the project
level, and at the level of the participatory action
research groups with which projects work. The program
trained project teams in outcome mapping (OM), an
approach developed by IDRC that helps project
managers to document specific behavioral changes,
practices, and relationships among key partners with
whom the program interacts. OM also encourages
reflection on completed activities, so that ongoing
strategies can be adjusted to achieve project objectives. CCAA used the OM approach together with
results-based management (RBM) tools (a logical
framework) as core methods of its M&E system.
CCAA encouraged its project teams to be creative in
combining OM with other tools, in order to integrate
M&E with planning and decision making, rather than
treating it as a parallel bureaucratic activity. Some
project teams deemphasized the role of OM, and
instead used e.g. tools better able to define and
monitor biophysical or socioeconomic indicators.7 They
were encouraged to develop their indicators relative to
their own objectives, and managers expressed progress
in their interim and final technical reports. Based on
the latter, as well as on visits and regular communication, program officers then tracked the progress of
each project team for the outcomes defined in the
program’s logical framework (logframe). These include,
among others, how the project teams: assessed
vulnerabilities; developed options for enhancing
adaptive capacity; facilitated knowledge sharing
amongst different groups of stakeholders; as well as
whether they published and disseminated project
results. They also included how stakeholders participated in adaptation research and how research findings
contributed to the development of adaptation policies
and plans.
Since the program revolves around active understanding and use of scientific research to improve the
adaptation process, tracking and assessment of
knowledge sharing play a central role in its success.
Therefore, CCAA established a knowledge-sharing
6
7
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framework to facilitate learning among program
partners and others actively working on climate change
adaptation in the region. Four user groups were
targeted: policymakers, researchers, at-risk groups,
and capacity developers (e.g. extension services,
community facilitators). As part of this framework, the
program supported the development of the Africa
Adapt platform which is now widely used for knowledge exchange even outside of CCAA.
Evaluation
In 2008, the program commissioned a mid-term review
of the CCAA program. Four scientists were involved in
this formative evaluation, and they used the information generated from M&E system documentation, along
with field visits, surveys, and interviews to conduct
their assessment. This evaluation included a “project
level” review of activities and progress, and a “strategic level” assessment of objectives, approaches,
outputs, and overall progress.
The review concluded that the program is relevant and
significant to Africa’s current needs, and that the
strategic objectives remain relevant to the longer-term
challenges of adaptation and capacity building in the
region. However, since capacity is a longer-term goal,
additional work remains in fleshing out specific
deliverables at the project level in the 5-year time
frame. The evaluators also concluded that the program
needs to place more emphasis on future climate
change, as opposed to current variability. They also
highlighted an absence of networking between CCAA
projects, as well as between CCAA projects and other
regional climate change adaptation projects.8 This
review was used to make improvements to the
program’s strategy as well as to guide the design of
initiatives aimed at transferring ownership of some
activities, including the African Climate Change
Fellowship Program and the Africa Adapt platform, to
African institutions by program closing.
Although ultimate impacts are yet uncertain, there is
early evidence of CCAA positively affecting policymaking in relation to coastal flooding in Morocco and crop
insurance in Ethiopia.9 Based on ongoing evidence
collected through the M&E system, using OM and RBM
will improve the ability of the program coordinators to
focus their efforts throughout the remaining implementation period, both to ensure successful results and to
address problematic areas.
8
9

CCAA 2008.
For more information, see R4D 2011.
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1.3 Results-Based Management and the Aid Effectiveness
Agenda
In the last several decades, a growing body of analysis and
advocacy has emerged to critique the efficacy of development assistance.
In 2005, the international community responded to the
growing critique with The Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness, which enshrines five principles, summarized here
by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD):10
• Ownership – Developing countries set their own strategies for poverty reduction, improve their institutions,
and tackle corruption.
• Alignment – Donor countries align behind these objectives and use local systems.
• Harmonization – Donor countries coordinate, simplify
procedures, and share information to avoid duplication.
• Results – Developing countries and donors shift focus
to development results, and results get measured.
• Mutual Accountability – Donors and partners are accountable for development results.
The fourth principle – measurement of results – has led
many donors to re-orient their organisations toward ensuring that their work goes beyond outputs to achieve
meaningful outcomes and lasting impact. Typically,
M&E plays a central role in results-based management
(RBM), supporting frequent assessment of progress, reporting on performance, and improvement of strategies.
In the RBM context, M&E often emphasizes quantitative indicators, such as the number of people inoculated
against a disease, or tons of greenhouse gas emissions reduced. However, the emphasis on measurability is more
challenging for development objectives that are more
qualitative in nature, such as women’s empowerment or
development of institutional capacity.11
As development practitioners turn their attention to adaptation, they are bringing their results orientation with
them and look for ways to measure results in the adaptation sphere. The bulk of this paper explores options
that may support the application of RBM to adaptation
through M&E. The following section explores the specific
challenges practitioners will face as they seek to deploy
M&E in the service of effective climate adaptation in developing countries.
10 OECD 2005.
11 For an example methodology for measuring development results
stemming from capacity development, see GIZ 2008.

1.4 Challenges to M&E for Adaptation
Adaptation poses M&E hurdles that have long troubled practitioners in the development field more broadly.
M&E can be costly, especially if done well. It is frequently not prioritized, since in many cases initiatives face insufficient resources just for implementation. Even when
well resourced, data limitations may reduce the scope or
effectiveness of M&E. Project developers may also face
challenges in engaging the right stakeholders to ensure
M&E efforts succeed. In spite of the many benefits M&E
can bring, the overall picture is often one of limited capacity and incentive for investing in M&E to improve
performance.
The nature of adaptation also presents several technical challenges to the application of existing practices in
M&E. While not unique to adaptation, these challenges
are pervasive and prominent in efforts to develop M&E
practices for adaptation. They include:
• Long and short time frames: M&E systems will need
to track success in the short- (<5 years), medium- (5–20
years) and long-term (20+ years) time horizons. Many
development initiatives must consider these time horizons, but they are of particular importance to adaptation, given that the results of many adaptation actions
taken now will only become clear over decades of climatic change. This may lead to trade-offs between nearand long-term adaptation success. For example, irrigation activities that may improve near-term resilience to
variable rainfall may also accustom farmers to a level of
water use that is unsustainable in the long run if a drier
climate reduces groundwater recharge. A GIZ study realized by Perspectives presents an interesting approach
how to measure comparable long term impacts with a
set of standardised sustainability indicators (see chapter 3.5.3).
• High degree of uncertainty: Though the science of climate change has improved greatly, much remains uncertain about how and when the climate will change,
how human and natural systems will shift in response,
and what factors will most influence vulnerability over
time. For M&E practices, this uncertainty makes for a
“moving target”; it will not be possible to simply measure
adaptation progress toward a known future climatic state.
• Diverse definitions of “adaptation effectiveness”: The
relative newness of adaptation and the broad variety of
interventions that may constitute adaptation together
lead to a wide range of approaches and indicators for
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defining “success.” Whereas the health, education, and
other established sectors have, over time, achieved some
consensus on important indicators or targets, adaptation has as yet reached no such agreement. This complicates decisions on what M&E tools and processes to use
in order to assess “effectiveness” with adequate scope
and complexity.
• Frequent need for “counterfactuals”: In many instances, adaptation success may ultimately be determined by
the absence of a negative event, requiring M&E to deal
with measurement against a counterfactual scenario.
For example, success may consist of readiness for a Category 5 storm that has not yet happened. If or when the
storm occurs, the “success” may consist of fewer deaths
or damages compared to “what might have happened”
in the absence of adaptation measures, such as establishing a national emergency response system.
• Cross-sectoral nature: Adaptation encompasses a wide
variety of actors at different levels – from local to national jurisdictions, across ministries, and between
public, private, and informal sectors. Learning how to
coordinate and incorporate climate risk and vulnerability into existing plans and operations is part of the
solution. M&E, therefore, needs to consider the entire
system, examining the linkages between various institutional arrangements.
Given the above challenges, related social and political
factors, and the diversity of players involved, adaptation
places many demands upon M&E efforts. To complicate matters further, M&E is sometimes conflated with
“MRV” (measurement, reporting, and verification),

a term that arose from the 2007 Bali Action Plan signed
by parties to the UNFCCC. The relevant provision of the
Plan requires that three things be “measurable, reportable, and verifiable”:
• industrialized countries’ greenhouse gas mitigation actions,
• developing countries’ greenhouse gas mitigation actions, and
• the support industrialized countries provide to developing countries to take climate actions.
The global community is now engaged in negotiating a
system through which MRV will occur under the UNFCCC. M&E and MRV systems are related in that both
can play a role in tracking climate finance, although for
different purposes. This paper does not address MRV in
detail, but does provide an overview of the overlap and
differences between the two concepts in Annex I, Box 3.
In all practicality, a given M&E system will rarely succeed in being all things to all people, and will not likely
rise to all adaptation challenges successfully. Adaptation
practitioners, therefore, need to make difficult choices
in designing their M&E systems and must accept tradeoffs in what their M&E systems can achieve. Priorities
informing the design and implementation of M&E for
adaptation depend heavily on a practitioner’s point of reference, and often reflect tensions produced by the issues
described above. Table 1 highlights tensions in several areas of focus where practitioners often must balance competing needs and uses of M&E. Their choices and the priorities that inform them will be reflected in the kind of
information generated by the M&E system, as well as the
types of reporting, learning, and management that the information can support.

Table 1. Tensions Shaping M&E Systems for Adaptation
The Purpose of M&E: Learning vs. Accountability
M&E can be used primarily to ensure either an improved understanding of factors that affect the impacts of an intervention or that project
or program commitments, expectations, and standards are met. Learning can conflict with accountability when meeting particular
standards or protocols for M&E is not conducive to a learning environment or does not allow for mistakes to inform the learning process.
Definition of Effective Adaptation: Process vs. Outcome
M&E systems take different approaches in defining the successful progress of an adaptation activity. Success can be measured by the
quality and function of adaptation processes, or by the quality of the results of processes. Many systems attempt to address both process
and outcome, but limited resources will typically mean incomplete coverage of one or both. This is discussed further in Chapter 3.
Basis for M&E System Design: Practical vs. Conceptual
M&E approaches can be borrowed from tried and tested interventions in natural resources management, sustainable agriculture, or other
development spheres. Alternatively, practitioners can use adaptation itself as the basis for M&E, although this may mean using untested
theoretical frameworks.
Ownership of M&E: Bottom-Up vs. Top-Down
An M&E system with a bottom-up emphasis reflects the priorities of local communities, civil society organizations, and local governments.
M&E with a top-down emphasis is designed to meet the needs of large-scale institutions, national governments, or international stakeholders.
Top-down and bottom-up interests rarely intersect, often leading one set of stakeholders to have greater “ownership” of M&E than others.
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2. Early Efforts in Adaptation M&E: Lessons and Principles
This chapter highlights the different types of early adaptation efforts in a developing context, draws broad lessons
from them, and then establishes three principles for adaptation M&E, based on this review of current practice.
Over the past two decades, adaptation was hotly debated
in the global United Nations (UN)-led climate negotiations, and in academic journals, but this discourse resulted in limited action. In the early 2000s, nongovernmental organisations (NGOs) began piloting small adaptation
projects at the community level, several bilateral programs
and multilateral initiatives were launched, and proactive
governments began slowly incorporating adaptation into
their domestic development policies and international assistance programs. In 2007, the situation shifted dramatically due to a confluence of circumstances. The completion of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report 12, United Nations Development Program’s (UNDP’s) climate-focused Human
Development Report 13, and international agreement on the
Bali Action Plan vaulted adaptation into the spotlight as
an important development issue. Today governments and
funders have a modest body of global experience from
which to begin drawing some lessons for M&E.14
2.1 Types of Adaptation M&E Efforts
A review of M&E-relevant activity on adaptation, many
of which are described in the tables of Annex II, reveals
three broad categories of efforts:15
• Community-based initiatives, largely informed by anthropological studies on livelihoods and dominated by
NGO-driven activities with a bottom-up, participatory
ethic.
• Program- and project-based efforts, driven largely by
the global development community, and drawing heavily on rural development approaches and professional
project management.
• National policy initiatives, which began with the UNFCCC National Adaptation Programmes of Action
(NAPAs) and disaster risk reduction initiatives, but are
increasingly comprehensive and strategic.
Community-Based Efforts
Community-based adaptation (CBA) efforts typically promote M&E systems that can function and
12 IPCC 2007.
13 UNDP 2007c.
14 Annex II summarizes key implications for M&E from a variety of
adaptation intervention resources reviewed for this paper.
15 UNDP undated-a.

self-perpetuate at the community level in order to succeed in the long term and be of direct practical relevance
in the short term. With this aim in mind, programs often
focus on identifying socially and economically acceptable levels of risk, building trust and awareness of climate
change as an influence on livelihoods and local socioeconomic conditions, as well as possible future expectations.
An important aim is to undertake activities that treat the
abstract, long-term idea of “climate change” in the context of communities’ near-term daily priorities. Although
many of the activities and processes of an adaptation intervention may not differ from other projects for improving natural resource or water management, disaster risk
reduction, or agriculture, part of the challenge to M&E is
working with a different set of inputs and expectations.16
Inputs may need to include highly localized analysis of
the drivers of vulnerability, for example, and intervention
expectations will need to align with the immediate development needs of these communities.
Reflecting the values of a community-based approach to
development, including the principle of local “ownership”
of objectives and activities, early experiences in M&E
have been designed around a participatory approach to
evaluation. Several NGOs have developed portfolios of
CBA initiatives that include frameworks for participatory
M&E. (See Annex II, Table 2c.) In addition, a number of
community-based initiatives have led to the development
of tools that help to integrate climate risks and vulnerability into the regular project cycle of community-based
development efforts. While most of these provide little
guidance specific to M&E, they may assist in identifying
indicators and developing baselines. (See Annex II, Table 2b.)
For example, CARE’s Climate Vulnerability and Capacity Analysis is another planning tool that helps field staff
to understand the socioeconomic dimensions of vulnerability by integrating relevant science and local knowledge
into adaptation strategies and pursuing dialogue within
communities and between local governments and civil society organisations (CSOs). Also, the Community-based
Risk Screening Tool – Adaptation & Livelihoods (CRiSTAL), IISD, is a flexible decision-support tool that allows
project planners to factor in the role that ecosystem management and sustainable livelihoods can play in successful
16 For more information on CBA, see Christian Aid 2009, CARE
2010, Huq and Reid 2007, Pettengell 2010, wikiAdapt 2008, and
other relevant organisations (Practical Action, Overseas Development Institute (ODI), Red Cross Red Crescent (RCRC), World
Wildlife Fund (WWF)).
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adaptation. It also helps practitioners identify indicators
that stem from a systematic understanding of the links
between local livelihoods and climate. Though few are
specific to M&E or provide guidance beyond intervention
design and planning stages, each of these tools helps to
integrate climate risks and vulnerability into the regular
project cycle of community-based efforts.
Project and Program-Based Efforts
Although development assistance can support adaptation, and vice versa, the dynamics of climate change politics have placed emphasis on demonstrating that adaptation funding is “new and additional” to development
investments that would have been made even if the global
climate was not changing. This has led in practice to a
highly project-based mode of implementing adaptation,
since dedicated finances can be easily measured and distinguished from other funding streams. In this context,
M&E has been able to draw on a large body of methods
and experience applicable to project cycles. M&E resources are currently being expanded and refined, with a growing number of results frameworks designed to specifically focus on adaptation. For example, early adaptation
projects conducted through the finance mechanisms of
the UNFCCC, namely the Global Environment Facility
(GEF) Special Climate Change Fund (SCCF) and Least
Developed Countries Fund (LDCF), have developed numerous studies and results frameworks for adaptation.
GEF’s Adaptation Monitoring and Assessment Tool, the
World Bank Pilot Project in Climate Resilience results
framework, and the Adaptation Fund Board (AFB) results
framework are also very recent efforts to guide practitioners in developing adaptation-relevant M&E systems.17
European and UN funding agencies also regularly revisit
and evaluate existing performance criteria, and develop
project- and program-level methodologies and tools for
practitioners in implementing and executing agencies.18
Many agencies that fund and implement development
projects increasingly recognize that adaptation cannot
continue to be exclusively conducted through a set of discrete “adaptation projects.” These agencies also need to
“climate-proof” projects, programs, and policies where
the intervention objective is not adaptation per se, by
making adjustments in order to achieve poverty reduction, economic growth, health, education, or other development objectives in a changing climate. Various
17 GEF 2011, GEF 2008b, World Bank 2010c, AFB 2010c, AFB 2009.
18 See GEF Evaluation Office 2008; UNDP Undated e.
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risk-screening tools and mainstreaming guidelines are
under development by multilateral and bilateral organisations to support this process. These include efforts by the
OECD-Development Assistance Committee (DAC), the
Asian Development Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank, the World Bank, UNDP, DIFD, U.S. Agency
for International Development, the Danish International
Development Agency and GIZ, to name a few. (See Annex II, Tables 2a and 2b.) However, with few exceptions,
these tools are rarely designed to address M&E for adaptation specifically, let alone provide guidance on developing
M&E systems appropriate to adaptation interventions.
An early guide to address adaptation in the development
arena is UNDP’s Adaptation Policy Framework, which
outlines options for mainstreaming adaptation into policymaking. It is designed to aid national policymakers and
planners, as well as project and program coordinators, in
clarifying their priorities for formulating and implementing adaptation strategies, policies, and other measures at
multiple levels of society. Like CRiSTAL, it views adaptation to short-term climate variability as a basis for reducing vulnerability in the long term. Though not focused
on M&E for adaptation, it offers some methodological
advice on developing relevant indicators. A more recent
guide from the European Commission focuses specifically on adaptation as a factor in sustainability, and seeks to
integrate environment and climate change into development. It suggests ways to introduce adaptation into climate-sensitive sectors through budget planning and other
standard national decision processes.
National Policy Initiatives
Adaptation M&E in the context of national policy can be
complex, and is not well developed to date. Given competing priorities and a lack of awareness or understanding
of climate science and climate change, resources are infrequently devoted to producing quality M&E and effective
knowledge management tools. The first formal national
plans on adaptation in developing countries, for example, were the NAPAs, funded through the support of the
GEF’s LDCF. Early NAPAs were criticized for what they
initially lacked: funding to immediately implement identified projects; a longer-term, more strategic approach;
incentives to develop M&E systems that could foster
adaptive management and learning; and mechanisms for
expanding from discrete projects into broader, more systemic national adaptation efforts.19
19 DANIDA 2009.
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More recent NAPAs, however, as well as national adaptation policies and programs developed independently from
the UNFCCC system, are learning how to better address
vulnerability and adaptive capacity. In the case of NAPAs, improvements include newly devoted resources for
implementation; a new framework for tracking LDCF
results; and improved means for comparability, learning,
and reflection. Taken together, these reforms are expected to move efforts beyond the early “projectisized” approach towards cross-cutting issues and country-driven
priorities.20 A few developing countries have also formed
national climate change policies and coinciding results
frameworks that provide a platform for economic growth,
environmental management, and poverty reduction in the
context of a changing climate. Notable among these are
the independent efforts of governments and research partners in Bangladesh, Bolivia, Ghana, Guatemala, India,
and Uganda.21
In addition, OECD has developed a mainstreaming guide
to assist governments and international funders to integrate adaptation into core development activities, and incrementally into their M&E, with a focus on geographic
zones, communities, and sectors most vulnerable to climate change. It addresses four levels of government decision-making processes systems as entry points – national,
sector, project, and local – and encourages moving the
coordination of adaptation activities into powerful central bodies. The guide promotes harmonization with existing plans and strategies for adaptation, such as relevant
existing sector-level results frameworks. It also promotes
engaging a wide variety of stakeholders to identify adaptation options and define indicators of progress. Another
flexible tool is WRI’s National Adaptive Capacity (NAC)
framework, which examines what a national government
is capable of doing in order to adapt. Participation and
transparency are built into each step of the tool, which
seeks to draw on a variety of experiences and inputs to establish national adaptive capacity. Government officials
can use the resulting assessment as a baseline assessment22
for future adaptation planning.
20 DANIDA 2010.
21 Government of Bangladesh 2006, Government of India 2008, Government of Uganda 2007. See also NCAP 2005. For information
regarding Bangladesh, Boliva, Ghana, and Guatemala: http://www.
nlcap.net/home/.
22 An intervention baseline is the starting scenario or point from
which results are measured and tracked during implementation,
or a reference scenario can also be a projected picture of the future
without adaptation, to which intervention results can be compared
(UNDP 2010a). A further discussion on baselines follows Step 4 on
indicators.

2.2 Lessons from Early Efforts
Several shared themes emerge from the categories of adaptation efforts above, pointing to three broadly applicable lessons for M&E:
Adaptation depends heavily on context. Climate change
risks link with other challenges facing communities and
cannot be addressed in isolation. Such challenges can include socioeconomic, policy-related, technological, environmental, or financial factors that may influence vulnerability or create barriers to adaptation. This text refers to
these and related factors as the “adaptation context.” Step
1 of Chapter 3 guides readers in making decisions about
indicators and methods for measuring adaptation success
in light of this context.
Defining adaptation in context means that no single set
of adaptation strategies or “adaptation indicators” will
work in all circumstances. For example, activities that
build ecological resilience in one place may have very different consequences in a different ecosystem. Initiatives to
decrease socioeconomic vulnerability in one community
may prove irrelevant to the livelihoods, priorities and social issues in a neighbouring community. Another example
relates to climate risks that manifest as near-term needs
associated with low levels of development (i.e. the “adaptation deficit”). M&E that assesses progress at addressing
an adaptation deficit may look quite distinct from M&E
that targets adaptation to clear impacts of climate change.
The need for defining adaptation in context is one reason
adaptation initiatives frequently emphasize participatory
approaches, especially CBA initiatives.23 In the context
of the uncertainty associated with climate change, stakeholders can play a critical role in identifying vulnerability
drivers and setting priorities for action.24 Engaging stakeholders in M&E helps to capture the most relevant understanding of risks and the effect of adaptation interventions, by drawing from the collective input of the people
most affected.
Diversity contributes to adaptation-relevant M&E systems. Systems that employ M&E for adaptation frequently use multiple methods and integrate a wide variety of
data from different sources. For example, many adaptation M&E systems combine qualitative and quantitative
23 Annex II highlights many tools for developing these participatory
approaches to M&E.
24 Dessai and Van der Sluijs 2007 found stakeholder involvement to
be key to 5 of 11 frameworks they reviewed for decision making under uncertainty, and it was complementary to the remaining 6.
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information, and others complement scientific information with local or traditional knowledge in crafting results
narratives. Annexes II also highlight tools and frameworks in use for adaptation M&E, several of which apply
mixed methodologies and a variety of data sources.
Perhaps the most important area of diversity in M&E for
adaptation relates to how practitioners define effectiveness for adaptation initiatives. A wide variety of possible
indicators may assist in “measuring” interventions, each
of which may reveal a different dimension of successful
adaption. Typically outcome indicators, for example, focus on the function of M&E for supporting accountability processes, especially the accountability of adaptation
project proponents to their funders, and of development
agencies to their political constituents. However, the utility of many outcome indicators is undermined by the long
time horizons across which adaptation outcomes must be
assessed if M&E is truly to capture whether interventions
succeed in addressing specific impacts of climate change.
On the other hand, process indicators can be easily applied over short time scales, and provide a good fit with
the role of M&E in supporting ongoing learning and capacity development. However, they may disappoint those
who seek quantitative evidence of lives saved, damages
averted, or related development impacts.25
Assumptions matter under uncertainty. The design of
every adaptation intervention will hinge upon assumptions about how several factors (e.g. climatic, economic,
and policy factors) may affect the outcomes of the intervention. Making assumptions explicit and tracking how
they change throughout implementation allow a more
comprehensive picture of what has worked toward or
against reaching desired results. Assumptions also reflect
values and underscore why particular actions are chosen
over others.
Tracking assumptions before and during implementation
provides intervention managers with the basis for determining whether the original strategy behind an intervention continues to apply over time. Noting critical assumptions about factors that affect results helps them manage
the many uncertainties associated with climate change
and the diversity of factors that affect the vulnerability
of target populations. Identifying and tracking assumptions can also be a powerful method for practitioners to
25 Step 4 in Chapter 3 assists readers in considering key issues in
choosing indicators for adaptation interventions. Box 5 further discusses the application of outcome and process indicators.
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avoid risks or capitalize on opportunities in order to increase the likelihood of achieving results. Many development agencies make it standard practice to report on assumptions; these practices can provide valuable insights
into the “how” and “why” of adaptation success, and can
promote creativity and innovation. By making assumptions explicit at the beginning of an intervention, and
by tracking their validity over time, practitioners create
a process for adaptive management during the course of
implementation.26
2.3 Principles for Adaptation M&E
Based upon the review of M&E for adaptation described
above, this paper proposes three linked principles as a basis for developing adaptation M&E systems. These principles form the foundation for the design options for practitioners laid out in the next chapter. Figure 2 illustrates
the progression from early adaptation efforts, through
early lessons for adaptation M&E, leading to the three
principles of adaptation M&E as described in this section.
Design for Learning
Since many uncertainties surround how climate change
will unfold and what will constitute successful adaptation, the learning function of M&E will provide critical
benefits to society. Without attention to learning as the
core function of M&E, we are unlikely to capture successful efforts at autonomous adaptation, avoid maladaptation, or amass lessons about what works. Perhaps even
more important, M&E that supports learning can help
explain why and how adaptive activities and capacities
work.
Solutions for complex challenges often emerge from trial
and error. The strong demand for learning products in the
context of adaptation is evident in a growing number of
‘communities of practice’ and initiatives to exchange information and knowledge around adaptation.27 M&E systems must meet this demand if adaptation is to succeed
in the long run. Effective learning in the complex context
of adaptation will continue to require engaging a range of
stakeholders and partners in reflection, documentation,
and communication about their experiences, both good
26 Step 3 in Chapter 3 emphasizes the identification and tracking
of assumptions as a critical dimension of a good M&E system for
adaptation.
27 See, for example, UNDP’s Adaptation Learning Mechanism, the
multi-partner AfricaAdapt Knowledge Sharing network, DFID’s
Climate and Development Knowledge Network, and the GEF Evaluation Office’s Climate-Eval Web site. Annex II table 2d provides
additional information.
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Figure 2. Building on Early Lessons in Adaptation M&E

and bad. This process of sharing information and experience among a broad set of players is central to learning,
and will speed the improvement of adaptation initiatives.
Manage for Results
M&E systems used to assess the quality of adaptation
must account for factors that affect long-term changes,
even if they cannot be definitively measured in a given
implementation period. RBM captures the quality of implementation efforts and the results of those efforts. RBM
supports efforts to meet periodic targets and captures evidence for reflecting on what leads to intended and unintended changes.
In the shorter-term context of a particular adaptation intervention, a growing number of adaptation frameworks
and guidelines are designed to help enable RBM of interventions.28 These tools are still evolving and are growing
more pragmatic and implementation-oriented. Over time,
they should increasingly assist practitioners in adjusting
intervention strategies and assumptions during implementation, in order to ensure that objectives are achieved
and results delivered.
Maintain Flexibility
The M&E systems developed to track progress for adaptation must support flexible approaches conducive to learning and RBM. For example, more and more adaptation
28 See Annex II, Tables 2a, 2b, and 2c for examples from UNDP,
the World Bank, the GEF, and the AFB, as well as those devised
by various actors for project- and program-level initiatives. Some
regional adaptation framework examples are the Asian Cities Climate Change Resilience Network (ACCCRN), the Africa Climate
Change Resilience Alliance (ACCRA), and the International Center for Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD).

initiatives are devising strategies designed to yield results
acceptable under a range of possible future scenarios.
Principles of adaptive co-management – a blend of adaptive management and collaborative management that has
been applied to environmental resources – may also be
helpful in building flexibility into the M&E system.29
Adaptation approaches can be tailored to changing circumstances through a management system that allows
for a diversity of answers to a single question, redundancy in adaptation options (several different parallel efforts
toward a similar goal), and a willingness to change focus or pathways mid-stream. Therefore, monitoring and
reporting structures must be designed to accommodate
this multiplicity of pathways to success. Several development implementing agencies, NGOs, CSOs and other
actors have recognized this need for strategic and managerial flexibility, and have developed, or are developing, tools and methodologies to improve the quality and
expectations of flexibility.30 Box 2 describes the flexible
model employed by the Watershed Organisation Trust
in India for watershed management, which now incorporates climate change adaptation.
29 See Chapter 4 and Annex II for further explanation and examples.
30 See, for example, the United Kingdom Climate Impacts Program’s
Adaptation Wizard tool ((UKCIP 2009, the International Institute for Environment and Development’s “Participatory Learning
and Action” knowledge-sharing platform (IIED 2005), the AFB’s
emerging governance and financing structure (AFB Undated and
AFB 2010b), and UNEP’s “CC DARE: Climate Change Adaptation and Development Initiative” (UNEP 2009).
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Box 2. Watershed Organisation Trust: Using M&E to Stay Flexible
Since 1993, the Watershed Organisation Trust (WOTR) has worked to help rural
Indian communities improve their access to and the quality of their water
resources. WOTR takes an innovative approach to watershed development that
has enabled it to scale up and expand throughout India over the past few
years. Its model for watershed management is shaped by broad public
participation, emphasis on local knowledge, and consistent use of monitoring
to enable flexibility at multiple levels.

WOTR has developed an integrated project model for
watershed restoration that can be implemented in each
village according to its specific geographic, environmental,
and socioeconomic context. Participation provides the key to
this flexibility. Each project employs an approach called
Participatory Net Planning, which emphasizes application of
local knowledge throughout planning, implementation,
monitoring, and learning. WOTR also employs training and
capacity-building programs, and has found that these
activities help sustain an intervention that the local
populations have constructed themselves, with the capacity
for future modification of the model based on emerging
needs or climatic variations.
While WOTR’s work began as a novel approach to development, it now has begun to leverage its flexible model for
adaptation to climate change. WOTR’s monitoring has found that while the overall quantity of rainfall in many regions has
already begun to decrease, its watershed restoration efforts have collectively enabled an increase over the same period
of time in the amount of water captured through the watershed. WOTR has also launched several integrated climate
adaptation pilots that include agrometrology, crop planning and management, water budgeting, water distribution,
biodiversity initiatives, and
market linkages. Lessons
from monitoring these
initiatives will be used to
Weather
Indigenous
tailor the WOTR model to
Data
Knowledge
better support development
Storage
base
under a changing climate.

Agro-met
Advisory
Rule Base

Agro-met Advisory
Generator

Agro-met advisory
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3. Steps and Options: Developing M&E Systems for Adaptation Interventions
Introduction to Steps for Developing an M&E System
This chapter proposes a step-wise decision-making process
for developing an M&E system for an adaptation intervention or for a development intervention that addresses adaptation (“adaptation intervention”). The resulting M&E
system will be designed with the key framing principles of
this paper: a focus on learning; results-based management;
and the understanding that adaptation is a long-term process that requires flexibility.
To develop an M&E system, practitioners need to first
identify the key factors associated with the planned program, policy, or project that could trigger desired changes
and positive impacts.31 While each adaptation intervention will be at a different stage of planning when creating
an M&E system to track results, and may have a different focus on expected results, a well-designed M&E system forms the basis for asking the “right” questions at the
“right” time.
Taking each of these points into account, this chapter describes a six-step process for developing an M&E system
for an adaptation intervention (Figure 3). For each step, the
chapter provides a variety of examples readers may choose
to follow, or from which they may borrow ideas relevant to
31 For two recent handbooks on (development) impact evaluation, see
Gertler, Pual J. et al. 2011 and Khandker, Shahidur R., Gayatri B.
Koolwal and Hussain A. Samad 2009.

their initiatives. Together with the resources reviewed in
Annex II and further examples provided in Annexes III
and IV, these materials give readers a range of options for
tailoring their M&E system to the particular needs and
context of a given intervention. The options detailed in
this text are not comprehensive, but provide a menu of
several practical and relevant methodologies and tools.
Step 1 gives sample options for describing the climate adaptation context for the intervention, enabling an understanding of needs and priorities for action. Step 2 characterizes the intervention objectives according to the key
proposed framing for identifying its contribution to the
adaptation process. Step 3 illustrates the use of an adaptation hypothesis to test whether the M&E system links
back to the risks and vulnerabilities the intervention intended to address. Step 4 creates a “theory of change”
to aid in tracking results and monitoring relevant direct
and indirect factors affecting those results. The theory of
change also spells out key assumptions about how and
why the intervention functions. Step 5 provides a range
of sample options for choosing appropriate indicators to
capture the relative adaptation contribution. Finally, Step
6 discusses the process of setting up and using the M&E
system in line with the key framing principles of this
paper.

Figure 3. Steps for Developing an M&E System for an Adaptation Intervention

1. Describe the Adaptation Context
2. Identify the Contribution to Adaptation
2. Form an Adaptation Hypothesis
4. Create an Adaptation Theory of Change
5. Choose Indicators and Set a Baseline
6. Use the Adaptation M&E System
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These steps can be used for various ends. Development
practitioners can deploy them to develop an M&E system for an adaptation intervention or to identify ways to
monitor and evaluate adaptation-related dimensions of
a broader development intervention. They can also provide a platform for reflecting on the usefulness of existing M&E systems for a particular adaptation program or
strategy. The steps are generally ordered sequentially, but
depending on the stage of planning for a particular intervention, it may be useful to skip a step, focus on a single
step, or move through them out of order.
3.1 Step 1 – Describe the Adaptation Context
In designing an adaptation program or project and its
M&E system, practitioners must explore current understanding of the climate and non-climate factors likely to
aid or inhibit the measures taken. Such information enables project managers to set a baseline against which results are accounted for during and after implementation.32
It can also greatly strengthen objectives and strategy. Often, climate risk or vulnerability assessments may already
have been completed prior to the design and approval of
an intervention. In other cases, new studies, surveys, or
research may be a critical first step. Climate change risk
and vulnerability assessments help implementers and project partners:
• Become aware of and better understand climate (and
non-climate) factors that an adaptation intervention
both is influenced by and aims to influence, whether
directly or indirectly (such as clarifying who or what
is exposed to what risks, what non-climate factors are
driving vulnerability, and what are socially acceptable
levels of risk).
• Describe needs and priorities of stakeholders (such as
livelihoods and public health).33
• Identify otherwise unforeseen opportunities (such as
ways of spreading risk, or overlaps with related development efforts).
• Maintain flexibility in working toward a goal by trying
out different options when an initial strategy fails.
There are a wide variety of options for assessing the climate context of an adaptation intervention. Extensive
studies may analyse multiple layers of climate, environmental and socio-economic data to form composite maps
32 For a resource on understanding and using climate change information, see Kropp and Scholze. 2009.
33 For an example approach to defining priorities, see Hahn and Fröde
2010.
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of vulnerability. Box 3, for example, illustrates a Kf W
Entwicklungsbank (development bank) program in India in which a district-level vulnerability assessment provided the basis for prioritizing adaptation actions for climate vulnerability reduction at a regional level. A process
of “participatory micro-planning” accounts for villagelevel capacity and development priorities, and the entire
program’s M&E system links this bottom-up assessment
with performance evaluation at the district, state, and regional levels. At the other extreme, rapid appraisals based
on a review of existing data or documentation (such as a
NAPA or a sectoral climate impact study) or stakeholder
surveys can help gauge relationships between people and
current climate stresses. Table 2, for example, shows a
qualitative risk assessment for water sector planning.

Box 3. KfW: Using a Vulnerability Assessment to Prioritize Action at the Regional Level
Authors: Marcus Stewen, Nand Kishor Agrawal and Daniel Happ.

Introduction
India’s northern region is expected to suffer severely
from climate change. Anticipated impacts include
melting of glaciers, increased floods, and extended
droughts. Additionally, the region’s natural resource
base is under enormous pressure as a result of high
population growth rates and increasing livelihood
demands.
Therefore, one of the first global investment programs
in climate change adaptation financed by the German
Government through KfW Entwicklungsbank will focus
on Northeast India. The Indo-German North East
Climate Change Adaptation Program (NECCAP),
currently in the final stages of planning, will finance
measures to improve the adaptive capacity of
vulnerable rural people and increase the resilience of
land-use practices and ecosystems.
Three main outputs are envisaged:
(1) development and implementation of an effective
selection and planning process for adequate adaptation measures,
(2) implementation of individual “adaptation actions”
(i.e. direct-risk reduction and vulnerability reduction),
and
(3) policy mainstreaming of successful models.
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patterns, as well as an increase of drought and flood
incidents. Projections of regional climate change,
developed for program planning, indicate a clear
continuation of these trends for 2021–2050 (see
Figure 4).

The program’s inclusive approach involves embedding
adaptation measures into a system for integrated and
participatory village-based land-use and development
planning. The adaptation measures are adjusted to
local needs and are either based on a participatory
village planning level designed as part of the larger
program system, or designed as stand-alone activities.
The former, known as participatory micro-planning, is a
major pillar of the program’s implementation concept,
dictated by the following principles:

Vulnerability Assessment
These climate analyses and projections were used to
determine the relative vulnerability of individual
districts and sectors to the expected impacts of
climate change. The resulting vulnerability profiles
provided the basis for the innovative aspects of the
program:

* The village micro-plan identifies all development activities, including measures for climate proofing, and
access to suitable funding, including government
schemes, NECCAP, and other sources.

* the selection and prioritization of districts for pro-

gram implementation according to their vulnerability
to impacts of climate change, and

* Plans integrate all stakeholders and clearly allocate
sources of funds to each intervention.

* the selection and prioritization of program activi-

In preparation for this initiative, the existing climate
data of Northeast India were aggregated and climate
change projections were developed. Analysis of
historical climate data revealed considerable changes
in the climate of Northeast India in recent decades,
including significant increases in minimum and
maximum temperatures and more erratic rainfall

ties regarding their potential to increase adaptive
capacities.

At this stage, 15 districts (out of 57 in the five
participating states) have been identified for program
implementation, based upon vulnerability ranking and
low adaptive capacity.

Figure 4: Climate Change in Northeast India
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Within the selected districts, concrete program
activities will be chosen according to several technical
selection criteria, including their relative potential to
contribute to increased adaptive capacity of the rural
poor. Activity selection will also align with the State
Action Plans on Climate Change, which are currently
under preparation in most of the north-eastern states.
Development of the M&E System
The NECCAP is designed as an open, demand-driven
approach to adaptation. The respective state governments bear the main responsibility for implementation
and compete with each other for program financing.
Therefore, the actual budget allocation depends on the
success and efficient implementation of the individual
state projects. In other words, funding is
performance-based.
Since there is no standardized procedure for impact
monitoring of adaptation, NECCAP is one of the first
programs of its kind to design a concrete M&E system
with the support of the Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH and other
leading institutions active in climate change adaptation.
Independent monitoring missions will evaluate the
implementation quality of each sub-project.
The program monitoring system will be integrated into
the Indian governmental system. As the executing
agency, the Ministry of Development of North East
Region (DoNER), will set up an independent Regional
Society for Climate Change Adaptation for the North

East. State governments will set up project management
units to coordinate and implement activities across
affected line departments. The Regional Society will be
responsible for technical steering and for screening and
allocating funding for state proposals. It will also
assemble data for financial and physical monitoring and
for implementing impact monitoring. In addition, it will
deploy screening criteria and guidelines for the design or
redesign of proposals for projects and sub-projects from
states and, where required, will assist states in
redesigning projects and sub-projects.
Finally, indicators to measure impacts toward the
program’s goal will include:

* aggregated indicators for the adaptive capacity of target groups (such as increase and diversification of income, reduction of share of population below poverty
line in spite of climate change);

* sectoral indicators (e.g. increased agricultural pro-

ductivity and water availability, improved natural resource base, reduced damage due to floods (damage
costs, reduced flooded agricultural area));

* indicators to measure the NECCAP contribution to

the objectives of State-Level Action Plans on Climate
Change (proportion of achievements realized through
NECCAP); and

* indicators measuring the structural impact of the program, such as the number of centrally sponsored and
state-sponsored schemes revised with a view to climate change adaptation-proofed design.

Table 2. Qualitative Risk Assessment for Water Sector Planning
Planning Area

Current and
Expected Stresses
to Systems in this
Planning Area

Projected Climate Change
impacts to Systems in this
Planning Area

RISK ANALYSIS
Consequences of Impact (high,
medium, low)

Probability of Impact
(high, medium, low,
unknown)

Estimated Risk to
Systems in this
Planning Area (high,
medium, low)

Water Supply

More summer
drought

More drought, summer water
stress likely due to lower
winter snowpack and warmer,
drier summers. Population
growth will compound problem.

High – threat to public safety,
loss in consumer confidence,
lost revenue. Affects entire
customer base.

High – already a concern
and warmer, drier
conditions expected.

High

Storm water
Management

Combined sewer
overflows (CSOs)

More localized flooding, water
quality problems possible if
precipitation becomes more
intense, frequent.

Medium – contributes to water
quality degradation, potential
health and ecosystems
impacts. Affects combined
sanitary/storm sewer piping in
about 30% of the city.

Unknown at the regional Medium
level, but issue is
already a major
management concern and
more intense precipitation observed since 1973.

Road operations
and maintenance

Pavement buckling
More required asphalt
on asphalt roads in maintenance likely.
extreme heat events

Medium – potential
implications for public safety,
higher road maintenance
costs, travel restrictions for
heavy loads. Affects 55% of
the city’s medium and high
volume roadways.

High – warmer summer
temperatures expected.

Medium-High

Source: Snover, A.K., et al. 2007
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Development practitioners and funders can also deploy
established tools and approaches to assess the vulnerability of a local population targeted for an adaptation initiative. The UNFCCC Nairobi work program, for example,
formed a Compendium on Tools and Methods for adaptation that provides resources for vulnerability mapping, socioeconomic scenarios, and sector climate impact
assessments.34 A recent report consolidating this work 35
concluded that methods and tools for understanding climate change impacts, vulnerabilities, and risks and for
assessing climate change adaption options, including risk
reduction, are most useful when they:
• can be used to address adaptation at different temporal
and spatial scales;
• are developed and applied in a transparent, flexible, and
participatory manner, taking into account multiple perspectives and interests, in particular those of end users;
• can be applied in a number of research contexts, or
modified to accommodate multiple applications;
• are simple, requiring little input data or specialist
knowledge;
• adopt a holistic approach to hazards, for example by
translating disaster risk management plans and materials into local languages; and
• test scenarios appropriately.
Key questions for practitioners to consider in using vulnerability and risk assessments for M&E of adaptation interventions include:
• Is the information on risks and vulnerabilities adequate
for establishing a baseline (or is additional assessment
needed)?
• Does the assessment identify key enabling factors and
key barriers to reaching the intervention’s objectives?
• How will the M&E system treat uncertainty and gaps
in the climate risk and vulnerability information?
3.2 Step 2 – Identify the Contribution to Adaptation
Given the diversity of possible objectives and activities
with relevance to the process of adaptation, no one size
fits all for M&E systems of adaptation interventions.
Each intervention is tailored to a specific context and addresses factors important to that context. In light of the
34 See UNFCCC undated-a.
35 UNFCCC 2010.

dynamic systems that affect intervention results, attributing desirable changes to a single intervention may be
impossible. This paper proposes, rather, that each intervention makes a contribution to adaptation that can be
described based on the nature of its achieved objectives.
To help practitioners identify an intervention’s contribution to adaptation, this paper uses a three-part conceptual framework to categorize adaptation objectives (Figure 5). This framework illustrates what is being monitored
and evaluated in any given program or project, and helps
match appropriate indicators with the activities, outputs,
outcomes, and objectives of the intervention (Step 5).
Each addresses a unique dimension of adaptation. The
three dimensions together provide practitioners with a
framework for defining successful adaptation across a
range of contexts:
• Adaptive Capacity: Building the capacity for a population to adapt provides a foundation for anticipating
and adjusting to climatic conditions that will continue
to change over a long period of time. Measures taken
might include creating a new coordinating body across
climate-relevant government ministries or improving
the availability of good climate data and the ability to
interpret the data.36
• Adaptation Action: To address specific climate change
risks, adaptive capacity must be applied to specific decisions and actions. These actions may directly reduce or
manage the biophysical impacts of climate change, or
they may address non-climatic factors contributing to
vulnerability. Some examples include planting droughtresistant crops in an area of reduced rainfall, and building a levee around a port that faces increased incidence
of tidal surges.
• Sustained Development in a Changing Climate: The
endpoint of adaptation is successful development – for
example, human well-being and economic welfare improve in spite of continuing challenges posed by climate
change. Development in a changing climate embraces a
wide variety of objectives, such as a decrease in victims
of climate-related diseases or an increase in income
whose source is not threatened by climatic changes,
such as reduced rainfall.
36 The uncertainties associated with climate change make the capacity
to adapt often more important than any particular effort to adapt.
For further discussion, see Yohe and Tol 2001 and Baas and Ramasamy 2008.
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Figure 5. Three Dimensions of Adaptation
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Funders and their partners can use the adaptation dimensions framework to:
• describe outcome- or program-level objectives, strategic
objectives, or higher-level aggregation of results;
• assess the relative weight and importance of each dimension toward the adaptation process in a given intervention or context; and
• examine the relative strengths and weaknesses or success factors of the individual dimensions or the relationship between them in a given intervention or context.
Project managers can use the dimensions framework to:
• reduce the likelihood of neglecting important areas of
analysis of adaptive success,
• characterize the types of lessons learned and best practices generated through the M&E system, and
• avoid double-counting of dimensions to be assessed in
an M&E system.
Over the long term, results in all three dimensions are
needed for successful adaptation. While any one intervention may not address all three, each intervention ultimately supports a learning process through which results from adaptive capacity interventions (1) support the
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2. Adaptation Actions

implementation of adaptation actions (2), while lessons
from adaptation actions feed back into the capacity development process. Both are needed if development is to succeed in a changing climate (3). This iterative learning process is represented in Figure 5 by a spiral arrow moving
sequentially outward through each of the three dimensions of adaptation.
The following section further discusses each dimension
and gives examples of objectives practitioners might set
within each dimension.
Building Adaptive Capacity. Adaptive capacity means
having the skills, resources, and flexibility to adjust a
course of action and prevail in light of changing conditions. In the context of climate change, adaptive capacity objectives seek to improve the quality of readiness for
dealing with both known and uncertain effects of climate
variability and climate change. Adaptive capacity fosters
forward thinking, planning, and laying the groundwork
to avoid harm and capitalize on opportunity. An intervention’s aim falls within this adaptation dimension if it
seeks to improve the quality and availability of resources needed to adapt, or if it addresses the capability to use
those resources effectively.37
37 UNDP 2010a.
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To fulfill such objectives, practitioners might seek to bolster technical, financial, environmental, legal, or other
forms of institutional, organisational, or individual capacity. Systems that exhibit adaptive capacity are poised to
manage a number of different possible future climate scenarios. If successful, such an approach generates more targeted and effective adaptation actions and reduces the additional burden of climate impacts on development.
Examples of objectives that practitioners might set for
building adaptive capacity include:
• support the creation of legislation that mandates adaptation planning in key sectors,
• improve the uptake of information on climate risks by a
particular audience, and
• remove barriers to the use of specific adaptation
technologies.
Implementing Adaptation Actions. Adaptation actions
concretely address identified climate risks by directly reducing or managing these risks to a vulnerable population. A project manager’s objectives are the desired results
of activities that address known effects of climate variability (such as altered monsoon intensity or coverage)
or specific projected climate change impacts (such as sea
level rise) on a sector, community, or ecosystem. While
building adaptive capacity addresses a state of being for
humans and institutions, adaptation actions have concrete socioeconomic and biophysical results. Some level
of adaptive capacity must precede adaptation actions, as
the capacity provides the skills, knowledge, and resources needed to take action. Typically, information on predicted climate variability and change and on the vulnerabilities of the target group or system together provides
enough information to identify and select appropriate adaptation actions.
Examples of objectives that practitioners might set for adaptation actions include:
• rehabilitate an ecosystem, such as a mangrove, that provides protection against climate risks,
• improve agricultural productivity using new farming
techniques, and
• reduce the severity of damage to transportation infrastructure from extreme weather.
Sustaining Development in a Changing Climate. Sustained development means both reaching development agenda targets and maintaining a desirable level of

development in the face of climate change. As described
in Chapter 1, adaptation is becoming an increasingly
important ingredient in successful development. Without adaptation to climate risks, the chances of achieving development goals diminish. Therefore, the objectives
of sustained development in a changing climate embody
those of development-relevant agendas championed by
governments and funders, such as economic growth, poverty reduction, public health, good governance, gender
equality, ecosystem services, and public services. Such objectives might also promote increased attention to the effects of climate risks, as well as synergies between climate
and non-climate risks that can feed into building adaptive
capacity.
However, practitioners planning interventions should recognize that not all development is adaptation and not all
adaptation leads to development. For example, in a growing economy that does not account for climate risks, increasing GDP could also increase vulnerability if economic growth overexploits climate-sensitive resources.
Likewise, near-term economic growth may set a community upon a development path that accumulates climate
risk over time, as when growing reliance upon irrigation
becomes unsustainable as the climate dries and groundwater recharge slows.
In short, governments (and funders) face trade-offs, including the possibility that development activities may inadvertently exacerbate the effects of climate change more
than taking no action. This paper suggests that in using
adaptive capacity to inform adaptation actions, lessons
learned and knowledge captured through the M&E system can lead to more focused and feasible approaches to
development under future climate conditions. The continual success of adaptation is to inform and enable development, despite the effects of climate change. Still, knowing
how that development was achieved is equally important
to sustaining it in a changing climate, and M&E plays a
central role.
Examples of objectives that practitioners might set for
sustained development include:
• improve the health of a population in a malaria-endemic region;
• reduce property loss for small island state coastal communities; and
• achieve identified national targets within a globally recognized development index (e.g. the Human Development Index, MDG Progress Index).
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Key questions for practitioners to identify an intervention’s contribution to adaptation include:
• Which dimension(s) of adaptation do the intervention’s
main objectives address?
• How does the M&E system reflect the relationship between the adaptation dimensions?
3.3 Step 3 – Form an Adaptation Hypothesis
Once it is clear how the intervention’s key objectives contribute to one or more of the adaptation dimensions, it is
important for practitioners to link the outcomes of those
main objectives back to the relevant risks and vulnerabilities the intervention intends to address. An adaptation
hypothesis is a testable statement that describes how each
outcome addresses risks or vulnerabilities prioritized in
Step 1.
For each major outcome sought for an intervention, practitioners should produce a hypothesis that outlines how
and why the outcome is expected to contribute to adaptation. This brief statement should summarize the rationale for the outcome, typically by linking the outcome
through key dimensions of the intervention strategy to
the findings of the initial vulnerability or risk assessment.
This should help practitioners ensure that the design of
the M&E system addresses the specific climate context,
and therefore focuses M&E on the factors most likely
to measure adaptation benefits. For example, a community-based adaptation project of the M.S. Swaminathan
Research Foundation, included an objective to “enhance
the adaptive capacity of the local communities,” which
encompassed activities and outcomes in four capacity categories.38 The respective hypotheses were as follows:
Livestock: Livestock rearing is an important coping strategy in the face of increased climate variability. Buffer
stocks of fodder (including tree fodder) and good breeds
of livestock can be important risk-reduction strategies and
can enhance adaptive capacities.
Energy: Biomass-based energy production offers an alternative coping strategy for households vulnerable to climate change impacts in semi-arid areas.
Water: Community access to weather monitoring and
prediction data, combined with community-managed water resource systems, can lead to greater water use efficiencies and improved adaptive capacities.
38 Appadurai, Arivudai Nambi. 2011.
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Land Use: Village-level land-use maps can provide a range
of options for different rainfall scenarios. They can lead to
stabilization of yields from rain-fed farming, and greater
food and economic security.
We use the term “hypothesis” to acknowledge the uncertainties associated with both the impacts of climate
change and the adaptation contribution of particular activities. Even if the intervention succeeds in achieving its
intended outcomes, those outcomes may not contribute to
adaptation as expected, either because the impacts of climate change are not as anticipated, or because the adaptive nature of the results is less than expected. The term
“hypothesis” recognizes that the results, whether positive
or negative, can contribute to a learning process to better
inform effective adaptation.
Questions for practitioners to consider in forming an adaptation hypothesis for an intervention include:
• Does the adaptation hypothesis make clear how the intervention addresses climate adaptation needs identified
in the vulnerability and risk assessment (Step 1)?
• Does each major intervention outcome have an adaptation hypothesis?
3.4 Step 4 – Create an Adaptation Theory of Change
Once a clear hypothesis is drafted for each intervention
outcome, the next step is to draft a consistent theory of
change (ToC) (Step 4) that links core activities to adaptation outcomes. A ToC traces the conditions needed to
reach objectives by breaking them down into achievable
steps. This typically means mapping out the primary activities, outputs, and outcome(s) associated with a given
objective. The sequential narrative of a ToC (also described as a “results chain” or an “impacts chain”) is helpful for understanding how and why an intervention functions. It acts as a point of reference for checking progress
while monitoring, and can be used to evaluate completed
projects and inform future project design.39 This paper
treats an intervention’s ToC as the “backbone” of the intervention’s M&E system.
Typically, a ToC is illustrated with a table or visual of expected inputs, outputs, outcomes, and impacts for the
intervention (see Figure 6). The “theory” is how the program or project is expected to progress from inputs to impacts. Mapping out the relationships between these steps
39 For example of guides on developing a theory of change, see Kellogg Foundation undated; see also Organisational Research Services 2004.
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enables practitioners to visualize the strategy or rationale behind intervention objectives. In the case of adaptation, it shows how the intervention helps build adaptive capacity, facilitates adaptation actions, and supports
development in light of climate change. As development
cooperation portfolios increasingly undergo climate risk
screening and climate proofing, ToCs can be used to integrate current and future climate risks into interventions’
objectives, strategies, and assumptions. Over time, poor
execution or wasted resources also become more readily
apparent as weak points within and between the various
stages of the ToC.
Furthermore, ToCs can be used to highlight key “assumptions” behind the intervention strategy or design.
In order for M&E to support appropriate adjustment of
an intervention over time, it is important to make explicit any assumptions about key factors that may help
or hinder the achievement of intended results. Assumptions may be related to the design and execution of the
intervention (and are, therefore, controllable), or may be
related to conditions and events outside the intervention.
For example, intervention managers may make assumptions at the design stage about a particular policy or environmental condition that is expected to influence intervention results many years later. Likewise, stakeholders
and intervention partners may have assumptions about
factors that affect the achievement of results. Noting the
key assumptions in the ToC can help clarify the basis of

decision making and can help to form evaluation questions for assessing closed interventions. Assumptions also
provide a good indication of the values that underpin the
intervention.
Figure 6 illustrates key assumptions at relevant stages of
a ToC for a hypothetical rural village facing increased incidence of drought and soil degradation. This example is
written from the perspective of the intervention managers. Their noted assumptions are based on an understanding of key factors that either positively or negatively affect
the achievement of intervention objectives, and points to
where that assumption is relevant in the ToC. The basis
of determining which assumptions are important comes
from an understanding of the context of the intervention.
For example, practitioners may want to note assumptions about risks to achieving objectives, which they may
discover through examination of past efforts in a similar context, or during Step 1. Likewise, they may wish to
note assumptions about an opportunity to magnify positive results (e.g. a forthcoming policy change, actions that
resulted in autonomous adaptation). Annex III provides
complete ToC from four adaptation-relevant programs,40
from which practitioners can identify approaches and options most relevant to the intervention(s) they plan.
40 Asian Cities Climate Change Resilience Network, TerrAfrica land
degradation, GIZ Rural Adaptation in India, World Bank Climate
Investment Funds Pilot Program on Climate Resilience.

Figure 6. Example Theory of Change with Assumptions 41
Inputs

Activities

Funding
Information
Technology
Training

Village farmers
in soil and water
conservation

Assumption:
Local partners
have adequate
incentives to
participate

Outputs

Training
utilized to
increase
water
storage
and
improved
soil quality

Soil quality
improved,
and water
storage
increased

Assumption:
Systems in place for
“fair” allocation of
resultingbenefits

Primary
Outcome

Secondary
Impact /
Outcome Final Outcome

Capacity to
maintain
crop yield
during
droughts
New
practices
spread
throughout
village and
neighboring
villages

Increased
local income
and quality
of life

Assumption:
Income is not spent
on maladaptive
activities

41 This depiction is highly oversimplified for illustrative purposes. For example, not all key assumptions are included, several outputs typically lead to one outcome, and several outcomes must be met in order to attain
“impact.”
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ToCs related to preparedness for events or circumstances
that may occur unpredictably, or not at all (such as those
for disaster risk reduction), are often the most conceptually difficult to construct. Likewise, adaptation interventions that face multiple possible future scenarios may require detailed thought and consultation. However, a ToC
may be especially useful for managing a multi-scenario
intervention, since practitioners will especially need to:
• identify and correct false assumptions,

plementary to RBM and ToCs, but also help address the
complexities of M&E for adaptation and NRM. Some of
these options include outcome mapping (first introduced
in Box 1), impact and response matrixes, and conceptual
models, which are tools particularly suited for helping to
capture local factors that shape the relationship between
local climate and non-climate stresses and the options to
address them. Annex V provides visual depictions of these
three methodologies.

• integrate new information into the strategy over time,
and

Key questions for practitioners to consider when creating
a ToC for an adaptation intervention include:

• learn from reflection on iterative results in order to
reach objectives.

• Does the ToC link the intervention objectives with the
outcome-level adaptation hypotheses (Step 3)?

Many types of ToCs are relevant to climate change adaptation. Examples include those formulated for sustainable
land management, watershed management, sustainable
forestry, sustainable agriculture, and information sharing and technical capacity building in NRM or climate
change.42 Practitioners have also begun to develop and
test participatory planning methodologies that are com-

• Does the intervention ToC support or inform a programmatic or higher-level ToC (such as at the relevant
sector or policy levels)?
• What surrounding key factors or conditions could advance or undermine the success of the intervention?
Does the M&E system make assumptions about these
factors or conditions in the relevant stage of the ToC?

Services
42 For further examples of ToCs and results frameworks relevant
to
* Ecosystem
adaptation and sustainable land management, see Annexes Livelihoods
III and IV.

*

Figure 7. Example Indicator Sets for Each Adaptation Dimension

3. Sustained Development

* Ecosystem
Services

* Livelihoods

* Assets
* Institutional Functions

1. Adaptive Capacity
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3.5 Step 5 – Choose Indicators and Set a Baseline

• link back to the adaptation hypothesis (Step 3); and
• are informed by the ToC (Step 4).

Choosing indicators to support M&E for adaptation
presents challenges because many different options exist. Adaptation cannot be measured by a single, universal
indicator as mitigation of climate change can. Potentially, practitioners could select from among any number of
development, natural resource management, disaster risk
management, and other indicators appropriate for assessing adaptation in a particular climate context. But the
particular challenge is to define the concrete adaptation
impact which should also be reflected by the choice of the
indicators. Steps 1–4 focused on the question of how an
intervention relates to a particular climate context, so that
in Step 5 practitioners can choose indicators that:

The Adaptation Dimensions Framework can assist in focusing the indicator selection process. For each dimension, this paper highlights two possible sets of useful indicators for describing adaptation intervention objectives,
each of which presents a distinct way of defining success.
These by no means cover the full range of potential indicator options, and are not intended to exclude others.
Moreover, interventions with multiple objectives may
benefit from using indicators from several sets, as well
as applying a mixed methodology of outcome and process indicators (Box 4). Figure 7 lists the example indicator sets within their respective dimensions of adaptation.
They are described in detail in sections 3.5.1 (Adaptive
Capacity), 3.5.2 (Adaptation Actions), and 3.5.3 (Sustained Development), followed by section 3.5.4, a discussion on setting baselines for the adaptation dimensions.

• are informed by the vulnerability and risk assessment
(Step 1);
• target the intervention’s adaptation objectives (Step 2);

Box 4. Defining Adaptation Effectiveness: Process and Outcome Indicators
Practitioners often struggle to find the appropriate balance of process and outcome indicators in M&E systems for
adaptation, reflecting several of the key tensions highlighted above in Table 1. Typically, outcome indicators are associated
with emphasis on the function of M&E for supporting accountability processes, especially of adaptation project proponents
to their funders, and of development agencies to their political constituents. However, the utility of many outcome indicators is limited by the long time horizons across which M&E must measure adaptation outcomes if it is truly to capture
whether interventions succeed in addressing specific climate change risks. Conversely, process indicators can often apply
well at short time scales, and provide a good fit with the role of M&E in supporting ongoing learning and capacity development. However, they may disappoint those who seek evidence of lives saved, damages averted, or related impacts.
The European Topic Centre on Air and Climate Change 43 sums up the advantages and disadvantages of using process and
outcome indicators for adaptation.
Table 3: Advantages and Disadvantages of Using Process and Outcome Indicators for Adaptation
Process-based indicators

Outcome-based indicators
Advantages

*
*

Allow stakeholders/sectoral experts to choose the most appropriate adaptation action to meet an outcome.
Flexible approach – can adjust to new information as it becomes available.

*
*
*

Most government policy objectives/targets are
outcome-based.
May be possible to link adaptation objectives with objectives
in other policy areas.
Likely to be sector-specific.

Disadvantages

*
*
*
*
43

Defining a process does not guarantee successful adaptation.
A different approach from most other government targets, so
often unfamiliar to practitioners.
May make it difficult to integrate adaptation objectives with
objectives in other policy areas.
Not necessarily sector-specific.

*
*
*

Defining an outcome does not guarantee successful
adaptation.
Risk of being overly prescriptive of adaptation options (specifying suboptimal options).
May be inflexible and make it difficult to introduce new information (though great scope for flexibility in implementing
specific actions to achieve outcome).

ETC/ACC 2009.
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The balance between process and outcome indicators in a given M&E system will reflect distinct priorities and expectations for adaptation as follows:
Process. Many adaptation initiatives focus on the establishment of an adaptive process as their objective. Typically, in
these initiatives, adaptation effectiveness means setting in motion an ongoing process of understanding and addressing
risks and vulnerabilities, which fosters learning and improvement. This perspective aligns well with the uncertainties
associated with climate change and recognizes that an adaptation endpoint often cannot be determined at the outset.
Success consists of establishing a process that enables decision makers to match their actions to the needs created by
climatic circumstances, vulnerability drivers, and stakeholders’ priorities and risk tolerances. M&E in this context
considers elements of procedure, including, for example:

*
*
*
*
*

Degree and quality of participant involvement in adaptation decisions,
Relevance and quality of informational inputs to adaptation decisions,
Thoroughness of accounting for climate risks and vulnerability in decision making,
Number and quality of laws or policies addressing climate change, and
Whether and how the adaptation process is sustained.

Outcome. Several adaptation initiatives focus more on identifying the substantive outcomes than identifying the procedural
outcomes. For these, adaptation success typically means building specific capacities, reducing a particular vulnerability,
or managing specific risks. Outcomes may connect to procedural effectiveness, but the emphasis is on evidence of
change, rather than on the processes through which change occurs. Examples include:

*
*
*
*
*

Change in degree of exposure to climate risks and threats;
Evidence of changed quality of climate-sensitive natural resource base;
Utility and quality of early warning systems;
Change in stakeholder response to climate risk, or utilization of adaptation options; and
Evidence of community, sectoral, or institutional understanding and capability to deal with or avoid climate-induced
losses.

Practitioners may use several criteria for choosing appropriate indicators for their M&E systems. The following
general checklist for development indicator selection is
modified from the Canadian International Development
Agency:44
1. Validity: Does the indicator measure a change in climate risk or vulnerability?
2. Precise Meaning: Do stakeholders agree on exactly
what the indicator measures in this context?
3. Practical, Affordable, and Simple: Are climate- and
adaptation-relevant data actually available at reasonable cost and effort? Will it be easy to collect and analyse information?
4. Reliability: Can the indicator be consistently measured against the adaptation baseline over the short,
medium and long term?
44 CIDA 2004. Reprinted in AFB 2010.
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5. Sensitivity: When the respective climatic effects or
adaptive behaviors change, is the indicator susceptible
to those changes?
6. Clear Direction: Are we sure whether an increase
in value is good or bad and for which adaptation
dimensions?
7. Utility: Will the information collected be useful for
adaptive management, results accountability, and
learning?
8. Owned: Do stakeholders agree that this indicator
makes sense for testing the adaptation hypothesis?
When applied in a generic sense, these criteria are appropriate guidance for all development indicators. However,
one of the challenges of M&E for adaptation is choosing indicators that address the nature, breadth, and degree of changes in response to climate change over long
periods of time. Such aspects may or may not be reflected in indicators selected according to the above criteria.
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Especially in the early stages of M&E for adaptation,
learning how and to what degree any given intervention
addresses any one or all three of the adaptation dimensions means choosing indicators that measure these longterm changes. Therefore, to capture this process, UNDP
suggests the following parameters for defining indicators
of success for adaptation interventions at the project and
portfolio levels:
1. Coverage: The extent to which projects reach vulnerable stakeholders (individuals, households, businesses,
government agencies, policymakers, etc.).
2. Impact: The extent to which projects reduce vulnerability and/or enhance adaptive capacity.
3. Sustainability: The ability of stakeholders to continue the adaptation process beyond project lifetimes,45
thereby sustaining development benefits.
4. Replicability: The extent to which projects generate
and disseminate results and lessons of value in other
contexts.46

• Based on the adaptation objectives, is there an appropriate balance between process and outcome indicators (Box 5)? Between qualitative and quantitative
indicators?
• Is there a manageable number of indicators, given expected time frames for reporting and resources available
for monitoring? 48
• Are there indicators to measure the quality of design and implementation, and indicators that measure
impact?
In conjunction with the development of indicators for an
M&E system, practitioners typically identify the baseline
values for each indicator. The setting of baselines relies
heavily upon understanding the climate change context
at the time the intervention begins (Step 1). Section 3.6.4
provides additional advice on baselines and targets, with
examples.
3.5.1 Indicators for Building Adaptive Capacity

Key questions for practitioners to consider in developing
indicators for adaptation include:

In identifying useful indicators for measuring adaptive capacity, practitioners should consider, among other
things:

• Do these indicators address climate risk or vulnerability
at the most appropriate scale? (Step 1)

• the foundations of effective organisational structures
around adaptation-related issues,

• Can the indicators help account for maladaptation and
autonomous adaptation according to the risk and/or
vulnerability assessment (Step 1)? 47

• the resources and capabilities within institutions working on adaptation-related issues,

• Do the indicators adequately address short-term (<5
years), medium-term (5–20years), and long-term (20+
years) time frames for climate variability and climate
change?
• To which adaptation dimensions (Step 2) will results
measured with these indicators contribute?
• Are the indicators relevant to “test” the relevant adaptation hypotheses (Step 3)?
• Do the indicators reflect evidence of progress within or
between stages of the ToC (Step 4)?
45 Sustainability assessment can also be facilitated by the development
of evaluation mechanisms to assess the “legacy” of projects after
they have ended. These mechanisms could consist of simple evaluations based on questionnaire surveys managed by country and regional offices.
46 UNDP 2008b.
47 For example, examine the “early” versus “late adaptors” to an identified risk, and which approaches yielded which results.

• the relevant experiences and skill sets of target groups
and individuals,
• the sources of quality information on the effects of climate change, and
• other resources or conditions that may support actions
that may lead to improved adaptation.
Key questions for practitioners to consider in developing
adaptive capacity indicators include:
• Do these indicators describe the resources or capabilities needed to act on the particular climate risks, hazards, or drivers of vulnerability that the intervention
addresses?
• Do results reported from these indicators inform or improve identification of options for adaptation actions
and/or sustained development in the context of climate
change?
48 For example, a rule of thumb might be no more than eight indicators per intervention, and there should be two or more outputs used
to assess each outcome.
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• Can the results reported from these indicators be used
to help stakeholders, such as policymakers or communities, make decisions about development in the context
of climate change?
Following are two example indicator sets for adaptive capacity: institutional functions and assets.
1. Institutional Functions. An institutional function can
be defined as an activity to which an institution is particularly well suited or as a duty assigned by law or by
custom. Several “adaptation functions” are emerging as
critical for success, and the development of institutional
capacity to perform these functions is one possible type
of indicator through which to frame adaptive capacity. A
“functions approach” to adaptive capacity asks, “What
are people able to do that can help them adapt?” For example, irrespective of the specific climate risks or vulnerability drivers at play in a particular place, the capacity
to assess risk and vulnerability will be critically important as adaptation efforts progress. Likewise, the capacity to manage climate-related information will be vital to
the success of almost all ongoing adaptation initiatives.
The government of Bangladesh, for example, identified six
“pillars” as national priorities in its 2008 national climate
change strategy, which builds the foundation for targeted
adaptation actions and capacity building. Using largely

qualitative and process-oriented indicators, this approach
can identify opportunities and priorities for building
adaptive capacity.49
WRI’s National Adaptive Capacity Framework (NAC)50
provides a typology of such adaptation-specific functions
at the national level, which may be helpful in developing
indicators or a ToC that uses institutional functions indicators. Developers of M&E systems may also consider the
integration of adaptation into “non-adaptation-specific”
institutional functions, such as national budgeting, legislative oversight, district planning, or the provision of key
public services (education, health care, social safety nets,
transportation infrastructure, etc.). Critical functions are
likely to vary, depending on the geographic scale of an
adaptive capacity intervention. There is a growing interest
among development cooperation funders and their partners in discussions of the potential role of decentralization
and local-level institutions in adaptation.51 In Bolivia, for
example, initial efforts to adapt to climate change were
isolated and dispersed. The NAC assessment helped identify opportunities for coordination between these disparate efforts. Table 4 shows example indicators for institutional functions drawn from the NAC pilot of Bolivia.
49 Government of Bangladesh 2009.
50 WRI 2009.
51 Agrawal 2008.

Table 4. Bolivia: Piloting the National Adaptive Capacity Framework
Function

Indicators

Policy Provisions and Criteria

Indicators

There is a clear mandate to include
climate risk considerations within
local development plans and other
planning instruments.

Local development plans.

Availability of methodologies,
guidelines to assist local planners.

Process indicators

EVALUATION

COORDINATION

An institution has been tasked to
follow up adaptation efforts in the
country.

Mechanismo National de Adaptación
al Cambio Climático (MNACC)
(National Mechanism for Adaptation
to Climate Change)

Mandated institution has a set of
indicators and indicators by which to
coordinate other players.

Enforcement by the Law of the
Republic

RISK
REDUCTION

In 5 years, a set of economic
incentives for risk reduction has
been tested and applied by local,
regional, and national investments.

Local funding provisions.

Percentage of “risk mitigation” funds
provided by the central government
to local, regional, and national
investment projects.
Source: Iwanciw, Javier Gonzalez, and Heidi Zalles. 2010
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2. Assets. Resources that provide a foundation for taking
adaptation actions – whether social, cultural, economic,
environmental, or technological – can be thought of as
assets for adaptation. Assessing adaptive capacity through
asset indicators means focusing on resources available
for such use. Trees could be considered an adaptation asset in particular contexts, for example, because growing
them can affect the micro-climate by reducing ground
temperature and increasing rainfall. Planting and tending
drought-resistant trees with edible fruits can also enhance
food security and nutrition, and provide an additional
source of fuel wood.52 Asset-based indicators, therefore,
reflect the “stock” of available adaptation resources and
are commonly depicted by outcome indicators (as opposed to process indicators). Entry points for an asset approach are highly dependent on the context of the intervention and could range from the localized assets (such as
livestock or grain stores) to global leveraging of resources
(such as international financial mechanisms or adaptation-relevant technologies).

An asset approach can be particularly important for the
poorest and most vulnerable members of a population,
as their adaptation options are often determined by asset
constraints.53 Table 5 defines and illustrates example indicators for assets potentially important to adaptation at the
individual, household and community levels.
53 Prowse and Scott 2008.

52 See similar projects in Zimbabwe (Agobia 1999) and Botswana
(UNESCO 1999).

Table 5. Definitions and Example Indicators for Capital Assets
Asset

Definition

Example Indicators

The stock of plant, equipment, infrastructure, and other productive resources
owned by individuals, the business sector, or the country itself.

*

Area of productive rangeland

The financial resources available to people (savings, supplies of credit).

*

Number of people with access to credit

Human

Investments in the education, health, and nutrition of individuals. Labor is linked
to investments in human capital, health status influences people’s capacity to
work, and skill and education determine the returns from their labor.

*

Percentage of school-aged
children in school

Social

An intangible asset, defined as the rules, norms, obligations, reciprocity, and
trust embedded in social relations, social structures, and societies’ institutional
arrangements. It is embedded at the micro-institutional level (communities and
households), as well as in the rules and regulations governing formalized
institutions in the marketplace, political system, and civil society.

*

Legitimacy of natural resource management
committees

Natural

The stock of environmentally provided assets, such as soil, atmosphere, forests,
minerals, water, and wetlands. In rural communities, land is a critical
productive asset for the poor; in urban areas, land for shelter is also a critical
productive asset.

*

Quality of housing structure

Physical

Financial

Source: adapted from Moser 2007
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3.5.2 Indicators for Implementing Adaptation Actions

As discussed earlier, the adaptation actions dimension of
a given program or project focuses on the implementation
of discrete activities that address particular climate risks
and vulnerabilities. Many of these interventions rely on
adaptive capacity in order to succeed. At the same time,
the implementation of adaptation actions sometimes helps
to build capacity, so practitioners may discover a dynamic
“learning by doing” relationship between adaptation actions and adaptive capacity dimensions.
Adaptation actions can be approached through two complementary types of indicators: climate hazards and vulnerability drivers. These two approaches focus on distinct
categories of factors that contribute to climate risk. However, in most cases adaptation action interventions, or
portions of such interventions, will use both perspectives
in prioritizing activities and selecting indicators. The balance of hazard and vulnerability emphasis should reflect
the relative contribution of various factors identified in
vulnerability and impacts assessments, which should also
have informed the ToC.
Key questions to consider in the selection of adaptation
action indicators include:
• Do results reported on these indicators show changes in
the biophysical aspects of vulnerability to climate risks
or hazards, based on the risk/vulnerability assessment
(Step 1)?
• Will the value of the indicator change over time relative to short- (<5 years), medium- (5–20 years)- or longterm (20+ years) climate scenarios (Step 1)?
• Do results reported on these indicators reveal adaptive
capacity needs or help identify options for sustained development in a changing climate (Step 2)?
• Can results reported on these indicators help to identify
options for adjusting the adaptation hypothesis, ToC,
and associated activities should the action prove ineffectual or maladaptive?
• Do the indicators reflect the prioritization of risk factors identified by the intervention’s target group?54
Following are two example indicator sets for adaptation
actions: climate hazards and vulnerability drivers.
54 Bear in mind that risk tolerances are highly subjective and may often be more relevant for successful adaptation than quantification
of risk. This is especially true in the many cases where quantification of the relative contribution of risk factors is highly uncertain,
or where quantified evidence is lacking entirely.

1. Climate Hazards. Climate hazards indicators focus on
a physical manifestation of climate change or a hazard
that may put people or ecosystems at risk. This approach
focuses on the severity and frequency of biophysical phenomena, such as storm surges, salinization of water, drying of habitat, disease vector movement, or changing intensity of precipitation. Adaptation actions derived from
a climate hazard perspective would range from physical
protection measures, such as moving vulnerable people
out of harm’s way, to increasing storage capacities (of food
and water) or introducing risk transfer mechanisms, such
as insurance. Associated indicators often will be general
indicators that describe the exposure of the target population to a specific hazard, even though groups and individuals within that population may have differential
exposure or different types or levels of risk to which the
exposure might lead. The assumptions, baseline, and ToC
should address these critical pieces of context. These indicators should be designed to capture shifting hazard profiles, which are a hallmark of the changing climate.
In an effort to address seasonal population growth and
projected shortages of water supply in South Africa, for
example, a municipality has adopted a comprehensive water resource management and development program over
the course of the past decade, addressing water demand
management and finding additional, sustainable sources
of water.55 In another example, the Asian Development
Bank (ADB) supported a project to implement structural and nonstructural protective measures to reduce the
impacts of floods in China’s Hunan River basin. Table 6
lists performance targets and indicators developed for the
M&E of this project. The aim was to eventually increase
commercial and industrial investment and employment,
while reducing government expenditures on flood repairs,
compensation, and private property losses. The project assumes that the population in flood-protected areas recognizes flood risks beyond design standards, despite possible
in-migration, and that floods will not exceed infrastructure design standards.
2. Vulnerability Drivers. As discussed in Chapter 1,
many climate and non-climate factors may contribute to
vulnerability. Effective adaptation actions, therefore, depend on the social, economic, environmental, or political
factors that make some people, communities, or ecosystems more vulnerable to a particular climate hazard than
others. Adaptation actions frequently address these factors, rather than addressing exposure to a hazard.
55 UNISDR 2010.
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Table 6. China: Hunan Flood Management Sector Project Performance Targets and Indicators
Design Summary

Performance Targets/Indicators

Impact: Sustainable and inclusive socioeconomic
growth in flood-prone areas of Hunan Province.

*
*
*

Outcome: Flood protection for strategic and priority
flood-prone areas in the upper reaches of the four
main river basins in Hunan Province is improved.

*

Outputs 1. Nonstructural flood management
systems: operational flood warning and management systems for up to 35 municipalities and
counties linked to the provincial flood-warning and
-management system.

*

Outputs 2. Structural flood protection, resettlement,
and environment management: flood protection
works are completed in priority locations as part of
Hunan's River Basin Flood Control Plan and the 11th
Hunan Provincial Five-Year Plan and in compliance
with People’s Republic of China regulations and ADB
safeguard policies.

*

Output 3. Project management and capacity building:
operational and strengthened project management
and monitoring systems.

*

Output 4. Flood management sector planning:
selected sector assessments and planning to
support development of integrated flood management plans (grant financed through the advisory
technical assistance).

*

*

*

*
*
*

*

Number of newly established industrial and commercial enterprises in the project areas increases compared with base year 2006.
Land values for commercial and industrial purposes in project areas increases
by at least 20% over 2005 levels by 2012.
Urban poverty incidence in the project areas is reduced compared with 2003
incidence of 6.7%.
Annualized flood damage and disaster relief costs are reduced in participating
cities as a result of increased standards for flood protection works and improved flood emergency preparedness.
Direct economic losses from floods and waterlogging are reduced compared
with current average losses.
Warning time against potential floods in the project area is increased (current
warning time is a few hours to one day).
Forecasting and warning data are more frequently accurate.

Flood-control level of county-level cities is improved to 1 in 20-year-return
flood from below 1 in 5-year-return flood recurrence by the end of project.
Flood-control level of municipal cities is improved to 1 in 50 or 100-year-return flood by the end of the project.
Satisfaction level of the 20,133 relocated persons is restored to pre-resettlement levels in terms of income and livelihood.
Percentage of environment management plan monitoring targets is achieved.
Timely and informative reporting of local project management offices reflects
accurate and on-time project implementation in line with agreed assurances.
Domestic systems-based project management and monitoring system, including
Project Performance Management System, is operationalized.
Basin-wide flood-warning system development needs are assessed; flood insurance is appraised with support from advisory technical assistance; next actions for inclusion in a future flood management plan are agreed upon by key
provincial authorities by 2008.

Source: ABD 2006

This approach to indicators frequently addresses factors
that overlap significantly with those for poverty reduction and other “non-climate” goals. Practitioners should
carefully justify the selection of vulnerability driver indicators with a ToC that derives from, if possible, a robust
vulnerability assessment. This is important because outside observers may interpret many of these indicators as
“business-as-usual” development indicators if there is not
a logical link to a specific climate risk or set of climate
stressors.

For example, CARE’s Community Land Use Responses
to Climate Change Project worked with local communities to integrate adaptation issues into the Medium-Term
Plans (2010–2015) for two districts in Ghana. Floods,
droughts, and erratic rainfall were identified as key issues
exacerbating the vulnerability of the local population, and
the project strengthened communities’ capacity to communicate their needs and identified priority actions to reduce vulnerability to climate change.56 Another example
is given in Table 7, which describes the performance indicators for a GEF project intended to address the vulnerability of pastoral farmers in Namibia.
56 CARE 2009b.
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Table 7. Namibia: Adapting to Climate Change through the Improvement of Traditional Crops and Livestock Farming (Climate
Change Adaptation)
Project Objective, Outcomes & Outputs

Key Performance Indicators

Objective: To develop and pilot a range of coping mechanisms for reducing the vulnerability of farmers and
pastoralists to climate change, including variability.

*

At least five distinct coping mechanisms for climate change and variability adopted by small-scale farmers. Livestock and crop yield losses
reduced by at least 25% among small-scale farmers in the project site.

Outcome 1: Climate change adaptation measures of rural
communities in agricultural production are piloted and
tested.

*

Adoption of improved crop varieties and livestock breeds in the project
site increased by at least 25%.

Output 1.1: Risk reduction strategies in pilot area contribute
to improved adaptive capacity and resilience to drought.

*

Number of households in the project site planting improved crop varieties increased by at least 25%.
Number of households in the project site having traditional Sanga
breeds increased by at least 25%.
At least two improved crop varieties and livestock breeds introduced in
the project site.
Number of households in the project site with improved farm outputs
increased by at least 25%.
Farm output in yields per/hectare increase by at least 25%.
Number of households in the project site using improved technologies,
such as rainwater harvesting, increased by at least 25%.
Soil erosion rates in the project site reduced by at least 10%.

*
*
*
*
*
*
Output 1.2: Markets developed for diversified products from
community agricultural production and support mechanisms for tapping those in the pilot area.

*

Output 1.3: Capacities of service organizations in pilot
regions strengthened to address climate change adaptation
and drought.

*

At least four service organizations in pilot regions capacitated to adapt
to climate and prepare for drought periods.

Output 1.4: Livestock rearing improved through the
introduction of various adaptation measures aimed at
improving integrated pasture management and strengthening animal biocapacity.

*

At least two adaptation measures identified and tested.

*

Livelihood strategies at household level in the project site increased to
more than two.
Income generated from farm product sales (in the project site) increased by at least 10%.

Source: GEF 2008

3.5.3 Indicators for Sustained Development in a Changing
Climate

A successful adaptation process enables the achievement
of development goals in spite of the challenges associated
with a changing climate. The monitoring and reporting
of indicators of sustained development are the third point
of verification in the “adaptation dimensions” framing. If
development indicators show positive results in contexts
at high levels of climatic risk and/or vulnerability, it is
likely that adaptive capacity and adaptation actions have
helped diminish the negative effects of climate change on
the development agenda.
However, the eventual impacts of climate-proofing
development activities and the efforts of adaptation
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interventions can only become apparent in the long run,
based on the quality of results and the nature of the risks
to sustaining those results. Furthermore, adaptive capacity and adaptation activities are likely to be “necessary but
not sufficient” to address development goals. There may
be countless unintentional, fortuitous, or unforeseen factors that shape the speed, direction, and character of development in a given context. In short, there is no way
of knowing which short-term efforts lead to which longterm impacts. In light of this “attribution gap,” the indicators under this third adaptation dimension cannot completely illustrate the effectiveness of the adaptive capacity
and adaptation activities in contributing to sustained
development.
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Key questions for practitioners to consider in generating
sustained development indicators include:
• How might sector planners, policymakers or other development decision makers use the results of these indicators to improve the treatment of climate change in
their spheres of influence?
• Do the indicators capture the “added value” of adaptation toward reaching stakeholders’ development goals?
• Over what time frame should the M&E system gather
data in order to use these indicators to test the relevant
adaptation hypothesis?
Many different indicators may prove useful for tracking
sustained development as an adaptation objective, depending upon the sector in which the intervention takes
place. Following are two example indicator sets that are
frequently used in adaptation-relevant initiatives: ecosystem services and livelihoods.
1. Ecosystem Services. Ecosystem services are centered
on the benefits that people derive from nature. Some benefits, such as crops, fish, and fresh water (provisioning services), are tangible. Others, such as pollination, erosion
regulation, climate regulation (regulating services), and
aesthetic and spiritual fulfillment (cultural services), are
less so. All, however, directly or indirectly underpin economies and livelihoods.
Early efforts to apply ecosystem service concepts and information have strengthened both public- and privatesector development strategies and have improved environmental outcomes. But approaches to analyse information
about ecosystem services and apply it to climate change
are relatively new and still evolving. Until now, most

indicators used for ecosystem services have been adopted
from narrower environmental fields, such as biodiversity, ecology, and climatology, and from economic sectors,
such as agriculture, forestry, and fisheries.57 Entry points
for ecosystem services might include standards for environmental impact assessments or strategic environmental
assessments, review periods for environmental law, assessments of shifting dependence on ecosystem services, and/
or any processes for the valuation of natural resources.
According to its NAPA, Samoa is predisposed to drought,
high frequency of heavy rain that results in floods, hot
or high ambient temperatures, high frequency of storms,
and sea level rise. In particular, coastal erosion and ecosystem degradation pose serious risks to biodiversity and
livelihoods dependent on the reef fish breeding grounds
of the mangroves. Table 8 describes the two key ecosystem-related outcomes and corresponding outputs of a
UNDP/GEF multi-partner intervention that seeks to protect coastal ecosystems against climate stresses in the Samoan villages of Fasitootai and Vailuutai.
2. Livelihoods. Since the poorest and most vulnerable
populations often depend greatly on land and other natural resources to support their livelihoods, many development organisations have devised a sustainable livelihoods approach (SLA) to help strengthen and sustain
people’s well-being.58 Indicators for an SLA or a household livelihood security approach might measure whether basic needs are being met or are accessible, despite external shocks and stressors. This is closely related to the
asset approach in that a combination of assets is required
to maintain the livelihood of a given community or
57 Layke 2009.
58 See, for example, IFAD undated and ICIMOD 2008.

Table 8. Samoa: Reduce Impacts of Climate Change-Driven Erosion through Protection and Conservation of Mangroves, Ecosystems, and Coral Reefs
Outcome 4: Protection of ecosystems that buffer the community from climate change risks made more economically sustainable.
Output

Criteria

Output 4.1

Development of an Eco-Tourism Plan aimed at generating economic incentives for protection of ecosystems that buffer the
community from climate change impacts.

Output 4.2

Development of a seawater fish farm, not only for economic incentive, but for awareness and education of community and
children from kindergarten and primary school for sustainability.

Output 4.3

Identify record, protect, and restore historical sites (not related to climate change, but included for completeness of
vision)

Output 4.4

Clean up swamp and wetland for future development of a freshwater fish farm (tilapia) for economic return.
Source: UNDP/GEF 2009
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household. Secure livelihoods depend on a wide range of
factors, such as income level, income-generating activities,
property and storage, migration patterns, and often outside assistance in the form of loans or other borrowing.
Entry points for livelihoods might include household surveys on food security, nutrition, education, or other key
aspects of healthy local economies and human well-being.

mate change. The studies focused on adaptive strategies,
or long-term behavioral patterns. Table 9 highlights a
sample of the indicators used.

The GEF’s Assessments of Impacts and Adaptations to
Climate Change59 project supported developing country scientists and experts to conduct 24 regional climate
change assessments across Africa, Asia, Latin America,
and the Caribbean, and the Indian and Pacific Oceans.
This global initiative followed a sustainable livelihood
model loosely based on a DFID-derived methodology of
the “five capitals” – natural, physical, human, social, and
financial. Project case studies from Sudan sought to evaluate the performance of sustainable livelihood and environmental management measures for building resilience
to today’s climate-related shocks, and assess their potential for reducing community vulnerability to future cli-

The GIZ/Perspectives60 study “Monitoring the adaptive
effect of GIZ’s natural resource management and adaptation projects” (2011) recommends utilizing sustainability
indicators beyond the attribution gap which is particularly relevant within the sustained development dimension of adaptation. The authors suggest a set of three sustained development indicators: saved wealth (measured
by a mixed index of absolute and relative wealth savings
achieved by an adaptation project, in order to both cover
economic value and vulnerability), saved health (reduction of climate change impacts on human health) and
environmental benefits (measures environmental benefits
and services that are not economically quantified in the
sustained wealth indicator). Such standardized indicators
could supplement vulnerability indicators and they would
have the benefit to allow more comparability of adaptive
impacts.

59 AIACC Undated.

60 Michaelowa and Koehler 2011.

Table 9. Sudan: Sustainable Livelihood Approach (SLA) Indicators for Community Resilience
Sudan

Generic Indicators for SLA (to be tailored to local levels)

SLA for assessing community
resilience to climate change: case
studies from Sudan

Land degradation (slowed or reversed)
Condition of the vegetation cover (stabilized or improved)
Soil and/or crop productivity (stabilized or increased)
Water supply (stabilized or increased)
Average income levels (stabilized or increased)
Food stores (stabilized or increased)
Migration (slowed, stabilized, or reversed)

Excerpt of Criteria and Indicators for Social Capital
Capital Asset

Dimension

Criteria

Indicators

Social
Capital

Productivity

* Areas of women's gardens.
* Contribution of women's gardens in satisfying community needs for vegetables, fruits and
other agricultural crops.
* Role of local committees in the organization
and promotion of community works.

* % of expansion or decrease in areas of
women’s gardens.
* Garden products as % of total village supply of fruits and vegetables.
* % of people who participate in community
development.

Equity

* Participation in the decision-making process,
and access of marginal groups to same.

* Representation by each group in the decision-making process.

Sustainability

* Expansion in the use of mud to public
buildings.
* Expansion in the use of improved charcoal
stoves.
* Government provision of institutional support
to local community institutions.

* % of public buildings with mud walls
(mosques, schools, and restaurants)
* Dissemination rate of improved charcoal
stoves.
* Number of coordinated activities between
government and local committees.

Risks /Assumptions

* Capability of committees to continue performing their tasks.
Source: Elasha, Balgis-Osman, et al. 2005
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3.5.4 Setting a Baseline

Once a set of appropriate indicators has been identified,
practitioners can record baseline values for comparing
conditions before, during, and after the implementation
of the intervention. They also should consider the baseline
observations when determining appropriate targets for the
intervention.
Understanding the baseline enables practitioners to form
realistic and timely targets for adaptation interventions.
A target is a value for an indicator that serves as a goal for
the intervention. Evidence gathered through vulnerability and/or risk assessments can also aid practitioners in
choosing appropriate targets. Furthermore, intervention
managers and their partners should deliberate over which
targets and how many targets can be met, given the prevailing assumptions about risks to achieving them and resources devoted to each. Key questions presented in this
section help guide practitioners in developing an adaptation baseline and considering baselines for each adaptation dimension. Annex IV provides examples of monitoring matrices with baseline values and targets.
Ideally, a mid-term or final evaluation can make a
straightforward “before-and-after” comparison of observed, recorded, and verified results toward targets. Alternatively, an evaluation could compare intervention
results to a projected future scenario in which the intervention never took place. Such “counterfactuals” are
sometimes used to deal with a moving or dynamic baseline or in cases where the original baseline observation is
no longer relevant at the time of assessing the intervention’s accomplishments. Practitioners are unlikely to face

a moving baseline during a short implementation period
(<5 years, for example), but may face a moving baseline
for longer-term projects and programs. Some researchers
are beginning to explore options for dealing with a moving baseline in the context of adaptation, but most implementing organisations do not provide extensive guidance or methodologies to do so, because it is infrequently
a concern during relatively short implementation periods.61 Funders of adaptation interventions, however, will
undoubtedly have to contend with moving baselines to
assess the impacts of several related interventions over the
long term.
Another way to track longer-term change in a baseline
value, which might otherwise be hard to quantify or to
address because of changing conditions, is to identify a
range of possible outcomes with ratings (an index) that
can then be used to monitor progress. The GEF Adaptation Monitoring and Assessment Tool (Table 10), for
example, uses score ranges for indicators that are otherwise difficult to describe and synthesize (are difficult indicators to add together, for example), such as “strengthened adaptive capacity” and “diversified and strengthened
livelihoods.” Another example is the Netherlands Climate Assistance Program policy action matrix (Table 11),
where the full range of development stages is numbered
1 through 4 across relevant categories for achievement.
Such descriptive indexes can rate the direction or quality
of progress of indicators toward targets during the course
of an intervention or across many interventions.
61 See, for example, UNDP 2008b and AFB 2010c.

Table 10. GEF Adaptation Monitoring and Assessment Tool: Example Index for an Outcome Indicator
Outcome

Indicator

Diversified and
strengthened
livelihoods and
sources of
income for
vulnerable
people in
targeted
areas

Households and communities have more secure access to livelihood assets (Score) – Disaggregated by gender
The score for this indicator will have to be assigned based on the results of a
conducted survey. The score ranges from 1 to 5. Following are the explanations of
rankings.
1) No access to livelihood assets.

Baseline Value

2

Final Score

3

2) Poor access to livelihood assets.
3) Moderated access to livelihood assets.
4) Secure access to livelihood assets.
5) Very secure access to livelihood assets.
Source: adapted from GEF 2011
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Table 11. Netherlands Climate Assistance Program: Policy Action Matrix

Current
situation

Policy - Action Matrix
Criteria

Development Stage
1

Recovery and
reconstruction

3

4
Full political
support for CCA
policies

Legislation approved and
financed

Does not exist

Framework on
paper only

Institutional

Disaster
preparedness

2
Some
awareness of CC

Political

Policy

Changes needed
to reach target

Roles and responsibilities understood and
practiced
Contingency
planning in place
at all levels

Draft document in
discussion
Recovery plan
outdated

Comprehensive
plan in place
Source: NCAP 2005

The AFB suggests the following guidance for forming adaptation baselines62 and targets:
1. Review and synthesize existing information on current vulnerability, climate risk, and current adaptation
measures based on previous studies, expert opinion,
and policy context.
2. Describe adaptation policies and measures in place
that influence the ability to successfully cope with climate variability.
3. Develop baseline indicators of vulnerability and adaptive capacity that take into account the underlying
historical trend in the indicator value over time. Note
whether there is a trend upward or downward over the
last 5 or 10 years that can be drawn from existing records or statistics.
62 AFB 2010c.
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Data sources
• Baselines may be established using existing secondary
data sources or may require a primary data collection
effort.
• One source is the baseline data currently available on
the IPCC’s Data Distribution Center Web site.
• Historical/baseline data: current vulnerabilities (trend
analysis, vulnerability mapping) and current adaptation measures (consultations, field interviews, literature
review).
• Scenarios: future impacts and vulnerabilities (methods
employed could include impact assessment and vulnerability mapping); adaptation to future impacts (using
such approaches as multi-criteria analysis, cost–benefit
analysis, and consultations).
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Data collection methods

caused by non-climate dynamics, and changes induced
by the intervention (Step 6)?

• Trend analysis, vulnerability mapping (food insecurity,
poverty mapping, natural disaster losses), multi-criteria
analysis.

• Are priorities for action made more apparent with information gathered to form the baseline?

• Cost–benefit analysis, vulnerability reduction assessment (UNDP).63

• Is it clear which baseline values relate to which adaptation dimensions and how (Step 2)?

In addition, setting targets is important because they:

• Are the targets proposed realistic based on baseline data
and based on available monitoring resources?

• help bring the objectives of a project into focus,
• help validate a project by describing in concrete terms
what the intervention will produce,
• orient project managers and staff to the tasks to be
achieved, and
• can act as the foundation for clarifying results for
which managers will be held responsible.
In the course of identifying baseline values, there may be
some indicators for which no baseline data can be found
or for which the data are incomplete or possibly inaccurate. In such instances, a proxy or surrogate baseline can
be formed (one that is close but not ideal), or the relevant
indicator(s) could be dropped. For example, it might not
be clear to what degree particular climate change policies are currently being implemented and/or relevant laws
enforced. A small sample of sectors known to be particularly sensitive to current climate variability may provide
enough information to formulate critical baseline information on the intervention target areas. However, if this
is not possible, climate-proofing investments and/or information on climate risk insurance schemes could be another means to develop a proxy baseline. Since specific adaptation programs and projects can also provide a learning
process to inform a national adaptation strategy or larger
research agenda, it may be useful for project leaders to
seek partnerships with other organisations with mutual
interests in collecting relevant data.
Key questions for practitioners to consider in forming and
using an adaptation baseline include: 64
• Does the baseline provide a clear picture of the risks
and/or vulnerabilities that the intervention intends to
address?
• Does the baseline enable differentiation of monitoring for possible changes due to climate change, changes

• Should the baseline move over time? If yes, how often
should the baseline be reassessed to account for progress toward targets?
Key questions for practitioners to consider in developing a
baseline for adaptive capacity include:
• Does the baseline build on existing planning and reporting formats with information on development, poverty, and/or capacity?65
• Has the baseline analysis missed important sources of
existing adaptive capacity, such as the role of women or
the cultural relationship of communities with the land?
Key questions to consider in developing a baseline for adaptation actions include:
• Does the baseline account for known maladaptive and
autonomous activities related to the adaptation actions
proposed, as described by a risk or vulnerability assessment (Step 1)?
• Does the baseline consider the interactions between
several adaptation actions in a single intervention?
• Does the baseline consider the specific adaptive capacity needed to perform specific adaptation actions in the
intervention?
Key questions for practitioners to consider in developing a
baseline for sustained development include:
• Is this baseline derived from existing plans and reports
on key development priorities that are affected by climate change? 66
65 These may include, for example, national development plans, sectoral risk studies, NAPAs, National Communications (NCs), National Capacity Self-Assessments (NCSA), previous evaluations from
relevant government or development performance frameworks, and
pre-existing vulnerability or risk assessments.
66 For example, specific MDGs, aspects of national development strategies, and/or sectoral investment priorities.

63 UNDP 2008a.
64 See also Annex II for further resources helpful for establishing adaptation baselines.
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• What are the gaps (including levels of uncertainty) in
baseline information on projected climate change impacts on development goals, and how will they be treated in the course of tracking implementation results?
• Does the baseline acknowledge parallel efforts by other
partners in similar or overlapping areas of relevance to
the adaptation intervention?
• Does the baseline account for local surveys and other
sources of bottom-up climate and non-climate vulnerability studies?
3.6 Step 6 – Use the Adaptation M&E System
Once the intervention planners have designed an intervention, their activities shift to implementation, and
monitoring commences. To get the M&E system up and
running, it is important to clarify:
• what is being monitored during the implementation
(indicators and/or the factors that affect them – see
Step 5),
• how often it is monitored (and verified and reported),
• the sources of where relevant information can be found,
and
• who is responsible for collecting this information.
Table 12 illustrates a monitoring matrix template that
summarizes monitoring methods, timing, data sources,
and responsibilities of respective participants. Sometimes
monitoring of activities (i.e. whether and how activities
produce intended outputs) will be conducted separately

from monitoring of outcomes (i.e. whether and how outputs are used and lead to change). For a monitoring matrix that uses the framework presented in this paper, see
the draft matrix from GIZ reproduced in Annex IV, Table 3.
Good management of the monitoring system creates a
narrative to provide context and reasoning behind the results reported through the M&E system. The products of
intervention monitoring can also be used to establish lessons learned across adaptation interventions of the same
program or sector, to identify successes in particular sector adaptation strategies, or to inform national policies in
light of climate change and adaptation efforts.
M&E practices for adaptation have most commonly
aligned with those used for environmental and natural resource management and for economic and social development and capacity building, but may also resemble other
areas relevant to adaptation. Annex IV shows examples of
a monitoring table for flood protection in the Hunan River basin, a diagram of process monitoring for the Sujala
watershed project in India, a diagram of outcome and activity monitoring from Intercooperation, and an excerpt
from the program monitoring logframe for the Africa Climate Change Resilience Alliance. Essential to the various
models for adaptation monitoring are:
• regular feedback loops for communication, coordination, and learning;
• a clear sense of what is being monitored in terms
of activities undertaken to produce outputs, factors

Table 12. Planning Matrix for Monitoring
Targets (Outcomes and * Derived from theory of change and relate to the adaptation hypothesis
Outputs) * Address at least one of the adaptation dimensions
Indicators * Should account for key indicators within the relevant adaptation dimension
* Should also account for key areas to monitor (e.g., related to context, assumptions)
Baseline Value * Derived vulnerability/risk assessment
* May need to be re-examined periodically
Date and Current Value * What is the M&E event?
* Date noted at the time of reporting (monitoring, mid-term, final assessment)
Data Collection Method * Survey? Meeting? Workshop?
* Should be a systematic and consistent source
Responsibilities * Who is responsible for organizing the data collection and verifying data quality and
sources?
Resources * Estimate of resources required and committed for carrying out planning and
monitoring activities.
Risks * What are the risks and assumptions for carrying out the planned monitoring activities?
* How may these affect the planned monitoring events and quality of data?
Source: Adapted from UNDP 2009
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influencing results (which could be based on the nature of the climate risks or vulnerability, or based on assumptions and risks), and indicators for outcomes;
• the capacity to narrow down or revise types and number of indicators, as needed, once implementation has
begun;
• monitoring processes and results, which serve a purpose
beyond assessment of the intervention, through, for example, results reported to policy processes, and by identifying ways to keep options open for future adaptation
strategies and decision making.67

2. Monitoring outcomes and the achievement of
objectives:

* Observing changes in the wider setting of the development measure that can be plausibly linked
with the achievement of objectives.

* For these tasks, the technical cooperation measure

employs existing, reliable secondary data, supports
partner organisations in setting up corresponding
monitoring and data collection systems, or collects
relevant data separately or with other actors in the
same sector.68

The previous five steps and various options to consider
in developing a suitable monitoring framework can help
clarify what scope of information and context may be essential to monitor. For some aspects of monitoring – especially as attention turns from activities and outputs to
outcomes and the achievement of objectives – factors that
affect levels of climate risk and/or vulnerability can only
be understood once implementation has begun (or ended). The following advice is from the Corporate Development Unit of GIZ and lists the tasks of results-based
monitoring as:

While the ToC acts as a foundation for the strategies
and assumptions behind intervention activities, monitoring requires using the principles of M&E for adaptation
in practice. A final consideration is whether the intervention’s monitoring system will help answer evaluation
questions. For example, the following set of questions is
modified from the OECD-DAC standards for evaluating
development assistance. Along with cross-cutting issues
like gender and environmental impact, evaluations of adaptation interventions might seek to answer questions related to the following:69

1. Monitoring activities and outputs:

• Relevance: To what extent were the adaptation intervention activities consistent with the priorities of
the stakeholders, and with the relevant policies of the
funder?

* Monitoring the results produced by the activities

and outputs of the development measure, particularly the use of outputs, should address:

99 comparison with the anticipated and planned
results (milestones),

99 examination of the possibility of achieving objectives, and

99 communication and discussion of findings.
* The following points should be observed:
99 results of major activities,
99 outputs for third parties,
99 use of outputs, and
99 factors beyond the intervention that promote
or hinder the use of outputs.

67 One of the tenets of adaptive management is to avoid decisions that
limit the range or quality of future decision-making options. For
further tools and information on this in the context of adaptation,
see, for example, UKCIP and Learning for Sustainability.

• Effectiveness: To what extent did the intervention
reach its adaptation targets?
• Efficiency: Was there sufficient value to the qualitative
and quantitative outputs for the amount and quality of
inputs?
• Impact: What were the positive and negative changes produced by the adaptation intervention toward
adaptive capacity, adaptation actions, and/or sustaining development, directly or indirectly, intended or
unintended?
• Sustainability: What is the likelihood that intervention
outputs and activities are likely to remain or continue
after donor funding has been withdrawn?70
68 GIZ 2008.
69 OECD undated.
70 OECD-DAC sustainability refers to environmental and financial
sustainability, but social sustainability may also be addressed in development projects.
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Key questions to consider in setting up and using an adaptation M&E system include:
• Does the M&E system incorporate all the major dimensions of the project and clearly outline timing and
responsibilities for specific people to monitor specific
indicators, factors affecting results, and other relevant
dynamics?
• Does the monitoring system include appropriate windows for reporting on specific RBM criteria, such as
funding, as well as on iterative results and learning to
improve the adaptation process?
• How are the intervention partners involved in the monitoring and verification of results?
• Given early evidence of results, how will the stakeholders and implementers revisit the adaptation hypothesis
and ToC periodically to check whether the intervention
approach remains valid to the adaptation objectives?
• Does the M&E system generate information in a way
that can be fed into a policy process or used by other
partners or interventions to improve their efforts?
• Does the M&E system generate information in a way
that can answer evaluation questions relevant to the relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, impact, and sustainability of the intervention?
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4. Conclusion: Priorities for “Learning by Doing” for Adaptation M&E
In the spirit of “learning by doing,” we offer in this concluding chapter several themes for further exploration as
adaptation portfolios expand their knowledge base, technical capacity, and financial resources. Many frameworks
proposed for planning and assessing adaptation are in the
early days of implementation. This is an opportune moment for many actors in the adaptation and development
arenas to test these approaches and methodologies, before
emerging adaptation M&E systems are formalized and/
or fully operational. For example, WRI and GIZ will test
the framing proposed in this paper with adaptation interventions in the development context. These thoughts on
the way forward are intended to provoke further discussion, identify fruitful areas for research, and recommend
several concrete steps to further the development of M&E
practices for adaptation.
Think Outside the “Project Box”
The challenges of M&E for adaptation are largely shaped
by factors outside the project cycle.71 Therefore, developers of approaches to M&E for adaptation need to look
beyond the duration of individual projects, and move toward measuring changes in broader systems. Although
current adaptation efforts are often defined by the project
cycle, work on M&E should also address the demands of
policymakers and their need to track outcomes after project closing. A broader perspective is also needed to fully
address the important idea of adaptive capacity. Lessons
learned in aid effectiveness and long-term development efforts deserve exploration as a source of options for M&E.
The M&E systems used by countries to measure progress
on their MDGs, for example, may provide useful ideas on
monitoring a long-term, complex, and globally significant
set of metrics.
Explore Options for Overcoming Barriers to Participation
This paper has emphasized important links from participation and local ownership of M&E to learning and successful adaptation processes. However, we recognize that
participatory approaches face many barriers to successful, widespread implementation. Further work is needed
to understand how technology, capacity building, and
wise use of financial resources can reduce the costs associated with stakeholder participation in M&E, improve
the quality of inclusion processes, and create incentives
to scale up use of participatory approaches. Research and
71 A typical project cycle for the World Bank, for example, consists
of identification, preparation, appraisal, approval, implementation,
completion, and evaluation.

practical application should also explore the application
of various options for participation, to better understand
what form and extent of participation are most appropriate for different M&E contexts.
Link Existing M&E Systems
Most practitioners recognize that increased harmonization with country partners’ priorities and policies, along
with coordination among actors involved in similar activities, will improve the quality of development and adaptation interventions. However, there are few tools and little
guidance on how to use M&E to promote these linkages. Stronger connections between bottom-up information
and decision making and top-down information and decision making could help focus scarce resources by eliminating duplicate reporting structures, sharing common
relevant information, and potentially improving accessibility and transparency. Furthermore, more integrated
adaptation M&E systems could assist in linking disparate sectoral or thematic activities in powerful ways. For
example, what are the implications of priorities laid out in
NAPAs for those in national poverty reduction strategies?
What population trends does the urban planning department or agency track or expect under future climate scenarios? As adaptation efforts intensify across the developing world, we will need M&E tools that are able to adopt
a systems perspective and assess adaptation in a more integrated and holistic manner.
Promote Experimentation
Following existing protocol does not often result in innovation. Rather, innovation emerges in an environment
that values experimentation and a mixed-methodologies
approach to the design of adaptation interventions. Supporting innovation requires appropriate M&E methods
that acknowledge experimentation and trial and error
may be at odds with current expectations for results delivery. However, many innovative approaches to planning and project design can support stakeholder-driven
research agendas, help develop locally appropriate definitions of adaptation success, reduce the costs of monitoring for outcomes, and help streamline different project
operations. Several interesting experimental approaches
for adaptation emerged first in the developed world and
are beginning to gain traction in the development sphere.
M&E will play an important role in helping to learn
when such approaches have value and how they can be
adjusted. Emerging areas of experimentation where M&E
could provide support include:
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• Scenario-neutral planning: A methodology of addressing long-term risks in light of short-term priorities and
scarce resources. The idea is to take incremental actions
that do not diminish the opportunities to take more aggressive actions later. An example is the Thames 2100
project.72
• Conceptual models: Conservation practitioners have begun to use conceptual models to map and assess the
intricate interactions between the social, economic, cultural, and environmental factors enabling or hindering
conservation efforts. A conceptual model begins by delineating the primary factors influencing a given set of
intervention activities, and how these map to the particular threats to achieving high-level objectives. The
model can then be translated into a theory of change
for purposes of RBM.73
• Adaptive management: Focused on the resilience of
ecosystems, this is a strategy of iterative feedback and
learning in order to deal with risk and uncertainty. The
main emphasis is on continuous learning from trial and
error, and it is especially useful for small-scale systems.
An example is the restoration of the Upper Mississippi
and Missouri River systems.74
• Robust decision making (RDM): Managing climate risks
often means seeking to predict the future and make decisions based on the likely outcome according to that
prediction. RBM reframes this by asking “How can we
choose actions today that will be consistent with our
long-term interests?” This approach attempts to avoid
some of the organisational rigidity and difficulty in
bringing about consensus common to traditional analytical methods under uncertainties. Although it may
not always produce the optimal decision, RDM is flexible in that it performs well compared to alternatives
over a wide range of possible futures. RDM is used by
many natural U.S. resource agencies. “Info-Gap” and
“robust control” theories are other examples of new, related analytic methods.75
• Developmental evaluation: This contingency-based approach to evaluation centers on the value of the dynamics of interactions and decision-making processes,
rather than top-down models and bottom-up principles of management. It acknowledges the complexity of
72
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Case study can be found at UK Met Office 2008.
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organisational change, with regular feedback cycles and
learning, in order to support innovation and adaptation.76 An example of use is the ACCCRN program, as
illustrated in Annex III, Figure 1.
Face Tensions and Trade-offs Openly
As noted throughout this paper, one size does not fit all
when it comes to M&E for adaptation – no one system
will work for all purposes or all players. Funders, field
practitioners, local communities, and other practitioners
typically have distinct M&E needs and interests, and will
prioritize different M&E system features. This presents
challenges in a world of limited resources, where it rarely
is possible to manage multiple M&E processes for a given
place, issue, or activity. However, by being open about
tensions and trade-offs, we can ensure that a given system
is used for the purposes for which it was designed, and
that its results are not misunderstood or misinterpreted.
We can also aim to create M&E tools that complement
each other, and avoid working at cross-purposes. For example, efforts should be made to prevent funders’ interest
in using M&E to report their results from undermining
or eclipsing communities’ interest in using M&E to learn
how to better adapt. Several frameworks currently under
development77 have the potential to fulfill the many important roles of M&E in the context of adaptation. Creating a living body of knowledge and good practices in this
emerging field will inevitably mean fostering flexible and
inclusive learning environments in which the tensions and
trade-offs of M&E for adaptation are treated not as obstacles but as parameters for guiding how and why adaptation is measured.
76 Quinn Patton 2009.
77 At the time this paper was written, The RCRC Climate Center,
International Institute for Environment and Development, UK
DFID, CARE, and OECD all had promising work in process.
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Acronyms
3ie

International Initiative for Impact Evaluations

AA

Adaptation action

AC

Adaptive capacity

ACCCRN

Asian Cities Climate Change Resilience Network

ACCRA

Africa Climate Change Resilience Alliance

ADB

Asian Development Bank

AF

Adaptation Fund

AFB

Adaptation Fund Board

AfDB

African Development Bank

AG

Area group

AIACC

Assessment of Impacts of and Adaptations to Climate Change

ALM

Adaptation Learning Mechanism

AMAT

Adaptation Monitoring and Assessment Tool

APF

Adaptation Policy Framework

BMZ

German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development

CBA

Community-based adaptation

CBO

Community-based organisations

CC DARE

Climate Change and Development – Adapting by Reducing Vulnerability (UNDP/UNEP)

CCA

Climate change adaptation

CCAA

Climate Change Adaptation in Africa

CDKN

Climate and Development Knowledge Network

CEDRA

Climate Change and Environmental Degradation Risk and Adaptation assessment

CEP

Country Environmental Profile

CGIAR

Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research

CIDA

Canadian International Development Agency

CIF

Climate Investment Fund

CIG

Common interest group

COP16

16th edition of Conference of the Parties of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change

CRiSTAL

Community-based Risk Screening Tool – Adaptation and Livelihoods

CSDRM

Climate smart disaster risk management

CSO

Civil society organisation

CVCA

Climate Vulnerability and Capacity Analysis

DAC

Development Assistance Committee (OECD)
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DANIDA

Danish International Development Agency

DEFRA

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (United Kingdom)

DFID

Department for International Development (United Kingdom)

DRM

Disaster risk management

DRR

Disaster risk reduction

EC

European Commission

ECB

European Central Bank

EM&R

Ecosystem management and restoration

ETC/ACC

European Topic Centre on Air Pollution and Climate Change Mitigation

FAO

Food and Agriculture Organization (United Nations)

GDP

Gross domestic product

GEF

Global Environment Facility

GIZ

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit

GTZ

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit

GNDR

Global Network for Disaster Risk Reduction

IADB

Inter-American Development Bank

ICIMOD

International Centre for Integrated Mountain Development

ICT

Information and communication technology

IDRC

International Development Research Centre

IDS

Institute for Development Studies

IFAD

International Fund for Agricultural Development

IIED

International Institute for Environment and Development

IISD

International Institute for Sustainable Development

IKM

Information & knowledge management

IPCC

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

ISET

Institute for Social and Environmental Transition

IUCN

International Union for Conservation of Nature

Kf W

Kf W Entwicklungsbank (development bank), part of the Kf W Bankengruppe

LDCF

Least Developed Country Fund (GEF)

LPMO

Local project management office

M&E

Monitoring and evaluation

MDG

2015 Millennium Development Goals

MLO

Multilateral organisations
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MNACC

Mechanismo National de Adaptación al Cambio Climático
(National Mechanism for Adaptation to Climate Change)

MoEF (India)

Ministry of Environment & Forests, Government of India

MRV

Measurement, reporting, and verification

N/A

Not applicable

NAC

National Adaptive Capacity Framework

NAPA

National Adaptation Program of Action

NC

National Communications

NCAP

Netherlands Climate Assistance Program

NCSA

National-Capacity Self Assessment

NECCAP

Indo-German North East Climate Change Adaptation Program

NGO

Nongovernmental organisation

NICCD

Notes on ICTs, Climate Change and Development

NRM

Natural resource management

ODI

Overseas Development Institute

OECD

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

OECD-DAC

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Development Assistance Committee

OM

Outcome mapping

PAF

Performance assessment framework

PDS

Public distribution system

PIK

Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research

PLA

Participatory learning and action

PPCR

Pilot Program for Climate Resilience (World Bank)

PPMO

Provincial Project Management Office

PREVAL

Regional Platform for Evaluation Capacity Building in Latin America and the Caribbean

RBM

Results-based management

RCRC

Red Cross Red Crescent

RDM

Robust decision making

RF

Rockefeller Foundation

RP

Resettlement Plan

SAPCC

State Action Plan on Climate Change

SCCF

Special Climate Change Fund (GEF)

SCR

Strengthening Climate Resilience

SD

Sustained development
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SHG

Self-help group

SL

Sustainable livelihoods

SLA

Sustainable livelihoods approach

SPA

Strategic Pilot in Adaptation

SRI

System of rice intensification

SWS-EC

Sujala Watershed Executive Committee

TA

Technical assistance

TERI

The Energy and Resources Institute

ToC

Theory of change

UCCR

University Consortium for Climate Research

UKCIP

United Kingdom Climate Impacts Program

UN

United Nations

UN OIOS MECD

United Nations Office of Internal Oversight Services, Monitoring, Evaluation and Consulting
Division

UNDESA

United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs

UNDP

United Nations Development Program

UNEP

United Nations Environment Program

UNESCO

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

UNFCCC

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

UNISDR

United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction

USAID

United States Agency for International Development

WOTR

Watershed Organisation Trust

WRI

World Resources Institute

WWF

World Wildlife Fund
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Annex I. Terminology
Box 1. Adaptation in the Development Context
Adaptation to climate change is often characterized by the
following terms:

Early efforts in adaptation often take one or several of the
following forms:86

Climate Adaptation: Adjustment of natural or human
systems in response to actual or expected climatic stimuli
or their effects, which moderates harm or exploits
beneficial opportunities. Adaptation is a process and not
an outcome.78

Adaptation Mainstreaming: A process of integrating climate
change adaptation into the policies and practices of an
institution (e.g. government ministry, multilateral agency,
nongovernmental organisation (NGO)). Mainstreaming of
cross-cutting issues, such as climate change, gender
inequality, and environmental degradation, typically treats
the issue as an element of more established activities or
sectors (e.g. health, agriculture, industry) instead of as a
separate initiative (e.g. mainstreaming climate change into
development).

Climate Hazard: The physical manifestation of climate
change/variability (e.g. change in precipitation, temperature, sea level). The outcome of hazards can be worsened
by non-climate factors (e.g. a storm surge leads to
significant flooding due to poor forest management).79
Exposure: The extent to which people, property, or systems
are in a hazard zone and subject to harm or loss.80
Sensitivity: The extent to which a system is affected
– positively or negatively – by climate variability and
climate change.81
Adaptive Capacity: The ability to avoid harm from climate
change or variability, and/or take advantage of opportunity. For the purposes of this paper, “resilience” (ability to
absorb or “bounce back” to your original state) and
“coping” (ability to manage risks or stresses but not
necessarily bounce back) are considered elements of
adaptive capacity.82
Vulnerability: The degree to which a system is susceptible
to, and unable to cope with, the adverse effects of climate
change, including climate variability and extremes. A
function of the exposure, magnitude, and rate of climate
change and variation to which a system is exposed, as
well as its sensitivity and adaptive capacity.83
Autonomous Adaptation: Adaptation that does not constitute a conscious response (such as a policy or intervention) to climatic stimuli but is triggered by ecological
changes in natural systems and by market or welfare
changes in human systems. Also referred to as spontaneous adaptation.84
Maladaptation: An action or process that inadvertently
increases current or future climatic effects or vulnerability by creating conditions that ultimately increase climate
change emissions, negatively affect sensitivity or exposure, or reinforce or strengthen socioeconomic drivers of
vulnerability.85
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

Adapted from
Adapted from
Adapted from
IPCC 2007.
Adapted from
IPCC 2007.
IPCC 2007.
Adapted from

Climate (risk) Screening: The process of understanding and
integrating climate change factors into development
intervention design and planning.
Climate-Proofing: Identifying risks to development
interventions, or any natural or human asset, as a result
of climate change and climate variability, and ensuring
that those risks are reduced to acceptable levels. Climate
proofing is meant to improve the likelihood of sustaining
intervention results and helps improve adaptation
strategies that can better inform adjustments to
interventions.
Adaptation Programs: A set of adaptation interventions
designed around a common adaptation policy or strategy,
budget, and time frame.
Discrete Adaptation: Also known as “stand-alone,” these
efforts are not tied to any specific programmatic strategy,
but rather address a specific climate risk in a particular
context and time.
Two terms used to differentiate adaptation needs in the
development context include:87
Adaptation Deficit: A failure to adapt to current climatic
conditions because of a low level of development (for
example, inadequate housing structures to deal with
extreme weather, a lack of access to credit for investing
in new crop varieties, or limited technical expertise to
manage a natural buffer to the effects of sea level rise).

IPCC 2007 and WRI 2008.
Brooks 2003.
UNISDR undated-b.

Adaptation Gap: A failure to take special interventions
required to address issues that arise as a consequence of
climate variability and change (for example, being better
equipped to deal with extreme weather events, having
buffers against droughts, and dealing with changes in
cropping patterns resulting from temperature rise).

IPCC 2007.

86

Barnett and O’Neill 2010 and WRI 2008.

87

Definitions adapted from various sources, including UNDP undated-d,
UNDP undated-e, and World Bank undated-b.
Modified from World Bank 2011.
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Box 2. Monitoring and Evaluation
What does an M&E system do?88
Monitoring

Evaluation
Distinguishing Characteristics

*
*
*
*

Ongoing, continuous
Internal activity
Responsibility of management

*
*
*

Period and time bound

*

Periodic feedback

Continuous feedback to improve intervention performance

Internal, external, or participatory
Responsibility of evaluator together with staff and
management

Complementary Roles

*
*
*

Clarifies program objectives

*

Routinely collects data on those indicators, compares actual
results with targets

*

Reports progress to managers and alerts them to problems

Links activities and their resources to objectives
Translates objectives into performance indicators and sets
targets

*
*
*
*
*

Analyses why intended results were or were not achieved
Assesses specific causal contributions of activities to results
Examines implementation process
Explores unintended results
Provides lessons, highlights significant accomplishments
or program potential, and offers recommendations for
improvement

What can an M&E system examine? 89
Typically an M&E system examines the elements of the
intervention’s theory of change (ToC), which is a depiction
of the intervention plan or strategy that shows the
relationships between the key activities and products
needed to achieve desired outcomes and impacts.
Elements of a ToC include:

* Input: The financial, technical, and human resources

invested by funders and partners to address specific
goals through an intervention.

* Activities: Actions undertaken by funders and their partners in order to deliver outputs and contribute toward
outcomes.

* Indicator: A consistent qualitative or quantitative measurement of an aspect of the intervention that can be
monitored to track processes or outcomes.

* Baseline: Any datum against which change is measured
through monitoring of indicators and/or the factors affecting them.

* Target: A qualitative or quantitative value of an indicator
that is set as a goal over and above the baseline value
for the intervention implementation period.

88
89

66

Modified from Morra Imas and Rist 2009, World Bank 2004.
Definitions adapted from various sources, including OECD 2010, UN
OIOS MECD 2010, ActKnowledge 2011, Learning for Sustainability
2011, Organizational Research Services 2004.

* Output: Concrete, tangible products or services resulting from the use of inputs toward a particular (set of)
objective(s).

* Outcome: Changes in behavior and/or environment –

at individual, community, and/or institutional levels –
made possible in part by outputs achieved, but largely
beyond the control of the intervention.

* Impact: Systematic and lasting changes in behavior and/
or the environment, toward which an intervention can
contribute but is beyond its control and time scale.

* Assumptions: Underlying circumstances or factors – either under control or beyond the control of the intervention – that are believed to affect the validity or
quality of intervention results.
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Box 2. Monitoring and Evaluation (continued)
What does the M&E system look like over time?90
Element Examined

Inputs

Activities

Outputs

Outcomes

Impact

Timing

During Intervention

Indicators

Planning

Implementation – e.g. process & outcome,
qualitative & quantitative

Performance, Sustainability, Impact

M&E System

M&E Planning
(ex-ante,
baseline value)

Monitoring & Internal Evaluation
(procedural, formative)

External Evaluation (ex-post, summative)

Underlying
Assumptions

e.g. assumptions about diverse factors that may affect the outcome of an intervention, such as quality of
inputs, the ability to perform adaptive management, the effect of market dynamics (growth, demand, prices),
the status or enforcement of relevant laws or policies, influence of relevant subsidies, cultural/social norms

After Intervention

What are some kinds of evaluations at different points in time? 91

* Ex-ante: An internal or external “prospective” evaluation or

appraisal that is used to assess options, or sharpen scope or
priorities before further action is taken (for example, a vulnerability assessment or a budget appraisal).

* Formative: An internal or external “process” evaluation con-

ducted during implementation to examine progress and inform
better management or course-correction (for example, a midterm review, or a progress report).

* Ex-post: A “summative” evaluation that takes place after an
intervention is completed (for example, a final performance
evaluation or an impact evaluation).

What are some qualities that evaluation questions assess? 92

* Efficiency: Did this intervention achieve the most it could for
the resources (time, expertise, money, etc.) it used?

* Effectiveness: To what extent did the intervention attain
*

90

91
92

its objectives and expected accomplishments, and deliver
planned outputs?
Relevance: Was the intervention pertinent or significant to
stakeholder requirements, country needs, global priorities,
and partners’ and funders’ policies?

This diagram does not show the “attribution gap,” which is the space between outputs and outcomes. This gap represents the idea that no intervention can claim full responsibility for outcomes because of the countless
other factors that influence them.
Adapted from Morra Imas and Rist 2009.
Adapted from OECD 2010 and UN OIOS MECD 2010.
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Box 3. M&E and MRV: Overlapping Functions, Different Politics
Negotiations under the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) frequently
generate highly technical and specific vocabulary and
abbreviations. These terms may confuse the uninitiated,
but they can play important roles in international law,
and often help the international community move toward
agreement on a challenging point of negotiation.
“Measurement, reporting, and verification”—or “MRV”—is
one such term.

lead in designing and implementing M&E activities, a
range of different players may undertake M&E, and they
may use it for a variety of purposes. For example, M&E
may serve as a basis for reporting to a funder, legislative body, or other authority on the results of an
initiative that received support from the authority.
Alternatively, an M&E system may be developed and used
by a government or a community solely for its own
planning and self-improvement.

The 2007 Bali Action Plan made two sets of activities
“measurable, reportable, and verifiable”:93 (1) all
countries’ mitigation actions, and (2) developed countries’ provision of support to developing countries (in the
form of technology, finance, and capacity building). The
concept of “MRV” provides a basis for mutual accountability between developed and developing country
parties, to ensure that both sides take appropriate
mitigation actions and commitments, and that the
developed world provides support for the actions of
developing countries.

In many cases, M&E has an accountability function, as
does MRV in the UNFCCC. However, in the development
context, the accountability supported by M&E is typically
oriented toward assessing the effectiveness of activities,
so as to make sure funding is wisely spent. This form of
accountability typically is subject to domestic stakeholder expectations and political demands, such as when
a legislature approves a budget.

This type of accountability was new for the UNFCCC
- developed countries had previously had fairly clear
and specific greenhouse gas reporting guidelines, but
their provision of finance was not formally scrutinized,
and emission reporting guidelines for developing
countries had been quite loose. In the 2010 Cancún
Agreements, UNFCCC parties took important steps
toward an operational system for MRV by agreeing to
establish (1) an international registry for financial and
technical support, and (2) regular reporting and review
processes for mitigation actions.
The term “monitoring and evaluation” (M&E), on the other
hand, has been used for a much longer time, in a range
of contexts, and does not carry political weight or legal
meaning peculiar to the UNFCCC. Although development
specialists and professional evaluators often take the
93
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Fransen, McMahon and Nakhooda 2008.

Under the Bali Action Plan, MRV does not apply to the
effectiveness of adaptation activities. Rather, it is the
provision of finance that is an obligation subject to the
accountability of MRV, not the wise use of finance for
adaptation. Moreover, domestic constituencies are a
secondary audience for MRV, which is intended to enable
accountability of governments to each other on the
international stage. Thus, while MRV and M&E both can
play a role in tracking finance, they likely will do so to
different purposes and in different contexts, and will
respond to different constituencies.
With careful design, M&E systems for adaptation and
MRV systems for finance could be made complementary
to each other, and could promote efficiency by drawing
upon the same data resources. However, it is not clear
that they will do so, or that their respective purposes
would necessarily be well served by doing so. Ultimately,
tracking financial flows is largely distinct from tracking
what works for adapting to climate change.
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Annex II. Review of Adaptation & Development M&E Resources
This paper is based on the following activities:
1. A desk review of current tools and approaches to
M&E of adaptation (Annex II, Tables 1 and 2);
2. Extensive interviews with development and adaptation practitioners from NGOs, multilateral and bilateral organizations, and government staff active in adaptation and M&E;
3. A series of convenings with active practitioners (including a World Resources Institute (WRI) event at
the 16th edition of Conference of the Parties of the
UNFCCC in Cancún, and a session at the Adaptation
Mainstreaming workshop in Delhi, November 2010);
4. A field visit to India to observe adaptation-relevant
work and M&E systems in the Deutsche Gesellschaft
für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH
portfolio.
Annex II summarizes key characteristics of the programs,
tools, and approaches reviewed in activities 1 and 2
above. For additional background on activities undertaken in the development of this paper, please see the project
page of WRI’s Web site at: http://www.wri.org/project/
vulnerability-and-adaptation.
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Tool or Guidance

Description

Implications for M&E

Definitions of Adaptation
Effectiveness

Adaptation Indicators Guidance

CARE: Climate
Vulnerability and
Capacity Analysis
(CVCA 94), 2009

Community-level tool for vulnerability and capacity assessment.

Participatory approach to
the creation of a baseline
that combines science and
local knowledge.

Outcome: Increases in adaptive
capacity over time, especially
that of the most vulnerable
populations within communities
and households.

Qualitative information from the CVCA can be
used to design quantitative surveys and/or
CVCA could be integrated into M&E systems by
using initial analysis as a baseline.95

Community

IISD: Communitybased Risk
Screening Tool
– Adaptation and
Livelihoods
(CRiSTAL 96), 2010
(updated)

94
95
96
97

Designed to help CARE field staff
and partners design and implement
adaptation projects.
Results in an understanding of the
socioeconomic dimensions of
vulnerability.

Community

Level

96 97

Builds understanding of
climate risks and
adaptation strategies that
can be used to inform an
M&E system.

Process: Dialogue within
communities and among
stakeholders, such as local
government and civil society.

Community-level decision-support
tool to promote the integration of
risk reduction and climate change
adaptation into community-level
projects.

Assists users in making
adjustments in approach or
design in order to improve
a project's impact on
adaptive capacity.

Outcome: Strengthening of
coping and resilience to
current risks and stresses as a
basis for adapting to longerterm climate change.

Originally designed to help project
planners to recognize the
contribution of ecosystem
management and restoration
(EM&R) and sustainable livelihoods
(SL)97 toward adaptation.

Identifies useful indicators
and metrics by aiding users
to systematically understand the links between
local livelihoods and
climate.

Process: Stakeholder consultations using participatory
methods to elicit information
on local livelihoods and
climate contexts.

Enables users to assess a
project’s impact on communitylevel adaptive capacity.

Flexible tool for multiple
applications.

CARE 2009a.
CVCA is not designed to quantify vulnerability or provide results that can be generalized to regional or national levels.
IISD 2010.
Ecosystem management and restoration (EM&R), sustainable livelihoods (SL).

Qualitative metrics suggested as defined by 4
parameters under 2 modules and 3 scales:

*

Synthesizing Info on Climate and Livelihoods
(a. What is the climate context? b. What is
the livelihood context?)

*

Planning and Managing Projects for Adaptation (a. What are the impacts of project activities on livelihood resources? b. How can
project activities be adjusted to reduce vulnerability and enhance adaptive capacity?)

*

Scales: National, local government/community, household/individual.
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Table 1. Examples of Adaptation M&E Approaches at the Community, Project/Program, and National Levels 94 95

Level

Tool or Guidance

Description

Implications for M&E

Definitions of Adaptation
Effectiveness

Adaptation Indicators Guidance

UNDP (GEF):
Adaptation Policy
Frameworks for
Climate Change
(APF 98), 2010
(updated)

Project- and program-level
mainstreaming guide that seeks to
address the lack of a clear
roadmap for adaptation
policymaking.

Can be used for scoping,
planning, designing, and
implementing activities in a
developing context.

Outcome: Adaptation to
short-term climate variability
and extreme events serves as
a starting point for reducing
vulnerability to longer-term
climate change.

Qualitative and quantitative performance
indicators, the use of the Pressure-State-Response (PSR 99) framework [not described
herein], and four other dimensions for
indicators of:

Designed for national policymakers, planners, project/program
designers, and coordinators.
Offers a flexible and structured
5-stage approach with guiding
technical papers for each stage.

Project/Program

Results in users clarifying their
own priority issues and improved
ability to implement responsive
adaptation strategies, policies, and
measures.

98
99

Distinguishes between
assessment of current
climate risks, future
climate risks, and
vulnerability, each of which
can provide different input
into a baseline.
Offers suggestions for
qualitative and quantitative
analysis for measures of
effectiveness.
Flexible tool that can be
used for formulating and
implementing adaptation
strategies, policies, and
measures at multiple
scales.

*

Implementation of the adaptation strategies
in the various focal areas can enumerate
the delivery of technical services, operating
funds, and capital inputs with related disbursements and the resulting outputs generated (e.g. facilities created, activities and
participatory processes organized).

*

Institutional change can demonstrate capacity development, attitudinal and awareness
shifts, and policy reorientations.

*

Impact in global and local terms can reveal
the environmental accomplishments of the
adaptation strategies (e.g. disaster damages trend).

*

Socioeconomic conditions can be inter-related with the environmental results and impacts, including measures of
the consequences of adaptation strategies
interventions.

Addressing the multiple levels
in society at which adaptation
occurs, including the local
level.
Adaptation policies and
measures assessed in a
development context.
Process: Maintain equal
importance between the
adaptation strategy and the
process by which it is
implemented.
Emphasize stakeholder
participation in defining
socioeconomic conditions and
prospects and their relationship to climate risks and
vulnerability.

» Annex II. Review of Adaptation & Development M&E Resources
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UNDP undated-d and Perez and Yohe 2004.
PSR: 1. Indicators can describe pressures on the climate caused by human activities (e.g. greenhouse gas emissions). 2. Indicators can
describe the state of the environment in terms of environmental quality and aspects of quantity and/or the quality of natural resources.
3. Response indicators can, in the context of the PSR framework, refer only to societal (not ecosystem) responses.
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100 101 102 103 104

Project/Program

Tool or Guidance

Description

Implications for M&E

Definitions of Adaptation
Effectiveness

Adaptation Indicators Guidance

EC/EuropeAid:
Tools and Methods
Series Guidelines
No. 4 – Guidelines
on the Integration
of Environment
and Climate
Change in
Development
Cooperation,100
2009

Project- and program-level
guidance on mainstreaming
environment and climate change
into European development
cooperation.

Suggests assessing
exposure and sensitivity of
projects and programs, as
well as response capacity
to deal with existing and
anticipated climate
variability and climate
change.

Outcome: Improved likelihood
of sustainability by identifying
and avoiding direct and indirect
environmental impacts of
projects and programs in
various relevant sectors, and
capturing opportunities to
improve environmental
conditions.

Indicators should reflect the main environmental and sustainability concerns influenced by
the EC, especially within the relevant focal
areas/sectors.101

These guidelines replace the
Environmental Integration Handbook
for EC Development Cooperation
(2007 edition).

National

OECD: Integrating
Climate Change
Adaptation into
Development
Cooperation,
Policy Guidance,102
2009

100
101
102
103
104

Intended for staff and partners as
a comprehensive reference to
integrating environment and
climate change into the different
operational cycles of the EC.

Addresses entry points for
environment and climate
change in programming,
sector policy support
programs, general budget
support, and projects.

Multi-level country-based guidance
outlining priority areas for
governments and international
donors.

Recommends moving the
coordination of adaptation
activities into powerful
central bodies.

Reflects the state of the art for
policymakers and decision makers
in confronting the challenges of
integrating adaptation within core
development activities.

Enables consideration of
how to integrate long-term
climate risks into national
planning processes and
budgets.

Promotes an improved understanding of climate change and its
impacts, helps identify appropriate
entry points, and aids efforts
toward reducing vulnerability to
climate variability and climate
change.

Seeks to harmonize with
existing systems (e.g. plans
and strategies for
adaptation).103

Process: Improved dialogue
with partner countries on a
more environmental approach
to policies and programs.

Outcome: Integration of
adaptation into core development activities, with a focus on
those communities, sectors,
and geographical zones most
vulnerable to climate change.
Process: Decision-making
processes incorporate
adaptation in the “whole of
government,” or, the four levels
of national ministries, sectoral
ministries, project level, and
local level.

Appropriate indicators may be derived from
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and
those identified by the CEP (Country Environmental Profile).
Blend environmental indicators with those that
capture the risks of encouraging environmentally damaging trends.
Limit the number of new indicators monitored
by using mixed indicators (e.g. energy efficiency,
transport).
Develop metrics and indicators to assess the
effectiveness of efforts to integrate climate
risks and adaptation considerations.
Engage a wide variety of stakeholders to
identify adaptation options and indicators of
progress and success.
As new areas of policy are developed for
adaptation, early indicators may be more
focused on input and process, and over time,
become more outcome-oriented.
If governments have already committed to
addressing adaptation, specific goals and
indicators for adaptation and disaster risk
reduction (DRR) could be integrated into
performance assessment frameworks.104

EC 2009.
Annex 10 is devoted to developing indicators.
OECD 2009b.
In line with the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness, 2005.
Performance Assessment Frameworks (PAFs): government systems set up to monitor and review budget support programs, often thematic or sectoral. WRI
2011.
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Level

Level

Tool or Guidance

Description

Implications for M&E

Definitions of Adaptation
Effectiveness

Adaptation Indicators Guidance

WRI: National
Adaptive
Capacity
Framework
(NAC105), 2009

National-level tool to identify
strengths and gaps in a country’s
adaptation system in order to
understand where improvement
may be needed or where strengths
may enable rapid adaptation
progress.

Initial functions assessment can be used as a
baseline reference toward
future adaptation planning.

Outcome: Utilize existing
systems, processes, and roles
within a national government
to capitalize on opportunities
for building adaptive capacity.

Action or process indicators to be centered on
the question “What am I able to do that can
help me adapt?” and tailored to the individual
functions.

National

Designed for national government
decision makers, civil society, and
researchers.

Participation and transparency incorporated into each
functions question.
Flexible tool applicable to
multiple national
governments.

Results in an assessment of
institutional strengths and
weaknesses.

105 WRI 2009.

Process: Involving key officials
and decision makers to raise
awareness of existing
strengths and gaps in adaptive
capacity.
Draw on a variety of
experiences.

Step 1 is a context worksheet comprised of
questions to capture key background documents
and preliminarily identify actors to be involved.

» Annex II. Review of Adaptation & Development M&E Resources
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Table 2. Information Resources for Adaptation M&E

This table lists a variety of practical resources that may be helpful to practitioners
working on M&E for adaptation initiatives. While few available resources are yet designed solely to address M&E for adaptation, many adaptation tools and programs include recommendations on M&E, or provide frameworks, guidance, or examples of
relevance to M&E.
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This table is divided into four parts: (1) M&E Guidance for Adaptation, (2) Adaptation Planning Tools (3) Adaptation Programs, and (4) Other Resources. Each resource listed provides information relevant to an aspect of the guidance presented in
this paper. The majority of resources provide some treatment of indicators.

Resource

Focus of Resource

AFB: Results-Based
Management
Framework,106 2009

Overview of results-based management (RBM) and major
components.

DEFRA: Measuring
Adaptation to Climate
Change - A Proposed
Approach,106 2010

Framework for developing indicators to monitor the United Kingdom’s
“adaptation status.”

ETC/ACC: Climate Change
Vulnerability and
Adaptation Indicators,106
2008

Technical paper on developing adaptation
indicators.

106 107 108 109 110 111 112

Resource Provides Guidance On:
Learning

RBM

X

X

Flexibility Indicators

X

Guidance to meet GEF-5
criteria for Special Climate Change Fund (SCCF)
and Least Developed
Country Fund (LDCF)
indicators.

UNDP: A Proposed
Framework for Monitoring
Adaptation to Climate
Change,111 2008

Guidance on developing
climate change adaptation projects and programs and monitoring
adaptation progress.

Describes goals, expected impacts, outcome, and outputs, as well AC, AA
as indicators and targets. Promotes measuring improved management, measuring performance, and learning. Provides guidance
on output and outcome indicators and on the establishment of
baselines.

Institutional functions, vulnerability
drivers.

X

Describes means to explore, prioritize, and select initial sets of
AC, AA
indicators to monitor progress and assess effectiveness. Explains
both process measures and outcome measures. Outlines principles
of good adaptation.

Assets, institution- Implementaal functions
tion

X

Defines indicators needed to monitor the progress in implementing
adaptation measures and indicators needed to measure the effectiveness of adaptation policies. Builds framework for indicator development that develops links across sectors and at all levels.

AC, AA

Assets, institutional functions, vulnerability drivers,
climate hazards

Describes impact evaluation in the context of adaptation. Identifies major challenges to conducting impact evaluations and how
they can be approached. Includes examples in agriculture, water
resource management, and social protection, as well as mainstreaming adaptation and disaster risk reduction.

AC, AA, SD Assets, institution- Ex-post
al functions, vulnerability drivers,
climate hazards,
livelihoods, ecosystem services

World Bank: Guidance
Note 8: Selection of
Specific M&E Indicators
for Adaptation,112 2009

Portion of larger guidance on mainstreaming
adaptation into agriculture and natural resource
management sectors.

106
107
108
109
110
111
112

X

X

AFB 2009.
DEFRA 2010.
Harley, Mike, et al. 2008. This guidance is intended for an EU context.
Prowse and Snilsveit 2010.
GEF 2011.
Frankel-Reed and Brooks 2008.
World Bank 2010a.

X

Other

M&E Stage(s)
Addressed

X

International Initiative for Technical paper on adaptation and mitigation imImpact Evaluation (3ie):
pact evaluation
Impact Evaluation and
Interventions to Address
Climate Change A Scoping Study,109 2010
LDCF/SCCF: Adaptation
Monitoring and
Assessment Tool
(AMAT)110, 2011

TOC

Adaptation Indicator Types
Elements
Addressed
Addressed*

Planning, implementation,
ex-post

Ex-ante,
planning, implementation,
ex-post

X

Introduces a tracking tool to measure progress toward achieving AC, AA, SD Assets, Instituthe outputs and outcomes established at the portfolio level. Protional functions,
vides generic indicators for adaptation projects with a focus on revulnerability drivducing vulnerability, increasing adaptive capacity, and promoting
ers, climate hazadoption of adaptation technology.
ards, livelihoods,
ecosystems

Planning

X

Provides six evidence-based thematic areas to monitor. Suggests
four criteria for adaptation indicators. Covers the program and
project level. Disseminates lessons learned through the Adaptation Learning Mechanism (ALM) project.

Implementation

X

X

AC, AA, SD Institutional functions, vulnerability
drivers, livelihoods

Aids in identifying development objectives and project goals. Sug- AC, SD
gests selection of specific M&E indicators relevant to adaptation
projects (distinguishing performance and impact). Outlines best
practices for collecting baseline data, establishing M&E systems,
and collecting data.

Institutional functions, livelihoods

Ex-ante,
panning, implementation,
ex-post

* AC: adaptive capacity; AA: adaptation action; SD: sustained development in a changing climate
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Table 2a. M&E Guidance Resources for Adaptation

Resource

Focus of Resource

Resource Provides Guidance On:
Learning

CARE: Climate Vulnerabil- Handbook for communiity and Capacity Analysis ty-based adaptation.
(CVCA),113 2009

DFID & Partners: Climate
Smart Disaster Risk Management (CSDRM),114 2010

Management framework
for mainstreaming adaptation into disaster risk
mananagement (DRM)

IISD & Partners:
Community-based
Risk Screening Tool Adaptation & Livelihoods
(CRiSTAL),115 2007

Tool for EM&R and SL at
the community level.

ISET & Partners: From
Risk to Resilience - Pinning down Vulnerability:
From Narratives to
Numbers,116 2009

Tool for development
practitioners and policymakers to assess vulnerability in disaster
and extreme climate risk
regions.

OECD: Integrating Climate
Change Adaptation into
Development Co-operation,117 2009

Guidance on mainstreaming climate adaptation at national, sectoral, and project levels,
in both urban and rural
contexts.

Tearfund: Climate Change
and Environmental Degradation Risk and Adaptation assessment
(CEDRA),118 2009

Field tool to help agencies prioritize environmental hazards and
adapt their project portfolio accordingly.

CARE 2009a.
DfID 2010a.
IISD 2010.
Mustafa et al. 2008.
OECD 2009b.
Tearfund 2009.

RBM

X

Flexibility Indicators

X

X

X

X

X

Other

Aids in conducting a vulnerability assessment at community level and applying this information to the design, implementation,
monitoring, and evaluation of activities at multiple scales. Combines community knowledge with scientific data for greater understanding. Promotes collaborative learning and multi-stakeholder
analysis.
X

X

TOC

Adaptation Indicator Types
Elements
Addressed
Addressed*

M&E Stage(s)
Addressed

AC, SD

Ex-ante,
planning

Assets, livelihoods

Supports DRM polices and practice to integrate (1) changing disAC, AA, SD Assets, vulnerabilaster risk and uncertainties, (2) enhance adaptive capacity, and (3)
ity drivers, liveliaddress the structural causes of poverty and vulnerability. Outlines
hoods, ecosystem
indicators connecting these three areas and applicable across
services
levels and scales. Supports learning about the integration process
and generates evidence-based CSDRM interventions.

Ex-ante,
planning, implementation

Aids in systematically understanding links between local livelihoods and climate. Enables users to assess a project’s impact on
community-level adaptive capacity and to make project adjustments to improve the impact.

AC, AA, SD Vulnerability drivEx-ante,
ers, climate hazplanning, imards, livelihoods,
plementation
ecosystem services

Presents a vulnerability and capacities index for measuring differential vulnerability at the household and community levels
in rural and urban areas. Provides criteria on three key dimensions of vulnerability – material (income, education), institutional (infrastructure, social capital), and attitudinal (sense of
empowerment).

AC, AA, SD Assets, vulnerability drivers, specific
climate hazards,
livelihoods

X

Encourages country ownership by identifying ways for funders to
AC, SD
support developing countries in reducing their vulnerability to climate variability and change. Suggests assessing sector-specific
climate impacts and vulnerability, with a focus on process indicators for now and outcome-related indicators to come later. Advises to engage a wide variety of stakeholders to identify adaptation
options and indicators.

Assets, Livelihoods

X

Provides step-by-step risk assessment. Encourages participatory AA, AC, SD Institutional funcdecision making, collaboration, and knowledge sharing to determine
tions, vulnerabillocal, district, and national impacts and adaptation strategies.
ity, climate hazEmphasizes integrated learning and flexibility in the project cycle.
ards, livelihoods,
ecosystems

Ex-ante

Planning

Ex-ante, implementation

* AC: adaptive capacity; AA: adaptation action; SD: sustained development in a changing climate
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Table 2b. Adaptation Planning Tools That Address M&E

Resource

Focus of Resource

Resource Provides Guidance On:
Learning

UKCIP: Adaptation
Wizard,119 2009

Five-step process to
help organizations assess and respond to
their vulnerability to climate change.

UNDP: A Toolkit for
Climate Change
Adaptation Initiatives,120
2010

Step-by-step guide on
how to develop adaptation initiatives.

USAID: Adapting to
Climate Variability and
Change: A Guidance
Manual for Development
Planning,121 2007

Approach to mainstream
climate change into project planning.

Designing
119
120 121

119 UKCIP 2009.
120 UNDP 2010b.
121 USAID 2007.

RBM

Flexibility Indicators

X

X

X

X

TOC

Adaptation Indicator Types
Elements
Addressed
Addressed*

M&E Stage(s)
Addressed

Helps identify valuable opportunities or important climate risks
within an organization, and helps outline an adaptation strategy. Poses critical questions about the effectiveness of adaptation
measures, and encourages ongoing monitoring.

AC, AA

Assets, vulnerability drivers

Implementation

Outlines key elements to consider when developing an adaptation initiative at national, subnational, and community levels. Examines linkages between development and adaptation. Guides the
process of designing indicators and formulating the key results.
Outlines critical elements for M&E.

AC, AA

Assets, institutional functions, vulnerability drivers,
specific climate
hazards

Planning

Provides a six-step approach for assessing vulnerability and
identifying and implementing climate change adaptations by paralleling the project cycle. Provides guidance on designing baselines and approaches to evaluating adaptation interventions.

AC, AA

Institutional functions, assets, vulnerability drivers

Implementation

Other

* AC: adaptive capacity; AA: adaptation action; SD: sustained development in a changing climate
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Table 2b. Adaptation Planning Tools That Address M&E (continued)

122 123 124 125 126 127 128

Resource

Focus of Resource

Approach to M&E

Adaptation Indicator Types
Elements
Addressed
Addressed*

M&E Stage(s)
Addressed

DFID & Partners:
Strengthening
Climate Resilience
(SCR), 122 2010

Program to help governments
and civil society organizations
add a climate change lens on
traditional DRM

Ensures a flexible approach and dissemination of SRC evidence-base; Explains a CSDRM approach.
Identifies integration of DRM, climate adaption, and development.

AC, AD, SD

Assets, vulnerability drivers, ecosystem, livelihoods

implementation

IDRC/DFID: Climate
Change Adaptation
in Africa (CCAA),123
2006

Research and capacity development program to improve the
capacity of African communities and governments to adapt
to climate change.

Carries out M&E at the levels of program, project, and participatory action research groups. Uses outcome mapping (OM) to examine changes affected by the program. Combines OM with RBM tools. Uses a
knowledge-sharing framework for the region (see also Box 1 in the main text for an overview).

AC

Assets, institutional functions

Implementation, ex-post

Links local-scale strategies with national scale-policies. Promotes exchange of experiences between
developing countries on climate issues. Establishes linkages from vulnerability and adaptation to climate change to national poverty reduction objectives and integrates adaptation to climate change into
sustainable development plans. Outlines detailed indicators.

AC, AA

Assets, institutional functions, vulnerability drivers,
specific climate
hazards

Implementation

AC

Assets,
institutional
functions

Planning, implementation

Assets, institutional functions,
livelihoods

Implementation

Netherlands Climate Assists developing countries to
become independent in formuAssistance
Programme (NCAP),124 lating climate policy.
2005
Oxfam, ODI, CARE, &
Partners: Africa
Climate Change Resilience Alliance
(ACCRA),125 2010

Consortium of programs to increase governments’ and development actors’ use of evidence
in designing and implementing
humanitarian and development
interventions in Africa.

Combines good practices from a variety of relevant disciplines (DRR, sustainable livelihoods approach,
social protection). Promotes an enabling environment for innovation through research, testing, and experimentation. Provides guiding questions on establishing an adaptation baseline under five characteristics of adaptive capacity. Discusses key barriers and opportunities.

Rockefeller & Partners: Asian Cities
Climate Change Resilience Network
(ACCCRN),126 2008

Network of cities that are
working to develop robust
plans to address the consequences of climate change.

Includes theory of change with assumptions. Provides key indicators at impact, outcome, and output
AC, SD
levels, together with process indicators. Incorporates a diversity of approaches. Establishes a network
for learning and engagement. Encourages flexibility.

UNDP: CommunityBased Adaptation
(CBA),127 2008

Portfolio of community-driven
climate change risk management projects.

Utilizes the Vulnerability Reduction Assessment as an innovative M&E system. Ensures that project
monitoring is done by communities and ground in local context. Focuses on country driven needs. Incorporates quantitative and qualitative indicators.

AC, AA, SD Assets, institutional functions, vulnerability drivers,
specific climate
hazards, ecosystem, livelihoods

Implementation

World Bank: Pilot
Program for Climate
Resilience (PPCR),128
2010

Scoping program for the Climate Investment Fund to pilot
and demonstrate ways to integrate climate risk and resilience into core development
planning.

Utilizes a results framework that includes logic models and performance measurement frameworks. Ena- AC, AA, SD Institutional funcbles “learning by doing” and sharing of lessons at the country, regional, and global levels.
tions, vulnerability
drivers, livelihoods

Implementation

Christian Aid, Plan, CCDC, and IDS 2010.
IDRC 2011.
NCAP 2005.
ACCRA 2010a.
ACCCRN 2010.
UNDP undated-a.
World Bank 2010c.

* AC: adaptive capacity; AA: adaptation action; SD: sustained development in a changing climate.
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Table 2c. Adaptation Programs with M&E Frameworks

129 130 131 132 133 134

Resource

Focus of Resource

Relevance to M&E

GEF: Climate-Eval,1 2010

Online forum to foster information sharing among climate evaluators.

Learning, sharing lessons learned, and best practices. Forthcoming meta-studies on mitigation
and adaptation evaluation.

GNDR: Views from the Frontline (VFL),2 2011

Network of civil society organizations committed to
working together to improve DRR policy and practice.

Innovative local-level monitoring system, focusing on vulnerable people influencing policy.

ProVention Consortium,3 2000

Forum to share knowledge and to connect and leverage resources for DRR.

Functions to share knowledge, and to connect and leverage resources to reduce disaster risk.
Extensive resources available.

UNDP: Adaptation Learning Mechanism (ALM),4 2007

Online forum to share adaptation practices; integrate
climate change risks and adaptation into development
policy, planning, and operations; and build capacity.

Provides space for learning, sharing lessons learned, and best practices.

UNFCCC Adaptation Evaluation5

Database created as part of the Nairobi Work
Program.

Compendium on methods and tools to evaluate the impacts of, and vulnerability and adaptation
to, climate change.

WeADAPT,6 2007

Online forum on climate adaptation issues that allows practitioners, researchers, and policymakers to
access information and to share experiences and lessons learned.

Contains themes on Framing Adaptation, Risk Monitoring, Decision Screening, and Communication, as well as different tools and methods, examples, and useful external links.

129
130
131
132
133
134

GEF Evaluation Office 2009a.
GNDR 2009.
ProVention Consortium 2000.
UNDP 2007a.
UNFCCC 2010.
WeADAPT 2007.
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Table 2d. Other Relevant Adaptation Resources

ACCCRN Theory of Change

STRATEGY

OUTCOMES

IMPACT

There is improved capacity to plan, finance,
coordinate, and implement climate change resilience
strategies within ACCCRN cities

A diverse range of
effective approaches,
processes, and practices
to build urban climate
change resilience that
incorporate the
priorities of poor and
vulnerable communities
is demonstrated in
ACCCRN cities that
generate additional
actions by more
institutions in current
and new geographies

Shared practical knowledge to build UCCR
deepens the quality of awareness, engagement,
demand & application in ACCCRN cities and a
growing number of other shareholders

Demonstrating successful,
contextually appropriate models of
urban climate resilience, combined
with cross-learning and support for
replication and scaling up

UCCR is expanded with new cities taking
and existing cities deepening action through
existing and additional support generated by a
range of actors
The RF ACCCRN Team operates
effectively, efficiently, and is relevant and
accountable to stakeholder and the context in
which it operates

Annex 2

The resilience and
adaptive capacity of
a growing number of
Asian cities in
relation to current
and future climate
risks is enhanced,
and thus the lives of
poor and vulnerable
(men and women)
are improved

Underlying assumptions
Choices of strategy and approaches

*

Working with city governments is a necessary but
not sufficient condition to address UCCR needs and
is necessary to ensure long-term financial and institutional action to build UCCR.
Examples and knowledge of what cities are doing
are sufficient to increase the prioritization of UCCR
issues within their planning/budget frameworks.

*

An iterative learning process improves the set of
interventions to build resilience and achieve local
ownership.

*

A multi-stakeholder process leads to cogeneration
of local knowledge.

*

Need to work in a multiplicity of environments to
generate models and learning.

Achievement of Impact

*
*

Lessons learned are transferable across cities.

*

Pools of money to support replication from donor
agencies will be available within the next 1-2 years,
and we will be able to tap into this.

Supporting development of practical models will do more to
enhance resilience than allocating a similar sum of funds for
research and analysis.

*

*

Resilience improvements are measurable and credible
to other city governments and subject matter experts.

This is a young field, and the most effective strategy to
achieve impact is through direct experimentation in resilience
building.

*

City governments will continue to push this agenda
after direct RF support is withdrawn.

*

*

Those networking functions that prove of value will
be financially supported beyond the current three
year funding window, either from RF, governments, or
donors.

Multi-stakeholder processes to develop local resilience plans
and interventions will lead to greater local ownership, and
thus more successful and sustainable resilience interventions.

*

By working at the city level you can have more impact on the
poor and vulnerable communities than by working exclusively
with poor and vulnerable.

*

RF has adequate staff numbers to take on what may
be an increasing workload in the coming 2-3 years.

*

Models of UCCR can be created, implemented and documented
within the program’s time frame and with the budget.
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*

Achievement of Outcomes

Annex III. Example Theories of Change for Adaptation-Relevant Interventions

Figure 1. Asian Cities Climate Change Resilience Network (ACCCRN) – Theory of Change
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Figure 2. GEF/World Bank: TerrAfrica - Country Support Tool Results Chain (not an adaptation project)
Sustainable Land Management
Example of Activities/Outputs

Intermediate Outcomes/Indicators

Outcomes/Indicators

Long Term Outcomes

Strengthen legal and
regulatory framework

Improved sector regulation

Increased agricultural
productivity

* Assessment of current legal

* Legal framwork for land and wa-

* Yields of key crops
Carbon releases from land use
reduced or maintained

framework to identify gaps carried out (yes/no)
* Action plan to address identified
gaps drafted (yes/no)
* Policy formulation with stakeholder consultations (NGOs, community leaders, extension service
providers, farmers etc.) undertaken (yes/no)

ter management that reflects XX
principles developed (yes/no)
* Action plan to strengthen land
use policy and legal framework
adopted (yes/no)
* Policies covering e.g. land tenure,
decentralization and mluti-sectoral planning developed (yes/no)
*
* Enabling environment strengthened [measured through change
of score on composite index (expert survey tool under
development)]
*

* Carbon sequestered in soil and/
or biomass (tons/ha)

Improved land quality
Soil fertility on targeted productive land measured by:
* Soil nitrogen level
* Soil organic matter
* Yields of major crops (as a
proxy)

policy, institutions, law, etc.

Develop capacity to plan and
manage land/water sector

Improved land use, planning
and monitoring

Increased land user adoption
of sustainable land
management practices

* Institutional review completed

* National coordinating platform for

* Producers adopting sustain-

*
*
*
*
*

(yes/no)
Institutional reform options/land
use strategy/policies drafted and
discussed (yes/no)
Staff trained in [specific topics]
(number)
Offices equipped (type/number)
Financial, HR and other Management systems established (yes/no)
Monitoring systems for e.g. sedimentation, land use pattens, biodiversity trends estabished (yes/no)

Strengthen access to land

land/water management established or strengthened
* Data on land and water quality,
sedimentation and other environmental indicators available

Increased land tenure security
* Documented rights to land (ha)

Generate knowledge on land/
water management practices
and technical approaches
* New practices and technologies
piloted (number)
* Farm trials conducted (number)

Develop capacity of land user
in land/water management
* Extension programs implemented

(number)
* Extensionists trained in [specific
topics] (number)
* Land users trained in land/water
management techniques (e.g. tillage, intercropping, water harvesting, etc.) (number)

Provide finance and other
inputs to land users to
undertake land/water
management investments
* Inputs (XXX) procured and distributed (xxx)

* Persons trained in [specific topic]
(number)

* Micro-credit schemes established
(yes/no)
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Increased land user access to
information and resources
needed for land/water
management
* Producers receiving agriculture or
*
*
*
*

forest advisory services (number)
Households reached in awareness
campaigns on land/water management practices (number)
Producers with access to financial
services (number, %)
Producers with access to improved
inputs (number, %)
Local land use management committees established (number)

able land management practices (number, % of targeted
households)

Approaches
* Area with approved community
land use/watershed plan (ha)
* Communities with land use /watershed plans (number, %)
* Communities with quarterly updated information on progress
of land use/micro-watershed
plans (%)
Technologies
* Area with improved land and
water management technologies
(ha or km) on targeted crop,
range and forest land
(i) with improved agraonomic and vegetative measures (ha)
(ii) with improved structural
measures (ha)
Or this can be broken down by:

* Area with technology X on tar-

geted cropland, range an dforest (e.g. reforested, inter-cropping, improved water harvesting
technology, flood-control and
drainage measures) (ha).
Examples:

* Area with conservation tillage (ha)

* Area with intercropping (ha)
* Area with improved collective
rangeland management practices (ha)

Vegetative cover on targeted crop, range and forest land
measured by:
* Net Primary Productivity (with
rainfall efficiency)
* NDVI (with rainfall efficiency)
* Vegetative cover (%change)
Soil erosion on targeted land
measured by:
* Soil erosion rate (tons/ha/year)

Improved water quality and
availability
* Sedimentation levels in targeted waterways

* Improved infiltration
Improved livelihoods of
targeted communities
* Household income ($$)
* Household Social and Economic
Indicators

* Vulnerability to disasters
Conserved Biodiversity
* Favorable trends in abundance

and distribution of selected
species
* Change in Status of threatened
species

Overall goal: increased resilience to the impacts of climate change and enhanced adaptive capacities of vulnerable
rural communities in India

Indirect
result

Contribution to food
and energy security

Reduced climate change
risk and increased
resilience of involved
communities

Reduced climate
change risk and
increased resilience
at pilot sites

Convergence of
actions by different
ministries

> Capacities increased to
climate proof
> Investments safe vis a
vis climate change
> Contribution of schemes
to risk reduction

Increased
capacities for:

Outcome

Capacities to
prioritise and
coordinate climate
change funding and
action increased

a. coordination
of agencies
b. integrating
CC into planning

Demonstrable
sectoral adaptation
benefit

c. prioritization
of activities

Ten
measures
for risk
reduction
and
up-scaling

E.g. compensation paid
which reduces climate
change risk
Ten measures
integrated into
implementation
of development
plans and
investment
programmes for
rural areas

d. vulnerability
reduction

Use of
output

Prioritised
recommendatons
of SAPCC being
implemented.

Implementation of
pilot projects

Contributing to securing
investments as well as to
reducing vulnerability

E.g. product sold by at
least 3 service providers

3 schemes climate
proofed

Fine-tuned financial
(e.g. insurance) product
contributing to adaptation

Customised climate
proofing methodologies
for each identified scheme

> Capacity to use information
as one criteria for
prioritising investments
> Improved understanding
and reducing drivers of
vulnerability

Information used at
different levels for
adaptation measures

> VA influencing decision
making and policies

> Vulnerability
assessment capacities
improved
> Capacity to interpret
and understand data on
climate change risk for
decision making

> Identify pilot projects
> Information for SAPCC

Information used by
communities to reduce
climate change risk

Communities access
information

Information used for
adaptation planning and
learning to reduce climate
change risk

> Information accessed
> Contribution of experts

» Annex III. Example Theories of Change for Adaptation-Relevant Interventions

Figure 3. GIZ: Rural Adaptation in India, Support for State Action Plans on Climate Change (SAPCCs) – Impacts Chain

Climate proofing of
gov. schemes

Output

Plans completed
and endorsed

> Sectoral pilot
strategies
> Specific proposals
> M&E in place

SAPCC

> Identify options for
pilots that contribute
to adaptation.
> M&E of the
identified projects

Pilot Projects

> Reports and maps on
vulnerability for four
partner states available

System in place, website, best practices,
ongoing exchange, presentations

> Selection of schemes
Identify and fine-tune
financial products
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Financial
Instruments

> Identify the exposure
units
> Form panel of experts
and representatives from
respective ministries

Climate
Proofing

Develop methodology and
identify stakeholders

Vulnerability
Assessment

Develop IKM strategy, design platform and
plan events, newsletters, workshops, exchange
of dialogue etc.

IKM
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Activity

Engage
consultants and
working groups

> Methodology available
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Figure 4. World Bank: Climate Investment Funds (CIF) Pilot Program for Climate Resilience (PPCR) – Logic Model
Global - CIF Final Outcome
(15-20 yrs)

Improved climate resilient, low carbon development
Improved quality of life of people living in areas most affected by
climate variability (CV) & climate change (CC)

Country - PPCR
Transformation impact
(10-15 yrs)

Country - PPCR
Catalytic Replication
Outcomes
(5-10 yrs)

Project/Program PPCR Outputs &
Outcomes
(2-7 yrs)

Increased resilience in economic, social, and eco-systems to CV & CC
through transformed social and economic development

Improved
institutional structure
and processes to
respond to CV & CC

Increased capacity
and consensus on
integration of
climate resilience
into country
strategies

Improved integration
of resilience into
country development
strategies, plans,
policies, etc

Increased knowledge & awareness of CV
& CC (e.g. CC modeling, CV impact, adapation options) among government/private
sector/civil society

Project/Program PPCR Activities
(1-7 yrs)
Program PPCR Inputs
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Capacity Building

Policy Reform /
Development /
Enabling Environment

Scaled-up
investments in
resilience and their
replication

Increased
resilience in
investment
program / projectspecific agriculture, water,
coastal areas,
priority infrastructure, etc

Investments (e.g.
in agriculture,
water, coastal
areas, infrastructure, etc)
Investments

Regional level:
Replication of PPCR
learning in
non-PPCR
countries

Enhanced
integration of
learning / knowledge into climate
resilience
development

CIF Program
New &
additional
resources for
climate
resilience

Increased learning
and knowledge
about climate
vulnerability &
adaptation

Increased
other public &
private
sources of
financing /
investment

Knowledge
Management

Leveraging

New & additional resources supplementing existing ODA flows
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Annex IV. Example Adaptation Monitoring Plans
Table 1. Asian Development Bank: Hunan River Basin Flood Control, China
Source: ADB 2006.
Output 2: Flood protection works are completed in priority locations as part of Hunan’s River Basin Flood Control Plan and 11th Five Year
Plan and in compliance with the People’s Republic of China regulations and Asian Development Bank (ADB) safeguard policies: Resettlement subcomponent
Performance Targets

1. Land acquisition
and resettlement
minimized.
2. Adequate funding available for
land acquisition
and resettlement.
3. Domestic approval achieved
before land acquisition and
resettlement
implementation.
4. Affected people
and work units
compensated for
lost assets in
line with Resettlement Plans
(RP).
5. Rehabilitation
implemented according to RP.
6. Affected facilities and temporary land areas
restored to original condition.
7. Income and living
conditions restored to previous levels.

Information Needs

Efforts in comparing alternatives to
minimize resettlement impacts.
Allocated resettlement funds to Local
project management
offices (LPMOs).
Adopted compensation rates.
Disclosure of RPs
and compensation
rates in project
areas.
Implementation
status for economic
rehabilitation in
affected villages.
Status of housing
site selection,
reconstruction, and
relocation.
Income levels and
sources of incomes
among sample
households for both
before and after
resettlement.

Baseline Information
Requirements and
Status
Resettlement Plans
(RPs) for all
subprojects.
Published
resettlement
compensation rates
in the project areas
or compensation
contract or
agreements with
affected people.
Resettlement
information booklet.
Resettlement
minimization efforts
summarized in the
RPs.
Consultation
process, identification of new housing
sites, and proposed
village economic
rehabilitation plans
included in the
subproject RPs.
Socioeconomic
survey and income
levels of sample
households were
included in the
subproject RPs.

Data Gathering
Methods and
Responsibilities
Local project
management offices
(LPMOs) and land
resource bureaus’
internal resettlement monitoring
and site supervision, including
status of compensation delivery,
information
disclosure,
compensation rates,
disbursement of
resettlement funds,
and implementation
of rehabilitation
measures.
Regular supervision
by Provincial
Project Management
Office (PPMO) staff
and twice-yearly
ADB review
missions.
Resettlement
implementation and
institutions will be
monitored by a
third party, external
agency.
Internal meetings
will be held among
resettlement
officials, affected
villages and work
units, and
interviews with
sample households
will be conducted.
Post-construction
review will be
undertaken.

Planning, Training,
Data Management,
Expertise, Resources,
Responsibilities

Analysis, Reporting,
Feedback, and Change
Processes and
Responsibilities

Detailed internal
reporting format
has been developed
and introduced for
the Provincial
Project Management
Office (PPMO) and
LPMOs.

LPMOs submit to
PPMO quarterly and
semiannual subproject resettlement internal
monitoring reports.

Consulting services
will be provided
through advisory
technical assistance to assist the
PPMO and LPMOs to
prepare the first
internal resettlement monitoring
report for
submission to ADB.
PPMO will provide
on-the-job training
to staff of LPMOs
during project
implementation on:
construction
activities, required
mitigations,
sensitive areas
requiring special
protection,
compliance
monitoring,
enforcement
procedures, and
reporting
requirements.
A resettlement unit
will be set up for
each LPMO and
staffed with
qualified personnel.

PPMO submits
quarterly/annual
monitoring report to
ADB. Key resettlement progress
reporting tables for
each subproject will
be included in the
overall internal
resettlement
monitoring report.
External monitoring
reports will be sent
to the PPMO and
LPMOs to be
reviewed and acted
on. Based on issues
identified, the PPMO
will follow up with
individual LPMOs;
resolutions will be
reported in the next
internal monitoring
report.
Annual workshops
with key stakeholders (including
representatives
from the PPMO and
LPMOs) could be
organized to review
overall resettlement implementation, exchange
experiences, and
explore ways to
resolve remaining
issues and
problems.
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Table 2. Adaptation to Climate Change in Rural Africa Program: Example Portion of Monitoring Logframe
Source: ACCRA2010b.

GOAL

Indicator 1.1

Baseline (2009)

Vulnerable people
are more resilient to
climate change.

Rating of overall progress
against Hyogo Framework for
Action.

2.38
Not applicable (N/A)
(On a 5-point scale, 2009) — report is biennial

Milestone 1 (date)

Milestone 2 (date)

Target (2011)

N/A
— report is biennial

3

Source
Views from the Frontline
(GNDR 2009)

Views from the Frontline
(GNDR 2011)

Indicator 1.2

Baseline (2008)

Milestone 1 (2011)

Target (2014)

Number of deaths from climatological, hydrological, and meteorological disasters in Africa.

16.2 million

15 million

12 million

Source
Annual Disaster Statistical Review (EM-DAT 2009)

Indicator 1.3

Baseline (2008)

Proportion of undernourished
population in Sub-Saharan
Africa

29%

Annual Disaster Statistical
Review (EM-DAT 2008)
Milestone 1 (2011)

Milestone 2 (2013)

Target (2015)
15%

Source
MDG Report

MDG

Note: This program contributes toward goal level change. However, it
is understood that achieving this goal
is not within this program’s direct
control. Many other actors and initiatives will contribute toward achieving
this goal.

Indicator 2.1

Baseline (2009)

Milestone 1 (Aug 2010)

Milestone 2 (date)

Target (2011)

Assumptions

To increase the use
of evidence in decision making by
governments (specifically in Ethiopia, Uganda, and
Mozambique) and
other development
and humanitarian
actors (specifically
consortium agencies
and their networks,
including ECB) in
decision making
around the development and the implementation policies
and interventions
that improve poor
people's resilience
to climate-related
hazards.

Level of understanding of consortium agency and government
staff involved in the program
around the value of linking CCA,
social protection, DRR, and livelihoods interventions and ability
to cite examples of where this
has had a positive impact on resilience to climate change.

2

3

We will only collect data
on this annually.

4

We are consciously focusing more of
our efforts on influencing change at the
level of the countries and agencies involved in this program, which is why they
are mentioned explicitly in our purpose
statement. However, we are also committed to disseminating the information
more widely through links with regional
and global networks and by sharing our
research findings with the IPCC working group and others. We are conscious,
however, that the impact of research on
policy and investment takes time to be
reflected in concrete plans. Therefore, we
feel that our targets are reasonable for a
2-year time frame. As per output 3 of the
program, we will be making every effort
to put in place plans to lay the foundations for a wider impact in the future.

Source
National-level capacity
Light review of monitoring
gap analysis. Agency self- data by Program Manager
assessment, to be conducted in 2009

Program evaluation

Indicator 2.2

Baseline (2009)

Milestone 1 (Aug 2010)

Milestone 2 (date)

Target (2011)

Extent to which consortium
members use evidence generated by this program to influence
their own agencies and networks
to adopt and invest in successful approaches to improving
resilience in new and existing
programs.

1

2

We will only collect data
on this annually.

4

Indicator 2.3

Baseline (2009)

Milestone 1 (Aug 2010)

Extent to which government
plans and budgets have been
modified through use of generated evidence (e.g. closer working between institutions responsible for DRR, social protection,
and climate change; additional
resources to participatory risk
analysis).

1

2

Indicator 2.4

Baseline (April 2010)

Source
Agency self-assessment,
to be conducted in 2009

Light review of monitoring
data by Program Manager

Program evaluation

» Annex IV. Example Adaptation Monitoring Plans

PURPOSE

Key assumptions are:

* Major incidents of political instability

Source
Policy analysis, by November 2009.

Number of administrative areas
0
where ACCRA capacity building
results in more effective use of
existing budgets for activities
that reduce disaster risk and enhance adaptive capacity.

Milestone 2 (date)

Target (2011)

3
We anticipate that progress will be made in the
2nd year of this contract.
Light review of monitoring We will not expend reProgram evaluation
data by Program Manager sources in collecting data
against this indicator before the dissemination activities are complete, so
will do so in the evaluation at the end of Year 2.
Milestone 1(date)

Milestone 2(date)

We anticipate that progress will be made in the 2nd
year of this contract. We will not expend resources in
collecting data against this indicator before the dissemination activities are complete, so will do so in
the evaluation at the end of Year 2.

Target (October 2011)
Ethiopia:
1 district / 1 region
Uganda:
3 districts / 3 regions
Mozambique:
1 district /1 region

or violence do not deteriorate.

* Predicted heavy flooding in Uganda
*
*
*

*
*

and Ethiopia does not disrupt program
activities.
Consortium agencies retain close relationships and capacity to influence
governments in the three countries.
Governments have adequate funding to
include recommended interventions.
Levels of international aid funding do
not significantly decrease, and new
streams of adaptation funding become
available.
Secure funding for consortium agencies’ operational programming is
maintained.
Consortium agencies secure funding
beyond the 2-year period in order to
further develop our advocacy activities.

Source
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Figure 1. World Bank: Sujala Watershed Project, India – Monitoring, Evaluation, and Learning [not an adaptation project]

MONITORING, EVALUATION & LEARNING
Discrete monitoring

Concurrent monitoring

Impact Assessment
Participatory
Monitoring

Input Output
Monitoring

Process
Monitoring

Self Evaluation/
Assessment

Continuous
Monitoring

By CBOs
(SWS-EC, AG & SHG)
facilitated by NGO

(Frequency)
Community and
household level

By WDD at various levels
through MIS
Frequency

Pre treatment
Baseline
Weekly
Monthly

Mid-term impact

Quarterly
Annually

End of project
Post Project

Schematic representation of M&E in Sujala Project

Bi-monthly
Monthly,
Half yearly

Goal

Objective 1

Hypothesis 1

Activities
(Inputs)

Hypothesis 2

Objective 2

Hypothesis 3

Activities
(Inputs)

Activities
(Inputs)

Objective 3

» Annex IV. Example Adaptation Monitoring Plans

Figure 2. Intercooperation: Monitoring for Activities and Outcomes

Hypothesis 4

Activities
(Inputs)

Activity Monitoring

Activitiy / Output Indicators
Outputs

Outputs

Outputs

Outputs

Utilisation

Utilisation

Utilisation

Utilisation

Results (Deliverables)

Outcome Monitoring

OUTCOMES

Effect change
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Outcome Indicators

Area of adaptation
contributions/results

Enhancing Adaptive Capacity

Adaptation Activities

Safeguarding Achievement of Overarching
Development Objectives
Economic

Monitoring the development of problem-solving
capacity needed to prepare for climate change
(e.g. early warning capacity)

Adaptation hypothesis

Overarching objective
of intervention

Direct result

Results chain / Indicators

Use of output

Output

Monitoring the reduction of or preparation for key
climate change risks (e.g. expansion of water
storage capacity)

Social

Ecological

Monitoring changes at the level of overarching development objectives that are put at
risk by climage change (e.g. income, health,
ecosystem conservation etc.)

Making Adaptation Count
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Table 3. GIZ: Possible Structure of an Adaptation Monitoring Matrix
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Annex V. Example Methodologies Complementary to Theories of Change
Table 1. World Bank: Andhra Pradesh Drought Adaptation Initiative, India – Impact and Response Matrix
Source: World Bank 2011.

Table 2.5: Impact and response matrix
Expected Impact —
Negative and Positive

Response

Reduced or erratic rainfall will increase
rain-fed production risks, while heavy
unseasonal rainfall can increase the
potential for top soil erosion. Also,
increased temperature, reduced soil
moisture or shorter growing periods could
affect crop yields.

Better management of soil moisture through
increase in, and conservation of organic
matter. Timely suply of agricultural imputs
to take advantage of available moisture and
rainfall.

Increased quantities of groundwater
withdrawal as reduced rainfall will reduce
the availability of surface water and
groundwater.

More efficient use of groundwater by using
it for critical irrigation and ensuring access
to all by treating it as a common property.

Pilots
Development of diversified farming system
Instroduction of plough bullocks in support
of small farmers
Establishment of village level seed banks
Establishment of tree nurseries
Development of system for groundwater
management
Introduction of system of rice intensification
(SRI)
Introduction of millet into the Government
Public Distribution system (PDS) as
incentive to encourage its production

Erratic rainfall pattern could disturb
employment opportunities for those
dependent on seasonal agricultural labor for
their livelihood, triggering out-migration.

Enhanced livelihood opportunities for
marginal groups through goat and sheep
rearing, backyard poultry and fish farming
in tanks.

Development of backyard poultry
Establishment of chick rearing centers
Development of inland fisheries cooperatives
Establishment of common interest groups
(CIG) for goat rearers
Establishment of goat crèche (goat kids
rearing center)
Farming on leased land
Common property resource development

Reduced fodder production due to crop
failure in rainfed agriculture will have
negative impact on the productivity of dairy
cattle. Also, unseasonal rainfall might
result in outbreaks of siseases normally
linked to the rainy season.

Integration of crops and livestock in a
mixed farming system for fodder production
combined with better animal health service
delivery.

Development of diversified farming system
Introduction of village-level fodder banks
Development of community-managed
livestock vaccination service
Development of livestock insurance system
Establishment of tree nurseries

Erratic or unseasonal rainfall could have a
positive impact on sheep and goat rearing
as grazing becomes possible during seasons
that normally would not off this possibility.
But disease outbreaks due to unseasonal
rainfall could be a negative impact.

Common land restoration for grazing and for
rainwater infiltration, combined with better
animal health service delivery.

Development of system for common property
resource management
Establishment of common interest groups
(CIG) for goat herders
Establishment of goat crèche (goat kids
rearing center)
Development of community-managed
livestock vaccination service
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Table 2. Outcome Mapping (IDRC) and Logical Framework Approach
Source: Rodunter et al. 2008.
The vision reflects the broad human, social & environmental betterment in which the program is engaged and to which it is
contributing.
The mission statement describes in a broad way the contribution of the donor program to the vision. It describes how the
program intends to operationalise its role in support of the vision and how to support the achievement of outcomes by its
partners, and how it will remain effective, efficient, relevant and sustainable.
Outcome Challenge: Boundary Partner A
The outcome challenges describe the changed behaviours (relationships, activities, and/
or actions) of a partner; and how they would be behaving if they were contributing ideally
to the vision.
Set of progress markers: Progress Markers are a gradual set of statements (milestones)
describing a progression of changed behaviour in a partner. They describe changes in actions, activities & relationships leading up to the ideal outcome challenge statement.
Support strategies from the program / project:
The strategies outline the approaches of the project team in working with the partners.
They indicate the relative influence the program is likely to have on a project partner. An
overview of the strategies helps to pinpoint strategic gaps in the approach or determine
whether the program is overextended; it also suggests the type of evaluation method apropriate to track and assess the performance of the project.

Outcome Challenge
Boundary Partner B

Set of progress markers
Support strategies
for Partner B

Organisational practices describe the efforts of the project team in order to remain innovative, efficient and relevant for the
program purpose.

The Logic Model of Outcome Mapping
changed practices of
Boundary Partners
contribute to achieve
Vision

Boundary Partner A
Outcomes
changed practices of
Boundary Partners as
result of services of
Change Agent

services provided by
Change Agent to bring
about Outcomes

Outcome
Challenge

Mission
of Change Agent

Boundary Partner B

Progress
Markers
love to see
like to see
expect to see

Strategy Map for
Boundary Partner A

Vision
of Boundary Partners

Outcome
Challenge

Progress
Markers
love to see
like to see
expect to see

Strategy Map for
Boundary Partner B

Boundary Partner C

Outcome
Challenge

Strategy Map for
Boundary Partner C

Organisational Practices of “Change Agent”
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Progress
Markers
love to see
like to see
expect to see
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» Annex V. Example Methodologies Complementary to Theories of Change

Figure 1. Conceptual Model Components and Example for a Terrestrial Site
Source: Margolis et al. 2008.

threats. These include, for example, perverse economic
incentives, favorable attitudes about conservation, and
stakeholder education levels.

The main components of a conceptual model include the
following:
Scope: Definition of the broad parameters or rough
boundaries (geographic or thematic) for where or on what
a project will focus (e.g. La Amistad International Park
and its buffer zone).

Strategy: A group of actions with a common focus that
work together to influence one or more contributing factors, unltimately reducing threats or restoring natural
systems.

Conservation Target: An element of biodiversity at a project site, which can be a species, habitat/ecological system,
or ecologcal process on which a project has chosen to focus (e.g. river turtles, high value wetlands, water purification processes).

Goal: A general summary of the desired future state of, or
impact on, a conservation target.
Objective: A specific statement detailing the desired accomplishements or outcomes of a project, such as reducing a critical threat.

Direct Threat: A human action that immediately degrades one or more biodiversity targets. For example, logging or fishing.

The following generic conceptual model illustrates the relationship of these terms:

Contributing Factor: The indirect threats, opportunities, and other important variables that influence direct

Strategy
Objective

Factor
Factor
Objective

Factor
Strategy

Factor

Objective
Factor

Factor
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thematic)
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target
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Extracted
from
conceptual
model

Lobby
government

Converted
to a results
chain

Lobby
government

Strategy

Low pay for
law officers

Weak law
enforcement

Illegal shark
fishing

Sharks

Increase in
budget for law
enforcement

Improved pay
for law
officers

Improved law
enforcement

Reduced
illegal shark
fishing

Healthy
shark
population

Output

Output

Outcome

Outcome

Impact
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Media campaign
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caviar

Lack of
awareness

High price for
caviar
Need to generate
income

Corruption

Improve land
use planning

Rapid
urbanization

Objective
Gov’t policies
favorable to
urban dev.
Lobby
government dev.
policies

Population
growth
Failure of rural
economy

Objective
Pollution from
domestic
sewage

Global warming
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Need for
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Objective
Clearing for
new home
constructions
Demand for
second homes

Target

Direct
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Drought-induced
fires

Reforestation
with native
species

Cheap land

Indirect
Threat or
Opportunity

Example Goal (Forest corridors):
By 2025, the forest corridor linking the Blue River watershed to Los Grillos is unfragmented and at least 5 km wide.
Example Objective (Government policies favorable to urban development):
By the end of 2008, conservation friendly zoning regulations have been developed and approved by the city council.
Example Objective (Clearing for new home construction):
By 2015, there is no new home construction being carried out, permitted, or planned in fragile areas.
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